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BREAKING INTO 
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SPOTLIGHT ON 
SCHOOL STUDIOS 

THREE ROOMS, 
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Audio Adventures 
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DAW or Video Workst.mon 

DP600-C 

CODKW 

NETWORK 

Metadata 

olloioloonnoloo 

—440.10111. Audio 

The new Dolby DP600-C Program Optimizer, together with 

Neyrinck SoundCode for Broadcast software, offers post facilities 
with Digidesige Pro Tools*, other DAWs, and video workstations 

an ideal solution that speeds postproduction of file-based content 

destined for television broadcast and packaged media. 

Neyrinck SoundCode for Broadcast interfaces most workstations with 

the DP600-C, giving DAW users complete access to its unique set of 

audio tools: Create and manipulate metadata directly within the audio 

file's metadata chunk. Automatically normalize program loudness 

levels. Encode, decode, and transcode files into all Dolby and other 

broadcast audio formats. Prepare files from multiple rooms in faster 

than real time, meet any program delivery specification, and save time 

and money. 

Find out more by visiting our websites and clicking on our 

product spotlights. 

dolby.com 
neyririck.com [II DOLBY ± NEYRINCK 

amnia 
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MIC=51 -. 11dMI le 'o— 
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0 MCI II — 
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GIZEZall 

Neyrinck SoundCode for Broadcast Software 

013600-C Supported Technologies: 

Llokpy 

Doby Digt 

Doby Digital Plus 

MPEG-1 LII 

PCP' 

Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Digidesign and Pro Tools 
are registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. 2008 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. 
508/19236 



16 essential plug-ins. 1 affordable bundle. 
You're making music. Maybe you've got some tunes up on rViySpace, and the friend requests are rolling in. 

Or your band is packing the clubs, and you're ready to lay down some serious tracks—but you're not ready to 

lay down serious becks. Finally, Waves has created a bundle just for you. 

Introducing Waves Silver, an affordable new collection designed with personal production studios in mind. With 

reverb, compression, equalization, level maximization, and more, when it's time to go pro, it's time to go Silver. 

Including 

• Renaissance Compressor • Renaissance Equalizer • Renaissance Axx • IR-L Convolution Reverb 

• Li Ultramaximizer • C1 Parametric Compander • Q10 Paragraphic EQ • Si Stereo Imager 

• MaxxBass' • MondoMod • Enigma • True Verb • SuperTap • Doubler • DeEsser • Paz Analyzer 
www.waves.com 

111111 
WAVES 
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Ten Good Reasons Why Lynx 
Aurora Converters are the Tools 
to add to your Ho Recording System. 

As an owner of a professional recording system, you have made a significant investment to provide world-class audio 

production for you and your clients. The single most crucial factor is the quality of the converters you choose. In developing 

the Aurora 8 and Aurora 16 converters, we had your needs in mind. We would like to point out 10, 11, maybe more reasons 

why Lynx is a great choice for you. 

Of course we can't give you all of these reasons in this ad. But, here is just one... 

Reason #1 Aurora 16 offers 32 simultanecus channels - sixteen channels of analog I/O and sixteen channels of digital I/O 

at sample rates up to 192 kHz. 

Okay, maybe one more... 

Reason #6 The sound / audio quality - Rich, open, transparent. Let your ears give it a try. 

So whether you are just starting out, adding channels or upgrading the system, 

you'll have good reason to try out Lynx Aurora converters. 

STuDio 
To see the entire list, please ço to http:// www.lynxstudio.comf lOreasons. TECHNOLOGY 



Sweetwater 
Creation Station 

Computers 

We offer a stellar selection of both Macintosh and PC 
computers. When combined with the audio software and 
hardware of your choice, we can even provide a custom 
turnkey installation solution for your studio. And did you 
know we build our own Creation Station PCs? These 

powerful machines are made to suit your studio needs, with 
audio- optimized drives, whisper-quiet operation, top-quality 

components, and rock-solid reliability. Tower, rack, or portable, 
Sweetwater has the right computer for you! 

Apple Mac Pro 

s 01H 
uswees 

_ 

Toft Audio ATB-32 

Mixers 
The mixer is the nerve center of your operation, and we know you 
want the best possible unit for your money. Our knowledgeable 
Sales Engineers are here to help you find the one that's just 
right for you. We carry an incredible range of mixers from 
Allen & Heath, Mackie, Yamaha, and many, many more. 

ALLEN HEATH MACKIE. » Jett Radio Designs TASCAM. 

e;f OYAMAHA 

wig 

lexicon 

(r. Snkrafi 

11111 - I 
ear 

Studio Processors 
At Sweetwater, you'll find exactly what you need to create some 
of that elusive studio " magic," thanks to our incredible selection 
of processors. Our huge warehouse is stocked with great reverb, 
delay, and multi- effects units from Eventide, Yamaha, Lexicon, 
and TC Electronic, plus a host of others. 

Eventide tc elecronic lexicon, clbx OYAMAHA 

Lexicon PCM96 

Computer Audio 
Production 

We know 
how 
critical it 
is to get the best 
production from your 
studio. That's why 
we stock audio 
interfaces 
from MOTU, M-Audio, and Digidesign 

PreSonus (among many others), as well as fully D_IgnNtroi 
featured console-style control surfaces from 
several manufacturers, including Digidesign, 
Mackie, and Euphonix. Sweetwater's got the right 
hardware for your studio. 

Erligrliciamesiagrre. 

Pit-AUDIO MOTU AViPreSonus 

IUMMICKIET. Éne EUP»1111( 

Avalon AD2022 

Preamps 
There's no more important item in your signal chain than 
a good preamp — and we have a huge selection of them. 
Whether you want to add " color" to your sound or seek 
pristine transparency, Sweetwater has the preamp that's 
just right for you, from great manufacturers such as Avalon, 
Focusrite, PreSonus, and Manley, to name just a few. 

Solid State Logic A De•Ign viierEcH PreSonus 
et» 

Focusrité 



JBL LSR4328P Pak 

Studio Monitors 

We offer a stellar selection of passive 
and active studio monitors with a range 
of wattages and speaker sizes, and 
we'll help you find the setup that suits 
your room best, at a price that's right for 
you. With monitors from JBL, Genelec, 
ADAM, Event, Mackie, and Tannoy 
(among many others) to choose 
from, Sweetwater has you covered! 

GENELEC clynaticlioacoustics 

IV/ACME. A LESIS TANVOY 

[VW 

Microphones 

We've got an incredible selection of 
some of the best microphones available 
for studio and stage alike. You'll find 
condensers, dynamics, and ribbon 
models ( plus Sweetwater-exclusive 
mic packages and a wide range of mic 
accessories) from manufacturers such 
as Shure, Neumann, Royer, Sennheiser, 
AKG, and many more! 

1. audiolechnica 

1.Corthvuorhe-
RODE 

The Two 
Best Teams 

For the Gear You Want 
This Holiday Season! 

Knows His Stuff 
Has been making his list 
and checking it twice, for 
hundreds of years now. 
Accepts your personal 

gear wish list via 
North Pole 0 

postal mail. 

Santa Claus 

  — 

Fast, Free 
Shipping 

Part of a skilled crew. 
Performs express 

deliveries once a year. 
You get everything just 

in time. 

Team The Sweetwater Team 

Technical Savvy 
You name it, Santa's 

in-house experts 
build it — until they 
vacation in January. 

Knows His Stuff 
Spends hours every 
week getting his hands 
on the hottest, latest 
gear. Available via phone 

to help you choose 
just the right piece 

of technology for 
your needs. 

Technical Savvy 
Sweetwater's expert 
Service Team is here to 
keep you up and running 
all year long. Help is also 
available online 24/7 
— free. 

Sweetwater 

Sales Engineer 

Fast, Free 
Shipping 
Teams with FedEx 
to perform speedy 
shipments year-round. 
Will definitely get you 
the gear you need in 
time for the holidays. 
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::features 

ON THE COVER 
University of Massachusetts Lowell's 

music program offers Bachelor's and 

Master's degrees ir audio engineering. 

This refurbished production studio 

features an API Vis on console and SLS 

surround monitoring. See story, page 16. 

Photo: Steve Edson. Inset Johnny Buzzeno. 

Back to School 
Every November, Mix focuses on audio education programs, investigating the ways future 
engineers learn their craft and gear up for p-ofessional careers in the industry. Mix also 
produces an annual directory of audio schools, available at www.mixonline.com. 

32 
Three Studios, 
Three Budgets 
BY GEORGE PETERSEN, KEVIN 

BECKA AND ROB HANSON 

Our trio of experts do some 
virtual shopping and offer 
three unique approaches to 
equipping a personal studio. 

36 
Warm It Up 
BY DAVID WEISS 

Mix's buyer's guide to large-
diaphragm condenser mics 
includes options at every price 
point. 

46 
Breaking In 
Esr BLAIR JACKSON 

Top studio owneis and man-
agers offer real-world advice 
for anyone embarking on a 
career in audio. 

50 
AES Highlights 
BY GEORGE PETERSEN AND 

KEVIN BECKA 

Mix brings you all of the 
AES product hits and trends, 

and this year's TEC Awards 
winners. 

58 
New Classrooms 
BY BARBARA SCHULTZ 

Take a look inside audio 
schools around the U.S., 
where you'll find some of the 
newest high-end studios. 

(Volume 32, Number 12) is Z2C.08 by Penton Media Inc., 9800 Metcalf Ave.. Ovedand Park, kS 66212. Mix (ISSN 0164-9957) is published monthly with an extra issue in January. One-year (12 issues) 

subscription is $35. Cared. is E40. All other intarnational is $50. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Mix, PO Box 15605, North Hollywood, CA 91615. Penodicals Postage Paid at Shawnee 
Mission, KS and at aoditonal mailing offices.This publication may not be reproduced or quoted in whole er in part by printed or electronic means without written permission of the publishers. Printed in 

the USA. Canadian GST 4129597951; Canadiar Post Publications Mail agreement No. 40612608. Canaria return address: BleuChip Interrational. P.O. Box 25542, _ondon. ON NEC 682. 
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www.(1 I)amicrophones.coni 

Representing years of research and development, the 4099 series of 
condenser microphones feature supercardioid polar patterns for supe-
rior gain-before-feedback. Fully capable of handling extremely high 
SPLs, - particularly important for trumpet players - these microphones 
live up to their pedigree with sound as accurate as DPAs other 
world-class microphones. 

The 4099 Guitar, 4099 Sax, 4099 Trumpet and 4099 Violin are multipurpose 
microphones. The mounts for the 4099's are meticulously designed and op-
timized for each of the four instrument families, ensuring that the finest pos-
sible audio reinforcement is achieved when performing live. 

' 

INTRODUCING THE 
PERFORMANCE SERIES 

"0111111‘ 

4099 
SERIES 

The microphones for professionals 
with uncompromising demands 

for musical accuracy 

PA 
ICROPHONES 

DPA Microphones, Inc. 2432 North Main St. Longmont, CO 80501 infoOdpamics.com 1 - 866-DPA-MICS 
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Hardware shipping now! 
Check www.steinberg.net for 
the FREE Cubase 4.5 update... 

• ATTACK e 828r 

41, 
' I 

8 

• 
'! AK +48V 

• 
PAD 

MIC/LME/1-11-2 

• QUICK CONNECT 

GIG PFAK 

1 MIC/LINE 

stei n berg 

510/PEAK 

0% 

2 

Teddy Riley 
"Steinberg gives me everything I could ever want 

for working with audio and MIDI instruments." 

John Legend, Pussycat Dots and Snoop Dogg 

• 

SIG/PEAK 

ÇO. 
3 

Michael Wagener 
"The MR816 CSX is a fantastic solution at a great 
price that truly helps you concentrate on your music. 
It helps you get back to thinking with the right side 
of your brain without having to think about shortcuts, 
which can take focus away from the creative process." 

6ci Row, King's X, Ozzy C.)sbourne, Metaliica, Alice Cooper, Janet Jackson 

swuiûerg 
Creativity First 

www.steinberg.net 
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Investing in the Future 

ast month's AES convention epitomized our industry's strange dichotomy, 

where "old-fashioned" analog thrives alongside cutting-edge digital. It's a realm 

where century-year-old magnetic tape technology continues to coexist with 

silicon semiconductors. But this time, we also noticed a lot of talk about education on the 

show floor—from the inaugural METAlliance education summit to a breakfast hosted by 

the Recording Academy P&E Wing geared toward strengthening alliances with schools. 

And it's apparent that manufacturers of old- and new-school technologies are increasingly 

targeting...schools. 

Why is the recording community making this big push now? Lower-cost technology 

certainly makes it easier for manufacturers to make inroads into the education market; a 

school that might have used up its entire budget on a large-format console back in the day 

can now outfit an entire studio for the same price. 

Most mature industries eventually form relationships with academia, whether on a Foun-

dation level or through R&D pacts; the partnerships tend to benefit all involved. In the record-

ing industry, schools are putting real-world technology in the hands of students, 

and manufacturers are able to expand their product reach. From a pure business 

standpoint, manufacturers know that they need to connect with the community— 

not just the schools themselves as a new sales channel, but with grads who form 

the link to emerging markets. (Think game audio and mobile applications.) 

Also, users often form preferences early on, and smart manufacturers want 

to be there at the learning stage. Computer companies like Apple and Microsoft 
have pushed heavily to be in schools with laptop programs across the country. 

And MI companies have long known the value of aiming right down to the grade-

school level. How many musicians out there took piano lessons in a room full of Yamaha 

Clavinovas or watched kids fumble with primitive recordings on My First Sony machines? 

Of course, no amount of gear-fluency will replace a fundamental understanding of 

signal flow or critical-listening skills. But today, it's also essential to be fluent in specific 

console and DAW systems. There's a reason why classes that offer certification in every-

thing from plug-ins to videogame engines are flourishing. Even at the entry level, skill sets 

need to be platform-specific. The Pro Tools operator is the new tape op. 

George Massenburg, when talking about METAlliance's education summit at AES, 

equated g ving students access to technology with providing them an opportunity to be 

heard: " It's a new world, and it's going to require all of us in the professional recording 

business to understand that everybody will have access to tools that we had to beg for 

when we were coming up," he said. "This access can only improve the access to that ge-

nius out there who has something to say musically and wouldn't ordinarily find himself in 

a recording school. Give everybody a voice." 

Is an industry/academic partnership a good thing? We think so. If a studio manager 
is looking to hire interns and assistants, they'll be better equipped with gear skills they can 

put to use right away. And if a student is looking to get a job as an audio engineer, more 

tools are available—hands-on—than ever before. 

Thanks for reading, 

Sarah Jones 
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"Live guitars sound amazing with R-121 Live mics on the cabinets, and 

they stand out well in the mix. Royers are warm, natural, present and 
uncolored - not at all harsh like several of the other mics we auditioned, 
and the band loves the natural sound they get in their in-ear monitors. 

"I've used Royers on Aerosmith for a few years and currently on Match-
box Twenty and they've been among my most reliable microphones. 
These are amazing ribbons." 

Royer Ribbons - hears Like Your Ears 
Handcrafted in Burbank, CA • www.royerlabs.com • 818.847.012' 
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M ael Prowda, Monitor 

Engineer—David Bowie, NIN 

Westone ES2 custom fit 

In-ear musicians monitor 

Westone 
THE IN-EAR EXPERTS 

WESTEINE.CDM/MUSIC 
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TALK B A_C K 

The New-Look Mix 

I think the new Mix looks great! I have been reading Mix since the '7os 

and thought it needed an update. I just wish the covers with mixing 

consoles would be more contemporary. I would also like to see more 

articles with classic engineers and producers, and more artides on 

where sound is going, and how to improve the current recordings to 

make them as good as the records of 35 years ago! What about the trend 

of the young people going back to vinyl because they are starting to get 

it that their MP3s sound like crap? Check out the stats for vinyl sales for 

the last year. It shows some promise. 

Keep up the improving work. 

Bruce Berman 

From a longtime reader (1982?): I love the new Mix layout in the 

September issue! It seems "clean" and sophisticated, professional, also 

colorful at the right moments. The varied text looks sharp, too. And I 

like the section and column headings. 

Thanks for making Mix magazine an even better read. 

Paul J. de Benedictis 

TECnology History 
Lessons 
While I admit that selecting gear 

for the " 2008 TECnology Hall of 

Fame" (September 2008) is a 

daunting task to say the least, I 

would like to impart a few things. 

The Kurzweil 250 didn't 

emerge until 1984, and Opcode, 

while it had some interesting 

innovations in 1990, was eclipsed 

by MOTU Performer, which was 

releasec in 1985 and is still one 

of the three main music software 

programs on :he planet. 

I hope these get nominated 

in 2009: Yamaha SPX90; TC Elec-

tronic 2290 Dynamic Digital De-

lay; Roland S770 sampler; Mackie 

HR-824 powered monitors—the 

most popular near-field since 

the NS10; Manley Van-Mu; ARP 

2600; BLUE Bottle; Apple Logic 

8 with the Apogee Symphony 

system—still redefining the DAW; 

E-mu Proteus; and Empirical 

Labs' EL8 Distressor. 

Keith " Plex" Barnhart 

The MusicPlex 

The TECnology HOF is a continu-

ing project, so eventually we'll get 

some of the products you men-

tioned, such as Empirical Labs' 

Distressor. Some, like Apogee 

Symphony and Mackie HR-824s, 

are not eligible until w years after 

they come out—our way of look-

ing at products in a longer-term, 

historical context. 

The Kurzweil 250 didn't ship 

until 1984, yet it was a sensation 

when it was unveiled at AES in 

1983. Most people had never 

heard sampled piano, strings and 

choirs of that quality and it set 

the standard for years. Opcode's 

Studio Vision didn't survive like 

MOTU's DP, but its combining 

of MIDI and digital audio was 

historic. 

We only induct io to 75 

products a year, and 2008 had 

some very overdue entries, such 

as the Telegraphone, Neumann 

CMV3 Bottle Mic, Shure Uniclyn. 

Yamaha NS-ws, Studer A800, etc. 

Manley's Variable Mu is another 

great suggestion. However, i[ that 

was inducted before the UREI 1176 

and David Blackmer's dbx 16o, 

I'd probably get strung up by an 

angry mob at AES. 

Time heals all wounds, espe-

cially when it comes to history. 

We'd be happy to receive sugges-

tions for future inductees from 

all Mix readers. Let us know your 

laves! 

—George Petersen, executive 

editor 

San Francisco Music 
Memories 
In honor of the recent 125th AES 

Convention in San Francisco, Mix 

readers share their favorite music 

memories while in the Bay Area. 

For the editors' product picks from 

the show, check out the show report 

on page 50. 

Jig 
TALKBACK 

Taking the train from Palo Alto 

[Calif.) to the city in the fall of 1967 

to hear the Jefferson Airplane, 

Grateful Dead and Big Brother 

play at Winterland. The ticket was 

$3.00. My ears are still ringing 

from Janis' shrieking emanating 

from the stacks of Marshall amps. 

Jim Hewitt 

I am a Bay Area violinist who has 

worked in every genre of music 

for more than 35 years, both live 

and in the studio. I'm still in there 

pitching, mostly playing weddings, 

and branching out into sound re-

cording with my new little studio, 

which is why I'm coming to the 

AES show for the first time. 

I have a lifetime of stories and 

"magic moments," but one of 

my favorites is taking part in Boz 

Scaggs' Paramount Theatre [Oak-

land, Calif.] shows in mid-1975, 

and the later New Year's Eve run 

in the same venue. Imagine: a 30-

year-old longtime rock music fan 

(though classically trained) work-

ing as assistant concertmaster of 

a huge rock ' n' roll orchestra in the 

classiest venue in the Bay Area. 

Also, we were playing some 

arrangements from Boz's Mo-

ments album that had been lost, 

but I " reconstituted" them for 

him. It's about as close to pop 

music heaven as I'd been up 

to that time, and it has seldom 

been equaled (although some of 

the Bammie Award shows that I 

played every year for a decade, a 

1986 national tour with Van Mor-

rison, and Bjork's show at the 

Paramount a few years ago, all 

came close). 

John Tenney 

Mix's December issue will focus on mastering. 

We'd like to hear from mastering engineers—tell 

us about your most interesting mastering project. E-mail us at 

mixeditorial@mixonline.com. 
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THE COVER By Barbara Schultz 

University of Massachusetts Lowell 

ictured on the cover of Mix's annual 

education issue is the refurbished stu-

dent production studio at University of 

Massachusetts Lowell. This versatile facility was 

originally designed in 1989 by architect/acousti-

cian Bob Alach of Alactronics to be the heart of 

UMass' then-young Sound Recording Technol-

ogy program. Alach was brought in to redesign 

the room to accommodate surround sound and 

a new API board. 

"We completely renovated that control room 

space to accept the new API Vision console, but 

also to provide for accurate surround sound play-

back," explains Professor William Moylan, who 

has directed the program since its incep-

tion. "One of the wonderful things about 

the API console is the ability to mix in 

surround and 2-track simultaneously. We 

reconfigured the room to be an accurate 

surround sound playback space, as well 

as a space for 2-track monitoring and play-

back." 

"The initial room wasn't designed for 

sound to be arriving from the rear of the 

room," Alach explains. "There were a lot 

of hard surfaces that had to be changed so 

that the rear charnels behaved as close as 

possible to the front channels." 

Alach's new design made use of some of the 

existing older-model RPG acoustical products in 

the room, as well as new custom treatments. 

As with a ccmmercial studio, the remodel 

had to be planned carefully to minimize down-

time. Fortunately, a university has a built-in gap 

between sessions—better known as summer 

vacation. "As soon as students were done with 

their projects in mid- May [of 20061," Moylan 

says, "we started gutting the studio, and we had 

it back up and running in October of that year. 

It was extraordinarily fast, and Bill Carman, our 

facilities director, made it happen. API was also 

extremely cooperative and understanding, and 

Bob Alach was very helpful in producing what we 

needed on time." 

Moylan further explains that the remodel re-

quired adjustments to the geometry of the room 

to expand the sweet spot within the new SLS 

surround monitoring system. The studio is also 

equipped with a Studer 24-track machine, a Stein-

berg Nuendo system and an array of process-

ing gea• mat's designed to give stude-ts Droad 

hands ,on experience with the breadth of audio 

technologies available. He also stresses that the 

Vision console is a core te.iching tool in itself. 

"With the analog board, studen:s can trace 

and learn signal flow in a tangible w he says. 

"We a.so ...elected the API for the integrity of the 

signal and the transparency of the sound. One of 

the distinct ve pans of our curriculum s our fo-

cus on ear training anc listening skill.... ,ind it was 

apparent tp me that this device does not alter the 

sound quaky as it goes through the !.• ig-nal path. 

That's important. It allows it to be a more mean-

ingful ! eaching tool for us. 

"It's critical that we remain cuitent in our 

technology," Moylan contirues, " but it's also criti-

cal tha: we remain clear in :eaching concepts and 

not tools. The basic structure of our undergradu-

ate program hasn'r changed in 25 years, but all of 

the course syllabi change almost every year be-

cause df changes in the tools that we ire Lsing." 

UMas.; Lowell's Bachelor's degree program 

requires that students take six semesters of in-

The updated studio is used for small-class 

instruction and student projects. 

strument lessons, as well as music history and 

theory, and ear training before branching off into 

engineering courses. Sound Recording Technolo-

gy majors also fulfill a 15-week internship require-

ment, working a minimum of 20 hours per week 

in a segment of the audio industry that interests 

them. 

In addition to serving U Mass Lowell's under-

grads, the renovated production studio is also 

used by students in the university's three-year-old 

Master's degree program—the only Master of 

Music program in audio technology in the U.S. 

"The concept behind our program has been 

to use technology as a musical instrument," 

Moylan says, " to bring the students to an innate 

understanding of technology by taking studies in 

calculus, engineering and computer science, and 

physics to get a basic understanding of technol-

ogy, but simultaneously to get a thorough under-

standing of musicianship so that they can learn 

audio theory and production techniques in a way 

that a creative artist would if they have a thorough 

understanding of their instrument." 

"We've done work for schools, corporations, 

universities and individuals, and the U Mass faculty 

has built a program over the past 25 years that's 

truly exceptional," Alach says. "Their commitment 

makes you want to do your best and give them 

something equally extraordinary." III 

Barbara Schultz is Mix's copy chief 
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EXPERIENCE MORE .: REALISM:. 

Audio-Technica's new stereo condensers, the BP4C25 & AT8022, introduce an innovative space- saving capsule 

design. In a compact, elegant housing, eadh offers the pristhe sound quality & spatial impact of a live sound field. 

Whatever your broadcasts & performances demand, experience more. audio-technica.com 

8P4025 FEATURES AT8022 FEAf URES 

• Large-diaphragm capsules/exceptionally low noise • Innovative coincident capsule configuration for X/Y 
• Phantom power operation for use with professiolal stereo :im3ga in a compact housing 
equipment • Operates or battery or phantom power for use with 
• Innovative coincident capsule configuration for >CY pro or consumer equipment 
stereo image in a compact housing • Includes balbnced IXLR-type) & unbalanced 
• Svvitchable low-frequency roll- off & 10 dB pad 13.5mmTRS4 cables 

• Switclyabée low-frequency roll- off 

audio-technica 
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CURRENT 

T
his month, Mix foo...ses on education 

for audio professionals—whether 

you're just getting your feet wet or 

have been behind the board for more years 

than you can count and want to get up-to-

speed on tne latest tecinologies. Log on to 

cuerpiled ny Sarao Benzuly 

mixguides.com/ecucation for a uIl list of 

North American schools offering audio pro-

grams, and links to helpful resources such 

as Webcasts, pasic now-tos and other arti-

cles from the Pages of Mix that focus solely 

on ecucation. 

Alecade of Audio Education 
The New England Institute of Art ( Boston, www.artinstitutes. 

edu/boston) celebrated 10 years of its audio program with an 

event that brought back graduates to congratulate longtime 

audio program chairman Rob Lehmann. School trustee Dave 

Moulton and longtime CBS recording engineer/educator Don 

Puluse spoke about Lehmann's expertise and ability to place 

90 percent of his grads into audio industry jobs. 

From Left: NEIA trustee Dave 

Moulton, chairman Rob Lehmar n and 

faculty member Don Puluse 
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Bookshelf 
John Hechtman's Audio Wiring 

Guide explains the basics of audio 

wiring—from repairing a guitar 

plug to wiring a studio—in an 

easy-to-follow format. The refer-

ence guide features information 

on organizing and laying out the 

job sequence and on choosing and 

buying tools. It also provides tips 

for avoiding common errors and 

helps users 

choose, design 

and document 

a proper 

grounding 

scheme. Fo-

cal Press, 

$39.95. 
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Ithaca Records 
Hank Roberts 
Jazz cellist Hank Roberts recently performed 

at Ithaca College in New York. Using Roberts' 

personal UPA mics (one mounted on the body 

of the cello and one on the stage), a selection of 

Neumann KM and TLM Series mics, and Audio-

Technica small-capsule condensers on surround 

duties, Ithaca College School of Music's man-

ager of music recording technical support Brian 

Dozoretz recorded, mixed and mastered the 

artist's live concert to both stereo and surround 

formats on the school's new SSL Duality con-

sole. Other gear included SSL XLogic Aloha Link 

and Delta-Link interfaces, NHT 5.1 monitors, 

locally made Benchmark mic pre/converters and 

locally made Glyph hard drives. 



Last Play at Shea 
Shea Stadium hosted its last concert or July 

18, featuring hometown favorite Billy Joel with 

guest appearances by Tony Bennett, John 

Mayer, John Mellencanp and Don Henley. Sir 

Paul McCartney (who played at the stadium's 

Brian Ruggles 

first concert with The Beatles 

on August 15, 1965), helped Joel 

close the show by accompany-

ing the neadliner on piano with 

surprise version of " Let It Be." Joel's tour, 

including this show, used gear supplied by 

Clair Showco; the crew comprised longtime 

front-ot-house engineer Brian Ruggles and 

Production manager Bobby Thrasher (work-

ing with the artist 

for 33 and 27 years, 

respectively), as 

well as monitor 

engineer Mike 

Pinch. Soundc-aft 

Vista 5 SRs were 

seen at both FOH 

and monitors. 

Also spec'd were 

Crown Macro-Tech 

3600VZ amplifiers 

and Clair Showco's 

custom JBL-loaded 

S4 loudspeakers. 

"There aren't too many 

songs that echo an empty 

sentiment; that has no place 

in my writing and my life." 

—Wayne Brady on creating his album, A Long Time Coming 

the 
Kenny Segal, 
Elias Arts' composer/ 

chief studio engineer 

Main Responsibili-

ties: writing original 

music for TV and film, 

running recording 

sessions. 

Previous Lives: 

• 2004-2006, JUICE. 

music production coordinator 

• 2001-2003, tomandand 

composer 

j freelance 

• 2002, The Boat runneriassistant 

engireer 

The coolest project I've worked on 

was...my newest album, l'en Can Cook. I 

was able to combine two passions: music 

and cooking. Each artist I did a song with 

came over to my house, I cooked them a 

meal and then we recorded a song. 

Currently in my iPod: A 

Mood Pieces, Forss' Soui 

Lotus' 2983, Take's Earth 

crete, Mad lib's Beat Hon 

The Books' The Lemon of 

When I'm not in the off 

me...making music at ho 

bstract Rude's 

hack, Flying 

tones and Con-

ducta VOL 1-2, 

Pink 

ce, you can find 

me! 

million 
the amount Best Buy paid for :slagrster in 

an all-cash deal in September 
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According to a recent report by the American Medical Association, n 2003 to 

2004,16.1 percent of U.S. adults (29 million Americans > had speech-frequency 

hearing loss. In the youngest age group (20 to 29 years), 8.5 percent exhib-

ited hearing loss, and the incidence seems to be increasing among his group. 

Odds of hearing loss were 5.5 times higher in men vs worrier. Increases in 

hearing loss occurred earlier among participants expcsed ro smoKing, high 

noise levels and cardiovascular risks. 

None=no risk factors; N=noise exposure only; S=smoking only; N+S=noise exposure and smoking; N+S+0/D=noise exposure, smoking and cardbvaicular risks 
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CURENT  

Tim Butler,1953-2008 
Longtime Chicago Recording Com-

pany (CRC) engineer Tim Butler 

passed away on Monday, Septem-

ber 29. CRC offered a remembrance 

to Mix. An excerpt is printed here; 

read the entire text at mixonline. 

corn. " Butler was a fixture at Chica-

go Recording Company for nearly 30 

years. His studio was host to some 

of the greatest radio writers and 

voice actors of a generation. The 

reason was simple: In a business 

where excellence and perfection are 

too often just clichés, Tim was one 

of the few who walked the walk. He 

didn't just have a commitment to ex-

cellence, he also had an expectation 

of excellence. 

"Tim's intelligence allowed him 

to talk about much more than the 

work in front of him. Films, music, 

literature, technology and politics 

were subjects he loved to discuss. 

He engaged others with difficult 

questions and challenged them with 

puzzling issues, just to have an in-

teresting debate. 

"Tim's family was his dog that 

he brought to work every day, as well 

as his co-workers at CRC. His work 

was his life. Inside and outside of 

CRC, Tim challenged everyone to 

do their best. And always stood up 

to do his. 

"Those who worked with him 

will miss his passion, his knowl-

edge and his insight." 

Industry News 

1120 

At Harman Music Group (Sandy, UT), Reed Grothe has been promoted to 

executive VP of sales and marketing and Buzz Goodwin to VP of domestic 

MI sales...Execut ve VP of sales at JBL (Northridge, CA) is Stephen Morris...In 

addition to expanding its facility, Immediate Music (Santa Monica, CA) added 

composers Mark Phillips and John Samuel Hanson, and director of opera-

tions Emily Weber...Director of licensing, TV network division at 615 Music 

(Nashville) is Shelly Walker. .Fishman (Wilmington, MA) named Scott Lom-

bardo as VP of retail sales... 

Meyer Sound (Berkeley, 

CA) appointments: John 

McMahon, executive di-

rector of digital products, 

and Károly Molnar, tech-

nical support di-ector for 

Asia- Pacific and Middle 

East...Distribution deals: 

Apogee Electronics (Santa 

Monica, CA) selected SCV Audio as a distributor in France; Allen & Heath 

(UK) named John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd. as the exclusive distributor for 

the PA and ZED Series of mixers; and Global Marketing Management (Asia-

Pacific countries except India, Singapore and Thailand) is now distributing for 

One Systems (Nashville). 
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ggo Full Sail 
grad Marc 
Fishman won a 
2008 Creative 

-arts Emmy 
" Award in the 
category of 
utstanding 
mind Mixing 

for a Miniseries 
or a Movie for 

his work on the HBO film John 
Adams. Fishman is credited with 
working on more than 1D0 films; 
he has been a member of Todd-

AO since 1999 and has u_crked on 
such titles as We Were Soldiers, 
Nacho Libre and Crash. 

Zaxit. Glenn Sanders an 

chief engineer Howard Stark were 

awarded a Primetime Emmy Engineer-

ing Award for the Deva location souri 

recorder. Here's what some sound p 
have said about Deva in the pages of 

Richard King on Master & Commander: 

It really puts you in the room. You have 

. a creak in the right front and it will move 

I b 

- , the right surround; you really feel like 

ou're inside of something. —December 

oo3 

ric Potter: I've had that machine in 

xtreme heat and extreme cold, and it's 

tways performed very well. It had some 

ration problems: Riding on an M-a. tank., 

d having it sitting on a chair, it would il 

..: ave a little seizure. [Laughs] Or, one 

time recording a tilt-a-whirl for [M. Nigh 

Shyamalan's1 Unbreakable, John [Fasall 

and I had to do a little fancy suspension 

of the unit to record that. But in genera 

it's been a real workhorse. —July 2 
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All recording 
decisions should be this 

clear. 

KSM 1 

Versatile. Durable. Precise. - KSM condenser vocal and instrument microphones from Shure. 

Designed for studio use yet rugged enough for live applications, all KSM microphbnes feature low self 

noise, high input SPL capability and outstanding low frecuency reproduction. :•-rom vocals to percussion, 

strings to brass, piano to guitar, there's a KSM mic for your recordirg needs. Learn more at Shure.com. 

www.shure.com 
SHUgE 

0 2008 Shure Incorporated 
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SESSIONS 
Carne Cruda 

Engineer John G 

Greg Landau at The Annex* 

In March 2008. upstart Oakland, 

Calif., band Carne Cruda (www. 

carnecruda.corn) headed across 

the San Francisco Bay to record 

their second release, Oakland's 

Tight (Round Whirled Records), 

in Menlo Park at The Annex (www. 

theannexstudios.corn). The band 

tracked in Studio A during two 

to-hour sessions—live and with 

minimal overdubs or edits. "We 

recorded to songs on the second 

day," notes Camilo Landau, Carne 

Cruda's founder, lead singer and 

guitarist. " But tie band was well-

Grooving at The Annex 
rehearsed, so we were 

able to pull it off." 

Oakland's Tight show-

cases the five-piece band's 

energetic and eclectic rep-

ertoire. "I formed Carne 

Cruda because I had an 

idea for a particular blend 

of Latin music," Camilo 

Landau says, " incorpo-

rating Cuban and Puerto 

Rican influences, but 

also cumbia, soca, Palo 

de Mayo, rock, funk and 

other kinds of music. From there it 

turned into a blend of everything 

we hear walking down the street, 

and we try to say something of 

value while not taking ourselves 

overly seriously." 

Oakland's Tight was produced 

by three-time Grammy Award nom-

inee Greg Landau (Camilo's uncle) 

and engineered by 

John Greenham, a 

two-time Grammy 

winner who took 

up residence in 

The Annex's Studio 

C about a year ago. "[Studio A] has 

two iso booths and another separate 

room, so we could have the whole 

band playing together at once and 

get some isolation," Greg Landau 

says. Drummer David Flores set up 

his kit in front of the control room 

window, facing out into the room, 

while baritone saxophonist Charlie 

Gurke and trombonist Luke Kir-

ley occupied an iso booth. Camilo 

Landau's guitar amp was placed in 

a separate concrete room, and Ayla 

Davila's bass was recorded direct 

through an Avalon VT-7375p tube 

channel strip. 

Studio A is 

outfitted with a 

6o-input Neve 

V3 console, Pro 

Tools HD2 sys-

tem, UREI 813 

monitors and a 

Carne Cruda, clockwise from 

left: David Flores, Charlie 

Gurke, Luke Kirley, Camilo 

Landau and Ayla Davila 

wealth of premium outboard gear. 

"We used Millennia preamps on the 

overheads; the horns and guitar went 

through the board pre's," Green-

ham says. Flores played electronic 

sounds live using snare and kick 

triggers, as well as a Roland SPD-

S sampling pad. "Greg Landau's 

sample library sounds were used to 

enhance the drum sounds—claps, 

8o8 drums, et cetera," Greenham 

says. "They help support the acous-

tic sounds, and if blended correctly, 

it sounds natural." 

—Matt Gallagher 

Engineer/producer Tony Shepperd made a life-changing 

decision in 1999: Following a particularly grueling stint in a 

commercial facility—and having had enough of long com-

mutes and time away from his family—Shepperd trans-

formed the garage of his San Fernando Valley, Calif, home 

into Tonysound (www.tonysound.com). 

This is Shepperd's fourth project studio, and it pro-

vides the ideal setting for his recording and mixing proj-

ects, including work for Kenny Loggins, Take 6, Whitney 

Houston, Barbra Streisand, the Backstreet Boys and many 

others. " It took me a year to build this studio," Shepperd 

recalls. " It was a 17-by-19-foot garage with an off-center A-

frame roof. I kept saying to myself, ' I'm going to do this 

[with] cash,' because so many of my friends had typically 

taken out second [mortgages] on their houses [to build a 

studio]. So I'd get a little spare change here and there, and 

built everything for $35,000. 

"We floated the floors, the walls, the ceilings," Shep-
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Jupiter Rising 
Keeping It Real, With Synths 

Spencer New' ( left) and Jessie Payo of Jup‘ter Rising in 

the control room at House ohlues Studios with producer/ 

engineer Greg Ogan 

At press time, urban pop duo Jupiter 

Rising—beatboxer/vocalist/co-producer 

Spencer Nezey and singer Jessie Payo— 

were in House of Blues Studios (Encino, 

Calif.) tracking, editing and mixing songs 

in Pro Tools for a new album to be titleo 

The Quiet Hype. The artists spent a month 

on pre-production in The Writing Camp, 

engineer/co-producer Greg Ogar's 

(Britney Spears, Ashley Tisdale, Brandi) 

personal studio, before going into HOB 

with Ogan and session musicians Brent 

Paschke (guitar), Mike Shapiro (drums) 

and Mike Garcon (keyboards). Ogan took 

time out to give Mix a few details: 

"The sound of this new album it; 

rooted in programmed-electro, but we're 

putting a lot of live instruments on it. 

We're keeping it live 

and raw, but also a lit-

tle futuristic with syn-

thesizers. We've been 

tracking live drums 

on almost every song 

and tracking guitars 

on almost every song, 

and playing piano and 

keyboards, but also 

doing programs with 

i" synthesizers and soft 

o synths, and tricks with 

vocodors and vocals. 

"Mike Shapiro is a great drummer 

who's giving us a lot of different sounds. 

Sometimes they're tight and funky like 

disco sounds; sometimes they're big Led 

Zeppelin drum sounds, and if we combine 

programmed drums with live drums and 

synthesizers with guitars, that turns out 

to be the formula of getting the sound 

of these songs. Sometimes we use up 

to four room mics and lots of compres-

sors to really get things sounding big 

and halting and pumping, and we have a 

lot of real estate at the House of Blues, 

so we're experimenting—throwing up 

mics and playing with shifting the phase, 

changing the relative distance between 

the mics to get small, narrow sounds 

or a big open sound."—Barbara Schultz 

perd continues. "There are no ! tanding w.p.-es because 

there are no parallel surfaces in this room. 1 built sound 

traps into the wall. I built this room around m7 main source 

of monitoring. P knew that the NS-los wee going to sound 

good in here because every step a ong the way. I'd I aten." 

Tonysound comprises three rooms. "Ore s a control 

room that is 12-and-a-half feet in tie front and 13-and-a-half 

feet on the back, and it's 16 to 17 feet long. ' have an entry-

way that's 6-by-6 feet, which also houses all the [noisy] gear. 

Then I have an iso [room] that's 6-by-io feet. We've tracked 

drums, acoustic guitars, vocals and strings ir there. We 

tracked the Tower of Power horn section in there." 

The studio offers a Mac G5 and PrD Tools H D6 sys-

ten-. with Digidesign 192 interfaces and a C12.4 control 

surface. Since 2001, Shepperd nas mixed ertirely 

tie box, and now employ; analog summing and 

prozessing as needed using multiple Tonelii hardware 

modules and A-DeJgns' HM2EQ Harnme.t dual-mono 

Track Sheet 

Chicago-based engineer/producer Nick Eipers launched 
a new subscription-only jazz label, Chicago Sessions 
(www.chicagosessions.com), which is designed to release 
one album per month each year. The 

first release, Larry Gray's 1,2,3, was 

engineered and produced by Eipers 

at Studiomedia Recording (Evanston, 

Berkow of SIA Acoustics 

tuned producer/mixer Bruce Botnick's 

studio, UnitEye (Ojai, CA). While 

Botnick worked on sound design for 

the film Flagon at Skywalker Sound, 

Berkow made acoustical improvements 

before Botnick returned to work on 

additions to The Doors' catalog and a 

Broadway Cast recording of Disney's 

The Little Mermaici..Hilary Gilbert & 

The Kentucky Horse Thieves recorded 

their recent single, "Tall Sudsy Long-

neck," at NRG Studios (North Hol-

lywood) with producer Sammy Orifi 

and engineer/mixer Jay Baumgardner. 

Oriti and Baumgardner also worked at 

NRG with artist Ricky Harlow, record-

ing and mixing the song "Unstop-

pable," which is currently available on 

iTunes...At The Laboratory Recording 

Studio (Milwaukee. WI), Kevin Sucher 

completed the 5.i mix for an Eric Benet 

DVD due later this year on Friday/Re-

prise...In his Blue Seven Audio (Fre-

mont, CA), engineer/producer Chris 

Scott Cooper has been working with 

artists from prog-rockers New Sun to 

the Tom Posse Jazz Trio. 

Send "Sessions" news to bschultz@mixonline.com. 

Standing, from left: guitarist John Moulder, assistant enginee 

Maya Kuper and drummer Charles Heath IV. Seated are 

producer/engineer Nick Eipers (left) and Larry Gray. 

3- band tube EQ. He also has an A-Designs Pa-

cifie:a solid-state mic pre, Neve 1073s, Tube-Tech 

CL1B compressor and Bryston SST Series amps. 

Along with the NS-tos, he uses Westlake BBSM-

to monitors. Shepperd's mic cabinet includes an 

AKG C 12 VR, Neumann M149 and Sony C800G, 

as well as models from CAD, Electro-Voice, Shure, 

Marshall and Sennheiser. 

Shepperd uses Gefen Extender systems and. 

Cal-5 cables to connect the computer stored in the 

entryway to the monitor and QWERTY keyboard 

on a mobile desktop. "I can move it anywhere," 

he says. "When I'm tracking I like to face the iso. 

When clients come in, I can move [the desktop] 

all the way to the right and let the clients sit in the 

middle and listen to the mix in the sweet spot. 

And I can still sit on the side and make changes 

that I need to make." III 
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NEW YORK Metro 
e all know cover-ups are occurring everyday, with the CIA, the 

FBI, the military and...Michael Jackson? You better believe it. 

With the 25th anniversary of Thriller past, it may seem sur-

prising that no 5.1 surround version of one of the greatest albums of 

all time has ever been released—especially because the 6-channel 

mix for much of the album has been in existence since 2001. 

The intrigue began seven years ago, when mixer Mick Guzauski 
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(www.jdmanagementcom) got a call from Tommy Mottola and Al 

Smith at Sony Records: Would he be interested in doing a surround 
mix of the Quincy Jones—produced Thriller—the album that has sold 

an estimated too million copies and won seven Gramrnys? "I said, 

'Yeah!'" Guzuaski recalls. " Thriller has great production, great music, 

great parts. I thought something like that could really work in 5.1." 

Early on, however, Guzauski got the feeling that things might not 

move smoothly for Thriller. "There were arguments going on within 

Sony," he says. "Some people thought strongly that it should be left as 

is and not mixed in surround, and some thought that it should. While 

that was going on, there were all the well-publicized problems between 

Michael and Tommy, and Michael and the law." 

Nonetheless, later in the year, Guzauskrs Lawrence Swist—designed 

Barking Doctor Recording studio (Mount Kisco, N.Y.) received a prized 

shipment in the form of the raw Thriller sessions, transferred from 30 

by David Weiss I 

ips analog to Sony 3348 48k/24-bit digital tape. 

Working with his longtime assistant Tom Bender (Thriller engi-

neer/stereo mixer Bruce Swedien was invited but was unavailable), 

Guzauski hunkered down behind his Sony Oxford console and got 

to work on converting Thriller from stereo to multichannel. 

"The approach wasn't to change anything," he explains. "Bruce 

did an incredible job recording that album. Naturally, (my approach] 

is going to be a little different— 

different studio and different 

mixer—but I wanted to give the 

album a little more space to live 

in while staying true to the origi-

nal mixes." 

Mixing down to six tracks 

Grammy-winning engineer 

Mick Guzauski in his 

Barking Doctor studio. 

Inset: Bruce Swedien's 

original track sheets. 

in Pro Tools, Guzauski began to 

sink his teeth into the hits that 

make up Thriller, giving the sur-

round treatment to "Billie Jean," "Thriller," "The Girl Is Mine," "Baby 

Be Mine," "Wanna Be Startin' Something" and "Beat It." 

"The appeal of surround is there's so much more space to place 

stuff in," says Guzauski. "Where Thriller benefited most from this was 

mainly in the vocal arrangements. There are so many cool things in 

the background that didn't draw your attention in the stereo mix, but 

really helped in 5.1. 

"The song Thriller' gave 

us the most opportunity to be 

expressive with the surround 

soundfield: the door slamming, 

the guy walking around—all the 

effects there were fabulous." 

Listening on five Tannoy 

SRM toB monitors and a I BL 

subwoofer, Guzauski reached 

mostly for outboard gear such as 

his EMT 14o plate, Sony DREm 

and Eventide SP2o16 reverbs. 

"There actually weren't a lot of 

reverbs and delays on that re-

cord," he observes. "Michael's 

vocals were very well-recorded, 

so there wasn't any dynamics 

correction needed. It was just 

finding the balance and positioning, and getting it to fit in the mix." 

Into 2002 and in the middle of mixing "Beat It," Guzauski got 

another call from Sony. "They put a hold on it," he reports, "and 

said, 'We don't know if we're going to finish it.' They said they'd re-

start it several times, but the last time was in 2004, when I got a call 

saying, 'We want to finish Thriller. What would it cost?' Two hours 

later, it came on the news that Michael's Neverland ranch had been 
raided for a second time. That's the last I heard about it." 

In the wake of label infighting, legal wrangling and Jackson's 
personal problems, the only place in the world to hear true 5.1 sur-

round mixes of Thriller is sitting next to Guzauski at Barking Doctor. 

"It's one of the most classic records ever made," he says, "and it 

works great in 5.1. I just know a lot of people would love to hear it 

like that." 

Send New York news to david@dwords.com. 
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Some things are too 
important to just 
click together 

Your recording or live sound system is just that... a system. All of the components 

in your studio or live sound venue need to work together with seamless compatibility. 

When you choose GC Pro, you'll work with an experienced audio professional 

who will offer expertise in one-on-one consultations to design the perfect system 

for your needs. We'll help specify and install the right collection of equipment for 

commercial studios, recording artists, live venues, house of worship, 

post production facilities, and more. 

Find your local GC Pro Account Manager at www.gcpro.com, or call 800-935-MYGC. 

Music • Post • Live Sound • Lighting 
Ccruer In, Al, reu,rved. 
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NASHVILLE  Sk 
he economy is out of whack, the future of recorded music 

is indistinct, recording budgets are shrinking—and so Ira 

Blonder decided this is as good a time as any to purchase the 

Southeast's biggest recording facility. 

"What a time in the industry—when everything is in flux—to 

grab hold of one of the top facilities in the country and maybe put 
my own stamp on it," says Blonder, who recently purchased The 

Sound Kitchen after the studio's Texas-based owner, Weston Enter-

tainment, resolved what was described as " internal litigation." 

Blonder is now the owner of a 19,00o-square-foot facility that is 

situated in Cool Springs, a community that's a to-minute highway 

drive from the Music Row business center. His purchase might at 

first seem to be akin to buying a gas-guzzling SUV as soon as pump 

prices hit $4 per gallon. And Blonder—a real estate man who has 

brokered the sales of Ocean Way, the Quonset Hut, Omni Studios 
and other businesses—is quick to assert he sees little room in the 

market for big studios that follow a traditional business plan. 

"If you're big and single-focused, I don't believe you can exist," 

he says. "We have to evolve." Blonder's planned evolution in some 

ways harkens to old Hollywood days, when movie studios had writ-

ers, actors, producers and directors all working on one large lot. 
"I want to create a campus environment, and I want to start de-

veloping artists," he says. " Studios are often like hotels, where when 

there are vacancies you're not making any money. We're talking 

about taking dark time and doing something productive, and we're 

going to have long-term benefits that go beyond renting out space 

by the hour. Why not take staff that is here already, put them into 

something creative, pull in some writers and match them up with a 

fresh new artist, and try and create something?" 

Blonder envisions something like a studio version of the record 

companies' much-discussed "360 deals," but he doesn't intend for 

the writing, publishing and artist-development activities to compro-

mise the Kitchen's main objective, which is to record music. The 

Line Iby Peter Cooper 

Kitchen has been home to recordings by Bruce Springsteen, Keith 

Urban, Rascal Flatts, the Dixie Chicks and plenty of others, and the 

summer brought country-soul growler Wynonna, teenaged country 

starlet Taylor Swift, heavy-metal band Trivium and Disney sensation 

Miley Cyrus. Such activity was both welcome and necessary for a 

facility that was battling an industry perception that it was either 

closed or closing. 

"There's definitely more opportunity here now than before," 

says Chad Hannah, who 

works to book the Kitchen 

and to set up the new in-

ternal structure. ("We're 

working on figuring out my 

title," he says with a laugh.) 

Hannah weathered last Jan-_ 
uary's financial uncertainty 

when Blonder took over op-

erational control after the Weston Group's situation imploded. And 

Hannah stayed through the departure of popular studio manager 

Sharon Corbitt-House. "This place is going to still be known as a 

studio, but also as a hub of the music community." 

The Kitchen's signature room is The Big Boy, which features 

3,000 feet of tracking space and an 8o-input API Legacy Plus board 

with Flying Faders. It is large enough to record an orchestra, and 

Blonder sees it as a natural fit for a film industry that is taking inter-

est in Nashville. The Big Boy is a calling card for The Sound Kitchen 

and it's a spot where artists can make music and film music: Swift, 
Cyrus, Rascal Flatts and others have made videos there, and the 

Cyrus video (for Wal-Mart's online Soundcheck Series) proved that 

Big Boy is not only large enough for an orchestra, but it's also large 

enough to fit an audience of i5o question-asking, autograph-seeking 

teen and sub-teen girls. Now that's a multi-use facility. 

Aside from Big Boy, the Kitchen has five other substantial track-

ing or mixing rooms, and a couple of digital studio spaces. Blonder 

and Tim Coyle have been surveying the building's equipment, from 

consoles to rolling chairs, photographing and cataloging everything 

and making decisions about upgrades. 

"I think we're ready to make some moves," Blonder says. "We're 

going to move out equipment that doesn't fit the vision." 
The vision of the recording artists and producers comes into 

play in studio choices at the Kitchen. Rock acts often prefer to mix 

in Studio C, which has a punchy SSL 4000G with Ultimation. J.R. 

McNeely has mixed major Christian rock albums for Relient K and 

UnderOath in C. Hannah's favorite room is the self-contained Stu-

dio E, with its basement vibe and an SSL that matches C's. At least 

the boards match for now: Blonder is open to input and eager for 

change, and he won't let emotional attachments to gear get in the 

way of a positive move. Sound boards, studio walls and old-school 

business plans are about as secure under Blonder as Yankees man-

agers under George Steinbrenner. 

"This isn't just a studio, it's a canvas," he says. "I can't sing and 
I don't play an instrument, but that doesn't mean I can't come from 

outside an industry and help it to change. And I want to meet people 

who want to go in on this, who want to own a piece of the Kitchen 

and have input on operations and equipment and the future. I'm a 

blank slate, just like this place is." 

Send Nashville news to skylinemix©Iive.com. 

Artist/producer Alan 

Parsons (left) with new 

Sound Kitchen owner Ira 

Blonder 
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L.A. Gra 
he most gratifying careers begin when passion lines up with 

aptitude. For film-trailer composer/producer Yoav Goren, 

the co-founder of Immediate Music, it started with getting 

hooked as a kid on Beatles mind-benders like "A Day in the Life" 

and 'Strawberry Fields Forever," along with the sweeping scores 

of widescreen epics like Lawrence of Arabia and Dr. Zhivago. Throw 

in some childhood dassical piano training and studies at NYU 

Film School, and you've got the building 

blocks for a vocation. 

Meanwhile, out in L.A., Goren's fu-

Immediate Music founders Voav 

Goren ( Left) and Jeffrey Fayman 

have moved their company into 

new Santa Monica headquarters. 

turc business partner Jeff Fayman was 

drumming in local prog-rock bands and 

becoming aware of a nascent facility for 

manipulating electronic instruments while studying percussion 

and basic theory at CalArts. By the time the two hooked up in 1991, 

each was a budding composer with dreams of writing for the mov-

ies. The pivotal moment came when Fayman was hired to create 

a piece for a trailer. 

"A lot of people didn't know then that that area even existed," 

says Fayman. "A friend got me the opportunity to try it—he told me 

it was fun writing to picture—and it seemed like a good first step 

toward doing music for films. But after doing a few non-high-end 

trailers, I realized that if it started taking off, it would be a really 

demanding job, working around the dock. They'd want John Wil-

liams' score replaced using the gear that was available 15 years ago, 
which was not nearly as sophisticated as now. In the beginning, I 

was using an Atari with three Mackies chained together. So to get 

something that didn't hurt your ears and sounded a 

little like an orchestra was a challenge. 

"I'd met Yo, we started playing music back and 

forth, and we realized we had a facility to finish each 

other's pieces quickly," he continues. "We put together 

a demo on a cassette and sent it to the half-dozen trail-

er companies that existed back then—now it's more like 6o—and 

one ofthem responded. Within a year or so, we had more work than 

we could handle." 

A decade-and-a-half later—until this year working out of their 

homes—Goren and Fayman have built Immediate Music into one 

of L.A.'s chief suppliers of original music for major-studio movie 

trailers, specializing in cranked-up hybrid pieces combining orches-

tral and electronic elements. Some jobs call for custom scoring, but 

a good many projects draw from a now-sizable library of original 

pieces in the full spectrum of modes—Goren refers to these pieces, 

composed free of deadline pressure, as "imaginary trailers." 
In recent months, the partners have created music for the trail-

ers of such biggies as Hancock, The Incredible Hulk, Iron Man, The 

Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian, Pirates of the Caribbean 3, Hell-

boy 2, The Mummy Tomb of the Dragon Emperor, Dragonball and the 

by Bud Scoppa I 

upcoming Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince. Those pictures 

further beef up a fat CV that indudes the X-Men, Spider-Man and 

Harry Potter franchises. Their extensive work in TV has induded 

the creation of original music for the Beijing Olympics on NBC, 

their third straight Olympic foray, after snagging a 2007 Emmy for 

their work on The XX Olympic Winter Games: The Stories of Torino. 

All this activity has prompted a major expansion, as Goren and 

Fayman moved into an airy Santa Monica commercial space that 

now endoses two newly built studios, as well as offices for a staff of 

seven, from composer and technical expert John Samuel Hanson to 

director of operations Emily Weber, who spent the past five years at 

RipTide Music. Engineer/sound designer Greg Townley is not on 

staff but is an essential part of the team. 

To get that "massive" sound people are looking for these days, 

the company scouts up superior acoustic environments from So-

Cal to Seattle, from college halls to churches, sends in a crew and 

creates a remote 5.1 scoring soundstage. Townley chooses the loca-

tions, oversees the setups and captures the sounds, a process that 

can take as much as to days and involve as many as 90 musicians 

recording dozens of pieces. Working with a Pro Tools template he 

designed himself, Townley records at 96k using high-end Neve. 

Millennia and Grace preamps. 

The hub of the main room at IM's new headquarters is an SSL 

AWS 900+ board and a pair of 64-bit dual quad-core Mac Pros run-

ning Pro Tools HD4 and using MIDI over LAN and MADI for au-

dio streaming, all of it hooked up to a superfast fiber network. The 
interface combines Digital Performer (for sequencing and tempo-

based instruments), Logic (the host for the sample library and all 

non-time-based soft synths) and Pro Tools. 

'The biggest frustration for a composer," says Goren, "is to sit 

down at a workstation, 

and say, 'Why am I 

not getting sound out 

of this thing? Is the 

MIDI working? Am 

Goren at the new SSL AWS 

goo+ board 

I on the right drive?' 

So part of what Greg 

is designing are these 

templates where ev-

erything is there, and you just click on whatever sound you want or 

whatever track you want played, and you've got it." 

The wicked-clever interface enables anyone working at the SSL 

or any of the composing stations simultaneously and seamlessly 

to access data off any drive in the system. Simply by addressing 

their own needs, these guys may have come up with something 

unprecedented. Says Hanson, "West L.A. Music handled the in-

stallation, and they told us no one else had done anything like 

this. That was surprising to us because it seems like such a logi-

cal thing to do—to cut down on your computers, cables—all this 

stuff—and make it better." 
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Two world-class companies. )ne world-class result. 

"...a monitor rivaling the reproduction 

characteristics that cost much more!' 

-Mix 

aide 4111111, 

INTRODUCING THE 

Studiophile DSM Studio Monitors 
The Studiophile R DSM1 and DSM2 studio monitors represent a strategic collaboration between M-Audio and Digidesign. M-Audio's heritage 
spans 20 years of award-winning innovation and the best-selling reference monitors in the United States. Digidesign's legacy includes 

the industry-standard Pro Tools R high-end audio production systems with DSP technology. As sister Avid R companies, our engineering 
teams combined forces to deliver uncompromising acoustic performance with flexible DSP-based ECI controls. The end result is a line of 
technologically advanced monitors with a sound you can trust-ideal for a broad array of creative and professional environments. 

• co-developed by M-Audio and Digidesign trategically integrated design 

• DSP-based EQ controls stom optimization for your space 

• digital crossover technology , efficient performance with pristine accuracy 

• digital inputs up to 24-bit/192kHz onnect to S/PDIF or AES 

• anodized aluminum-cone LF drivers > exceptionally low distortion 

• 1" Teteron soft fabric HF driver accurate to 27kHz 

• 180-watt Class D bi-amplification ow distortion, high efficiency 

e 

DSM1 

6.5-inch 
DS M2 

Brich 

LF driver 

> GET NT-POWERED NI-AUDIO 



vintageking.com 
new used I vintage 

WORLD CLASS AUDIO I WORLD CLASS SERVICE 

Shopping for studio equipment can be 
overwhelming. Don't know where to start? 
Call us today for friendly, expert advice. 
We offer the widest array of pro audio 
recording equipment in the world and 
our customer service is second to none. 
We also offer trial/demo periods for 
nearly every item we sell. 

So whether you own a small project 
studio or a world renowned mastering 
house, let Vintage King Audio be your 
creative partner! 

D.W. Fearn VT-5 Stereo Vacuum Tube EQ Prism Sound Orpheus Firewire Interface 
Stereo version of the VT-4. Anyone who's heard one knows, smooth 
and sweet. subtle or strong. The LC-style passive equalization 
circuitry is based oi the classic designs that are still the best-sounding 
way to achieve hign-quality tonal control 

effegut hrtereeireatim. 

Audio Accessories Shorti Patchbay 
Professional quality 2x48 audio patchbay terminated to 01325's. 
Pinned out to allow direct connection to ProTools and other popular 
pro audio gear. Quick-Switches on rear of unit to allow reconfigurable 
normals and grounds. 

Telefunken I USA Ela 51E System 
Already acknowledged as identical to the original by leading recording 
engineers. Telefunken I USA has spared no expense in meticulously 
reproducing, to original historical specifications, the legendary 
Telefumken Ela M 251. 

All-in-one firewire interface solution for your DAVV. Includes 8 channel 
AD/DA. 4 mic preamps. and "Over- killer" limiters on every channel. 
along with a host of other cutting edge features. 

lekee0 

dieNtlibeihs'et 

Shadow Hills Dual Optograph - Now Shipping! 
Deriveo from the optical section of it's behemoth big brother, the 
Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor. the Dual Optograph is a no-
compromise, stereo optical compressor, on-par with the sought after 
esoteric compressors of the past. 

hadow hills s • _} audio accessories 
audio-line 

'BM Me Later' ,s subject to ore« approval as deternmed oythe ender. CIT Bank Salt Lake Crty Utah Is governed byk Utah arre Federal _akv. and Is avallable to US cystomers .hho are el legal age m the, state of resdence 
See webs,te for Important [Immures about payment amourtsand terms 



STUDIO STANDARDS 
VINTAGE CLASSICS 

CUTTING EDGE DIGITAL 
RECORDING CONSOLES 

CONTROL SURFACES 
DATCHBAYS AND CABLING 

TURNKEY PACKAGES 
STUDIO INSTALLATIONS 

MASTERING 
LEASING 

Pay Later! WBill Later FREE SHIPPING! 
tittbIttt t rt,tt ttt ,tpttrnval, When you order onhne 

Summit Audio ECS-410 Everest Channel Strip 
From crystal clear to tube overdrive the NEW E CS- 410 Everest is 
the summit of flexibility, precision, tone and taste 
Its trne to change your channel! 

CD Summit Audio Inc:  

A Designs Pacifica Solid State Stereo Mic Pre 
>The Pacifica has the depth of the Neve, the top end of a GML and 
the punch of the API - all rolled into one great mic pre." 
- Tony Shepperd 

A Designs 

rariree 
Barefoot Sound MicroMain27 
"The MM27's sound amazing' I feel like I'm listening to the music, 
not the speakers, and I can hear everything from top to bottom with 
incredilble detail. There are no surprises when the mixes leave my 
studio, and they translate extremely well to the real world."- Butch Vig 

EiAreeprr 

Roaubter 

Tonelux Mixers 
Mixers with real tone - from 8 slot with a handle to 96 input desks 
Mic pres, EQ's, Compression, Fader Automation. From legendary 
mixer designer Pa-JI Wolff. 
(8x2 mixer with control room pictured) 

r 

Weiss DAC2 D/A Converter 
The DAC2 is a high performance stereo Firewire based digital 
to analog and digqal to digital converter for usage either standalone 
or in conjunction with a PC or MAC computer. 
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Solid State Logic Matrix 
Matrix is a SuperAnalogue"' 16 channel, 40 input mixing console with built-in signal router and multi-layer digital workstation control. In use its 
simply the most elegant way to be creative with your entire arsenal of analogue outboard and cutting-edge digital equipment. Let us quote you 
on a complete turnkey system bund e with patch bay/cabling. DAM outboard mic pre's and eq's, monitors and headphone system. 
We can arrange complete system install and configuration on site. Give us a call today to discuss your specific needs. 

, 
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888.653.1184 1 info@vintageking.com 

Solid State Logic 
,  

®vintageking.com 
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Outfitting 

Your Facility? 

Start With 

Our Virtual 

Shopping Lists 

e asked three gearheads to 

select the equipment for a 

recording room. Each was given a differ-

ent virtual budget—$20,000, $6o,000 or 

$175.00o—for his favorite goodies. Despite 

spending imaginary cash, a lot of thought 

and creative wrangling went into the pro-

cess, and with appropriate substitutions, 

additions and/or deletions, the studios pre-

sented here should provide useful insights 

into equipping your facility, whatever the 

budget. It should be noted that the em-

phasis here is strictly on gear rather than 

acoustic treatments, room construction, etc. 

As in all endeavors, your mileage may vary. 

Happy shopping! 

SERIOUS ENTRY LEVEL 

The $2ok Project Studio 

By Robert Hanson 

My imaginary setup is an `'entry-level" Szok 

project studio that can handle composing, 

sound design, voice-over and mixing in 

stereo. The system leans heavily on software 

instruments and processing, while incorpo-

rating several different DAWs for working 

across multiple formats. (All prices will be 

the actual retail or approximations thereof 

unless noted.) 

I'll start at the Apple store. The main 

computer is a dual 3GHz quad-core Mac Pro 

for $3,599 and a refurbished 23-inch Apple 

Cinema HD display for $749. To save a few 
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CORE COMPONENTS OF EACH STUDIO 

$20,000 

Apple Mac Pro 3G Hz quad-core 

Apple Logic Studio 

Apogee Ensemble 

Digidesign Digi oo3 Rack 

Pro Tools LE w/Music Production Toolkit 

Blue Sky ProDesk 2.1 monitors 

Mackie Big Knob 

Universal Audio LA6to Mk II 

M-Audio Keystation Pro 

Native Instruments Komplete 5 

Universal Audio UAD-2 Nevana 32 

Waves Restoration Bundle 

bucks, I'll skip any extra factory RAM, hard drives 

or extras, mousing over to www.otherworldcom-

puting.com to score 16 GB of RAM (using 4GB 

modules) for $919 and two 1TB Seagate Barracuda 

7200.11 SATA II hard drives at $151 each, which 

augment the Mac Pro's standard 32oGB drive. 

With this configuration, four open RAM slots and 

one open hard drive bay remain, should you need 

to upgrade down the road. 

The goal of this studio is to be able to work 

across several different DAWs based on project/ 

client needs. Converters have a profound effect 

on the quality of your creations, so this is no 

place to skimp. My main audio interface is an 

Apogee Ensemble ($1,949), supplemented by a 

$1,200 Digidesign Digi 003 Rack. In terms of 

DAWs, the Apogee is tailor-made to work with 

Logic Studio ($499)—an obvious choice for 

composing. For working with loops, alternate 

arrangements and sound design, Ableton Live 

7 ($499) is another go-to product. On the Pro 

Tools front, the 003 includes the latest version 

of Pro Tools LE, but to up the track count to 48 

and get some of the pro features (Multi-Track 

Beat Detective, SoundReplacer, etc.), I added the 

$495 Music Production Toolkit option. 

Now there's approximately Siok left for mon-

itors, outboard, mics, controllers and additional 

software. For monitoring, a cost-effective option 

that delivers professional accuracy is Blue Sky's 

ProDesk 2.1 for $1,258. This system uses two 

audio interfaces, and switching cables behind a 

desk is a nightmare, so Mackie's $299 Big Knob 

lets me switch between audio interfaces while 

$6o,000 

PCAudioLabs w/Intel Core2 quad 3GHz 

Cakewalk SONAR 8 Producer's Edition 

RME FireFace 800 

Focusrite ISA828 

Manley VoxBox 

Groove Tubes The Brick 

Solid State Logic Matrix 

Argosy Mirage Matrix housing 

JBL 6328P Monitors 

Waves Silver Collection 

SPL "Analog Code" Transient Designer 

providing talkback capabilities and allowing for 

another set of monitors in the future. Outboard 

needs here are fairly minimal. Both audio in-

terfaces have decent onboard preamps, but for 

critical recording, a dedicated, boutique-quality 

channel strip is a must. My pick for this applica-

tion is Universal Audio's LA6to Mk II ($1,599), 

offering a preamp. EQ and optical compres-

sor in a 2U chassis. For miking vocals, single 

acoustic instruments (guitar, winds, etc.) and 

possibly the occasional guitar cab, these three 

microphones should cover things nicely: BLUE 

Blueberry ($999), RODE NT4 stereo condenser 

($529) and a pair of Shure SM58s ($16o each). 

Composing and sound design are at the 

forefront of this setup, and M-Audio's Keysta-

tion Pro ($499) master MIDI keyboard features 

a hammer-action keyboard, 59 assignable 

controls (faders, knobs, etc.) and to rewritable 

presets. Now some cool software instruments 

and effects will take this system over the top. 

For instruments, samplers and guitar amp 

emulation, the Native Instruments Komplete 5 

bundle for $1,149 indudes all n major NI prod-

ucts including Realctor 5, Guitar Rig 3, Kontakt 

3, Akoustic Piano and the like. Most composers 

would be hard-pressed to run out of fodder with 

this package. For mixing chores and to access 

some classic hardware emulations, Universal 

Audio's $699 UAD-2 Nevana 32 package offers 

more than twice the DSP power of the older 

UAD, and it includes 32 channels of Neve 88RS 

and a host of other UA plug-ins. And finally 

for restoration chores, I'll spend a little extra 

$175,000 

Digidesign Pro Tools H D3 

Lynx Aurora Converters w/LT-HD cards 

Apple Mac Pro Intel 3.2G Hz quad-core 

Digidesign PCIe expansion chassis 

SSL Duende PCIe system 

Tree Audio Console 

500-Format Modules (A Designs, 

Anamod, API, Atlas Pro Audio, Burgin/ 

McDaniel, Chandler, Eisen, Empirical 

Labs, OSA, Purple Audio, S and M Audio, 

Shadow Hills, Speck) 

Lexicon PCM 96 

Bricasti M7 reverb 

KRK E8B monitors 

on the Waves Restoration Bundle ($1,8o0)—as 

any user will attest, this bundle includes some 

of the finest noise, hiss and pop-removal tools 

available. 

The total comes in just under the $2ok mark, 

so with tax, cables and other unmentionables 

I'm slightly over budget. However, I've induded 

a few luxury items—especially on the software 

front—that could be omitted without seriously 

affecting the functionality of this imaginary 

project studio. 

LEAN, MEAN PC MACHINE 

The $6ok Package 

By George Petersen 

As my cohorts spec'd Mac systems, I'm going for 

the pure power and speed of a PC. The emphasis 

is a hybrid of traditional and virtual production, 

while keeping my eyes—and ears—on perfor-

mance and serious fidelity. And with $6ok in 

(virtual) cash to spend, I'm going first class. 

At the heart of the studio is a PCAudioLabs 

Standard Black (no frills) enclosure. Don't let 

its drab exterior fool you. Under the hood of 

this $2,585 beast is an Intel Corea quad 3G Hz 

Q965o CPU, with 4GB RAM, 32oGB system 

drive, two 1TB data drives, dual DVI ATI Radeon 

HD347o graphics, Pioneer 2ox DVD burner, 

Silent Treatment sound deadening, FireWire 

800 card and the ever-stable, dependable Win 

XP Pro. Options indude Vista. AMS chipsets, 

rackmount case and many more. Display-wise, 

I have two 22-inch Viewsonic VX224oW LCDs 
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3 Budgets 

The mid-priced studio would put an SSL Matrix into an Argosy Mirage housing. 

with DVI interfacing—each at $409 list. 

On the DAW software side, I choose Cake-

walk SONAR 8 Producer's Edition ($619). but 

everybody has their faves, whether it's Steinberg 

Cubase, Nuendo, Magix Sequoia or SAW Studio. 

The all-important interface here is RME's 

FireFace 800 ($1,999), routing to 28 outputs si-

multaneously with 24/192 clarity. It also boasts 

a great sound, solid drivers and four respectable 

onboard preamps. Upping the ante is Focusrite's 

ISA828 ($2,999) with eight mic/line inputs 

(four with DI jacks) and optional ADC card. 

For the money channel, I splurged on a $4,000 

Manley VoxBox—one channel of tube mic pre, 

compression and FQ, but it makes any input 

(mic or DI) sound like heaven. Another flavor is 

Groove Tubes' The Brick—mostly as a tube di-

rect box, but its equally useful as a mic preamp 

and line driver—and it's a deal at $499. 

The centerpiece is Solid State Logic's 

new Matrix line mixer/router/DAW controller 

($25,995) set into Argosy Console's Mirage 

Matrix housing ($5,645), which makes the pack-

age look a half-million, while keeping everything 

tidy and adding 12 rackspaces (six per side) for 

outboard goodies. Those with more can add 

Argosy's matching 11-space sidecar(s), but with 

all of my plug-ins. I won't need it. 

I also bought the $3,365/pair IBL 6328P-Pak 

powered room-correction monitor system (no 

sub, but it's optional) on two Argosy 42-inch X-

stands ($259/pair) with a couple Primacoustic 

RX9-DF down-firing Recoil Stabilizers ($150 

each) set at a i-degree downward slope to op-

timize the listening area. Speaking of listening, 

I added the Aphex HeadPod 454 headphone 

amp ($249) with four channels of loud, distor-

tion-free—and minimal fatigue—playback and 

three beyerdynamic DT77o closed-back studio 

phones at $299 each. 

Even though SONAR, Cubase, et al, ship 

with powerful DSP suites of their own, he 

who dies with the most toys wins, so I added 

Waves' new $900 Silver Collection. The latter's 

16 plugs include the Renaissance Compressor, 

Renaissance Equalizer, Renaissance Aeoc, I R-L 

Convolution Reverb, Li Ultramaximizer, Ci 

Parametric Compander, Si Stereo Imager, Qio 

Paragraphic Equalizer, ManBass, MondoMod, 

Enigma, TrueVerb, SuperTap, Doubler, DeEsser 

and Paz Analyzer—a deal at $5o-plus-change 

apiece. One gotta-have plug is SPL:s sweet new 

Analog Code Transient Designer—shipping 

now in RTAS/VST/Audio Units for $299. A 

more unusual plug-in selection is the Peterson 

Strobosoft 2 guitar-tuning software—a bargain 

studio essential at 49-

I really went wild with mics, selecting 14 

classic and future-classic models. In the sweet-

vocals-but-great-on-anything department, the 

selections are Neumann Tim 49 ($1,998), the 
RODE K2 tube ($999), BLUE Baby Bottle ($799) 

and the Cascade Fat Head II Stereo Pack—two 

ribbon mics, stereo bar and Blumlein mount in 

a nice case for a bargain $400. For applications 

where versatility is a must, the selections are 

Audio-Technica's small-diaphragm AT4041/SP 

stereo pair ($795) and four gotta-have-'em 

Shure SM57s ($140 each). More specialized is 

the $179 Audix I-5 (perhaps the new standard on 

snare), Sennheiser's $154 E-609 (remake of the 

MD-409, a guitar amp classic) and the Electro-

Voice NID 868 kick drum mic ($388). 

There are still a few loose ends. At $310, Fur 

man's P8 Pro 20-amp power conditioner offers 

protection and peace of mind. I also budgeted 

$2,000 for some miscellaneous purchases, 

such as mic stands and cabling—both XLRs for 

mic/lines (from various suppliers) and Planet 

Waves' new DB-25 breakout snakes, which are 

ideal for SSL Matrix interfacing. 

It's a tidy $60,000, although with all prices 

MSRP, you can probably come in a good deal 

lower and pick up that Les Paul Custom you've 

always wanted. 

HIGH-END APPROACH 

The $175k Room 

By Kevin Becica 

The biggest-budget studio is a tracking/overdub 

room that can cater to both the old and new 

school. It's DAW-based but has some incredible 

analog hardware. The $175k budget presuppos-

es items such as interconnects, patchbay, mic 

stands, furniture and accessories. I shopped 

around for the best price on all gear, so strike 

the word " retail" from your vocabulary. 

Recording will be to a Digidesign Pro Tools 

HD3 system ($13,000) through 24 channels of 

Lynx Aurora converters ($4,990) addressing 

Pro Tools through Lymes LT-HD cards ($700). 

The system will be clocked by the rock-solid 

Grimm CO, offering 16 word dock outs and 

90 dB of jitter suppression at to kHz ($1,75o). 

This DAW will run on an Apple Mac Pro with 

four 3.2GHz quad-core Intel Xeon processors, 

8GB RAM, two 5ooGB 7,200 rpm Serial ATA 

3Gb/s hard drives and two 23-inch Cinema HD 

displays ($7,947). AC power will be handled us-

ing the Balanced Power Technologies BP-10.5 

Signature Plus ($2,999). There are lots of extra 

slots with Digidesign's 6-card PCIe expansion 

chassis ($2,395), giving me five open slots for 

expansion. I'll use one of those slots for SSL:s 

Duende PCIe system ($1,295) offering 64 chan-

nels of processing on Duende's dedicated DSP 

and plug-ins. 

The centerpiece of this studio will be the 

Tree Audio Console ($38,750), which, due to its 

modular nature, assures a variety of sonic colors. 

The 24-channel desk has three tiers available to 

accept 500 Series modules. I'll start building the 

desk by choosing some vintage flavor with four 

API 512C preamps ($76o). Next, I chose four 

Shadow Hills Mono GAMA mic preamps ($795) 

with switchable output transformers and added 

four Chandler Germanium 500 preamps with 

their tone-bending feedback control ($950). I 

plan on putting some sweat equity into the room 

by building four Eisen Audio D.I.Y. 500 Series 
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preamps, which lets me choose from a wide 

variety of op amps, I/O transformers; this is an 

inexpensive, custom way to add more variety to 

the front end (about $400 each, depending on 

parts). Finishing out the first tier, four Atlas Pro 

Audio juggernaut ($895) preamps with switch-

able input impedance promise even more tonal 

options and four OSA MPi-L3 Big Daddy ($65o) 

pre's with Lundahl transformers. 

EQs on the second tier of my console in-

dude four Speck ASC-V ($735) 4-band EQs. I'll 

put in more solder time and save more dollars 

by building four kit-based EQSM1 EQs from S 

and M Audio ($35o). Next are four Purple Audio 

Odd Inductor EQs ($735), four API 55oB EQs 

($1,195) and eight pricey-but-sweet A Designs 

EM-PEQ ($1,235), promising a tip-o-the-hat to 

the classic Pultec EQP-1A. 

Rounding out my 500 Series module pur-

chases, I bought a variety of dynamics control-

lers including four of the versatile Burgin/Mc-

Daniel Komits ($750), four Purple Audio Action 

FET compressors ($675), four API 525 discrete 

compressors ($1,195), four AnaMod AM66o 

($1,295) compressors modeled after the coveted 

Fairchild 66o and four Empirical Labs DerrEss-

ers ($649) for taming stray sibilance. For mix-

ing purposes, I added another two AM66os 

across the stereo bus in the Tree Console. 

For effects while recording, Lexicon's PCM 

96 hardware effects box ($2,999) works as 

a stand-alone unit or within Pro Tools via the 

included software. For more clean ambience is 

the Bricasti M7 high-resolution digital reverb 

($3 ,695). 

Mic choices include two R92 ribbon mics 

from AEA ($1620), two Royer 121s ($2,590), 

four PR30 dynamic moving coil mics from 

Heil ($996), a Yamaha SubKidc ($369) and four 

SM57s from Shure ($400). For use on drum 

overheads, piano, strings, guitars and vocals, 

I'll have two Sennheiser MKH-800s ($5,400), a 

Korby Audio KAT Red ($3,495), the DPA 3521 

compact stereo kit ($ 3,500), two SE Electronics 

SE-4s ($698), two new AKG C214s ($1,198) and 

two Mojave MA-200 tube mics ($1,990). 

This means nothing without great playback, 

so I've chosen KRK E8B speakers ($5,000) and 

M-Audio's Studiophile DSM2 monitors ($1,498) 

as an alternate listening source. For direct re-

cording, I'll use the DI inputs on the console's 

preamps in the control room or two Radial JDI 

DI boxes ($800) and a pair of A Designs REDDI 

Tube DIs ($1,430) for studio use. 

All this comes to $174,884, excluding tax, 

license, undercoating and pin stripes on the 

muffler. HI 

Seek Out 
Smart putputs 

•, l'\ 

utSma rtse 
Balanced Line Driver ICs 

OutSmarts outputs are quieter, and they're cleaner when clipping 

into single-ended loads. Insist on products with OutSmarts outputs. 
Lookfor our 0 logo on the smartest audio gear. 

Corporation 
Amaiog /Cs for Pro Audio 

Tel: + 1 508 478 9200 
Email: info(n thatcorp.com 
Web: www.thatcorp.com 

Experience TH E WORLD's 
LOWEST PRICES! 
EVERY MAJOR BRAND IN STOCK! 

Guitars • Amps • Drums • Keyboards • Sound Systems 

Recording Equipment • Software • DJ Gear • Accessories - CALL TODAY! 
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West LA. Music's Rodney George 
with renowned rap star Coolie 

v 

West L.A. Music's Mark Spiwak 
with TV composer Ron Grant 

-:(1116 • 
t 
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West LA. Music's Rick Waite with Legendary composer Paul Bucknnoster 
Black Eyed Peas engineer Jon Brown with West LA. Music staff member 

• IS 

West L.A. Musk staff member with Jazz saxophonist Ernie Wafts with 
Eric Clapton producer Simon Climie West LA. Music's John Burrola 

Shop Where the Pros Shop • Call Us Today! 

\\IIr West L.A. Music 
West Los Angeles (310) 477-1945 • Universal City (323) 845-1145 

Fax (310) 477-2476 • saleswestlamusic.com 

We will beat any price from any authorized stocking dealer alywhere in the United States. 
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Warm 
New Large-Diaphragm 

Condenser Mies Are 

Versatile and Affordable 

BY DAVID WEISS 

With autumn in the air, it's only natural to start thinking about the warm stuff: 

spicy apple cider, pumpkin pie and—of course—large-diaphragm condenser 

microphones. Once upon a time, large-diaphragm condensers (LDCs) existed 

only in the rarified air of elite audio equipment such as the Neumann U47 Such 

studio treasures brought warmth and definition to the voices of the Golden Age 

of recording, and are still coveted and capable of setting a facility back a pretty 

penny. However, thanks to mass manufacturing, prices of new LDCs have gone 

down to as little as Sioo. As a result, some affordable and terrific-sounding LDCs 

are popping up in new places. Originally earmarked for vocal use, they're now 

used in a wide variety of applications—both in studios and onstage—capturing 

acoustic guitars, strings, drums, amps, or room or audience ambiences. 

Although potential uses for LDCs are on the rise, other options concerning 

these mics are shrinking—but not in a bad way. Upscale models have variable polar 

patterns—cardioid, hypercardioid, omm, figure-8—but these choices also increase 

complexity, adding moving parts and cost. An alternative is the fixed-pattern version, 

such as AKG's recently released C 214, a cardioid-only version of its venerable C 414. 

Also watch for LDCs' potential for expansion into the digital realm. The Neu-

mann TLM 103 D has just arrived, and with AES42-compliant live and studio pre-

amp/mic controllers from DiGiCo and RME now available, it's clear the market is 

anticipating that this trend will continue both in the studio and on the road. 

Focusing on recent releases, Mix surveyed manufacturers worldwide for their 

entries in the field of large-diaphragm (1-inch or more) condenser mics. All of the 

microphones included in the charts that follow were introduced in the past 18 

months. Obviously, there's been a lot of activity in this area; our charts list details 

for more than ioo models. Whatever your next project will be, there's certainly an 

LDC out there that's just right for warming up your next recording. III 

David Weiss is Mix's New York editor. 
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• Features perfect audio transmission 

• Brand new AKG microphone technology: 

C 5, D 5 and C 555 L 

• Outstanding rugged finish for hand- and 

pockettransmitter! 



Warm Up 

New Large-Diaphragm Condenser Mics 

Martelllallret Model Type Polar Pattern* LF Filter Pad 
• Max 

SPL 
Retail Notes 

ADK Microphones 

wwwadkmic.com 
A6 solid-state C no no 131 dB $399 Includes wood case 

ADK Microphones S-7 solid-state C 100/150 Hz 8/18 dB 150 dB $479 Includes wood case 

ADK Microphones S-78 solid-state C 100/150 Hz 8/18 dB 150 d8 $499 Includes wood caSe. 

ADK Microphones S-7C solid-state C 100/150 Hz 8/18 dB 150 dB $489 Includes wood case 

ADK Microphones Vienna Mk8 solid-state C 89 Hz 14 dB 140 dB $599 Includes wood case. 

ADK Meruphsnes Hamburg Mk8 solid-slate C 89 Hz 14 dB 140 dB $599 Includes wood case 

ADK Microphones SL solid-state C no no 135 dB $479 Includes case, shock-mount and windscreen. 

ADK Microphones TL solid-slate C/HC/O/Fig-8 no no 135 dB $599 Includes case, shock-mount and windscreen 

ADK Microphones PC-AU tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 125 dB $999 Includes case, shock- mount, pop filter, 7-pin cable, XLR cable and PS 

ADK Microphones TT-AU tube C/O/Fig-8 00 no 125 dB $1.699 Includes case, shock- mount. pup titter, 7-pin cable. XLR cable and PS. 

ADK Microphones Vienna II-AU solid-stale C 100/160 Hz 8/16 dB 134 dB 81.199 Includes cue, shcck-mount and pop tiller 

ADK Microphones Hamburg II-AU solid- stale C 100/160 Hz 8/16 dB 134 dB $1.199 Includes case, shock-mount and pop filter 

ADK Microphones CS-1 tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 
Includes case, shock-mount, pop filter. 7-pin cable. premium XLR cable and 

125 dB $2.999 
power supply. 

AKG C 214 solid- stale C 160 Hz 20 dB 156 dB $649 Includes shock-mount windscreen and case. 

AKG Perception 420 solid-state C/O/Fig-8 300 Hz 20 dB 155 dB $579 Includes shock-mount and case. 

Af G el-Is-bocci 220 solid-state C 300 Hz 20.16 155 dB 5349 Includes shock-mount and case 

Applied Microphone Technclogy 
AMT 350 

WWW appliedmic com 
solid-slate C no fl 0 130 dB $399 Includes custom case 

Audio-Technica 

www audio-technica com 
AI203r- si0id state C 80 H: 10 dB 158 dB $249 Includes shock-mount and protective pouch. 

Audio Corporation 

www.audixusa.com 
CX212 solid-state C/O/Fig-8 120 Hz n/a 132 dB $599 Includes shock-mount. Also (dieted in $ 1,349 (list) matched pairs. 

Avant Electronics 

MAY .avanteiectronics.com 
Avantonu CV- 12 tube 9 patterns 80 Hz 10 dB 136 dB $499 

Has 32mm dual capsule and remote pattern control Includes shock-mount, 

wood box, night case and Iwo extra tubes 

Avant Electronics Avantone CC-7 solid-slate C/O/Fig-8 80 Hz 10 dB 139 dB $269 Has 35mm dual capsule. Includes shock-mount, wood box and flight case. 

Avant Electronics Avantone CK-6 solid-state C 80 fiK 10dB 136 dB $179 Has 3/mor car/mid capsule Includes shock- mount, wood box and flight case 

Avant Electronics Avantone CK-33 solid-state stereo cardioid no n/a 146 dB $369 
Has two 32mm cardioid capsules. Includes shock-mount, wood box. flight 

case, stereo cable and 1x2 solider. 

Avant Electronics Avantone CK-40 solid- slate stereo C/O/Fig-8 80 Hz 10 dB 147 dB $599 
Has two 35mm dual capsules. Includes shock- mount. flight case. foam wind 

filler, stereo cable and 1x2 solider. 

beyerdynamic 

wow beyerdynamic-usa corn 
MC 834 solid-stale 0 80/160 Hz 10/20 dB 150 dB $1,499 Includes elastic suspension and transport case. 

t yer I, MC 840 solid-stale VIC/WM/Fig-8 80/160 Hz 10/20 dB 147 dB $1.999 Includes elastic suspension and transpon case 

Blue Microphones 

«W. bluemic.com 
Joe solld-state C no no n/a $499 Discrete Class-A amplifier, hand-built diaphragm and floating swivel mount. 

Bock Audio www bockaudio com 195 solid-state C 20 Hz 10 129 dB $1,200 Fat 10-400Hz boost switch. Includes shock-mount and wood box 

Bock Audio 151 tube 

"Brite/Normar HF attenuator. Includes 6-pin Tuchel cable, wood box and 

no no 129 dB $3,450 shock-mount. 

Bock Audio 251 tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 129 dB $5.350 Includes 6-pin Tuchel cable and wood box 

Brauner Microphones www 

orauner-microphones.com 
Phanthera solid-state C 20 Ftz no 142 dB $2,320 Includes shock-mount, Vovox XLR cable, case 

Brauner Microphones Phantom Classic solid-stale C 20 Hz 110 142 dB $2.080 Includes shock- mound. Savoy XLR cable. case 

Bramer Microphones Phanthera V solid-state C/O/Fig-8 20 Hz 10 dB 142 d8 $3.850 Includes shock-mount. Vovox XLR cable. case. 

Brauner Microphones 
Phantom Classic solid-slate C 

Basic 
20 Hz no 142 dB $1,740 Includes stand mount 

Brauner Microphones Phanthera Basic solid-state C 20 Hz 142 dB $1,980 Includes stand mount. 

Cascade Microphones 
M2Ou 

liww.cascademicrophones.com 
solid-state C 100 Hz 10 dB 140 dB $129 

Discrete. low- noise. Class-A PET/hi-polar transtormer-coupled design. 

Includes shock-mount. 

Cascade Microphones Elroy tube C/O/Fig-8 80 Hz 10 dB 133 dB $299 Includes yoke. 6,11 tube, power supply, case 

Cascade Microphones V57 solid-stale C 80 Hz 10 dB 137 dB $259 
Ultralow-noise transtormerless design. Includes shock-mount and molded 

case. 

Chameleon Labs 

mwichameleonlabs com 
TS-2 tube infinitely variable no 

Has tube heater voltage control on power supply and infinitely variable pattern 

10/20 dB 126 dB $789 selector on mic. Ships with shock-mount, power supply. 7-pin cable and 

carry case 

Key to Polar Patterns: C = cardioid: O = omnidirectional; HC = hypercardioid; WC = wide-cardioid; SC = supercardioid: Fig-8 = figure- 8. 
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IN = OUT"/ 
SIGNAL TRANSPARENCY 

Now we bring our exclusive In.Our pure 

signal transfer technology to your studio 

Let us you up 
Introducing the 

;tep 1: I Step 2: I Step 3: 

pLarieT 
inaues -

Planet Waves cables are the choice of tone masters like Robben Ford, Joe Satriani, Warren Haynes, Peter Frampton and more. 

Our new Modular Snake System offers the flexibility to mix and match core DB25 cables with TRS, XLR, and AES/Etill breakouts for any situation. 

Modular Snake 
System 

s, 

Available Lengths: 

- 5 ft w/ DB25 Connectors 

-10 ft w/ DB25 Connectors 
- 25 ft w/ DB25 Connectors 

Visit for a complete demo 

lelddariti 



Warm It Up 

New Large-Diaphragm Condenser Mics 

Model • Polar Patera* 11 Filter Motes 

DPA Microphones 

vnwedpamicrophones.com 
4041-S solid-slate 0 

Requires DPA 130/200V power supply/mic amp model HMA5000; low-noise 

no no 144 dB $3,331 7dBA design; available as single mics, matched pairs and model 3541-S 

"suitcase" edition with stereo bar, HMA5000, etc. 

DPA Microphones 4041-12 tube rio 

Requires DPA 130/200V power supply/mic amp model HMA5000: low-noise 

no 144 dB $3.331 9dBA design; available as single mics, matched pairs and model 3541-T2 
"suitcase edition with stereo bar. HMA5000. etc. 

DPA Microphones 4041-SP solid-stale 0 
Standard 48VDC phantom version; low-noise 8dBA design; offered as single 

no no 134 dB $3,331 mics, matched pairs and Model 3541-SP "suitcase" edition with stereo bar 
and more. 

Equation Audio 

raiweequationaudio.com 

Groove Tubes 

www.groovetubes£om 

Groove Tubes 

F.20 

GT60 

solid-state SC 

solid-state C 

tube 

80 Hz 16 dB 150 dB $599 Includes gooseneck pop filler. 

75 Hz 10 dB 144 dB $399 
Has 3-micron diaphragm and nickel-core output transformer. Includes stand 
adapter and case. 

Has 3-micron diaphragm, nickel core output transformer and auto-load-com-
75 Hz 10 dB 140 dB $699 pensaling PS for extended cable runs. Includes stand adapter, shock-mount 

and case. 

innerTUBE Audio 

VNAVinnertubeauclio.com 
MMx2 tube 

two variable pattern 
no 

capsules 
no 140 dB $6,995 Dual-tube M/S-X/Y stereo mic. Includes shock-mount and power supply. 

Josephson Engineering 

VAVejosephson.com 
C720 solid-state continuously 

variable al mix 
Two XLR outputs via included breakout cable. Includes Pelican-brand flight 

no no 136 dB $5,090 
case. 

JZ Microphones 
vnwelzmic.com 

Black Hole 
(BH-1) 

solid-stale C/O/Fig-8 Two 27mm capsules; discrete Class-A electronics. Includes shock-mount 
DO 5/10 dB 134.5 dB $2.295 and wood box. 

JZ Microphones 
Black Hole SE 

(BH-21 
solid-state C no 5/10 dB 134.5 dB $1.895 Discrete Class-A electronics. Includes shock-mount and wood box 

JZ Microphones 
Black Hole PE 

(BH-3) 
solid-state C no 5/10 dB 134.5 dB $1,995 Discrete Class-A electronics. Includes shock-mount and wood box. 

Korby Audio Technologies 
www.korbyaudio.com 

KAT 1-5 tube multipattern DO ris 
118-120 $4.500- Interchangeable mic heads (47, 67, 251, 12, C800) available. Includes shock-
dB $7,999 mount, power supply, night case and extra tube. 

Korby Audio Technologies Neon Blue tube C (multi-optional) no 
10 dB 

optional 
125 dB $3,000 Includes flight case; multipattern version available at $3,500. 

Korby Audio Technologies Neon Red tube C (multi-optional) no 10 dB 
optional 

125 dB $3,000 Includes flight case; multipattern version available at $3.500. 

Korby Audio Technologies Neon White tube C (multi-optional) no 10 dB 
optional 125 dB $3,000 Includes flight case; multipattern version available at $3,500. 

Korby Audio Technologies KAT FET FET no 
10 dB 

optional 
130 dB $2.000 Includes flight case; omni version also available. 

Lauten Audio 
vnwelautenaudio.com 

LT-381 Oceanus tube 
variable (0 to C to 

no 
Fig-8) 

Has dual 31.25mm diaphragms, vintage-style power supply, shock-mount, 
no 120 dB $1,599 

Gotham mic cable, wood box and flight case. 

Laulen Audio FC-357 Clarion solid-stale C/O/Fig-8 no 10 dB 140 dB $999 
FET design, dual 28.25mm diaphragms, + 10dB gain switch, custom output 

transformer, shock-mount, windscreen, night case and wood box. 

Marshall Electronics 
www.mxlmics.com 

Genesis tube 150 Hz no 140 dB $995 Has Mullard 12AT7 tube. Includes shock-mount. 

Marshall Electronics 000 solid-state C no no 138 dB $700 Includes shock-mount and night case. 

Microtech Befell 
)wnv.microtechgefell.com 

UM930 Twin solid-slate C/WC/HC/O/Fig-8 no no 142 dB $6,873 
shock-mount and case. 

System combines switchable pattern and fixed-cardioid condensers. Includes 

Microlech Gelell M990 Art lutte no no 118 dB $4,234 
suspension and windscreen. 

Anniversary model in aluminium case with power supply, cable, elastic 

Microtech Befell M930 Art solid-state C no no 142 dB $1,864 Anniversary model in wood case. 

Mojave Audio 
wiew m ojavea ud i o.com 

MA-201fel solid-stale C no no 125 dB $695 Includes shock-mount. 

Nady Systems 
vnwenady.com 

SCM 960 solid-state C/O no 10/20 dB 125 dB $94 Gold-sputtered 1" condenser diaphragm. Shock-mount optional. 

Neumann www.neumannusa.com TLM 67 solid-state C/O/Fig-8 no 10 c19 131 dB $3.459 
shock-mount, windscreen and cable 
Has 80th-anniversary Georg Neumann emblem Also available packaged with 

Neumann TLM 103 D solid-stale C 40/80/160 Hz 6/12/18 dB 134 dB $2,650 Digital mic with AES-42 output, stand mount and wood box. 

Neumann TLM 49 solid-slate C no no 140 dB $1.998 Includes shock-mount. 

Nevaton 
MC47 

vnwenevaton-microphones.nom 
solid-state stereo cardioid 100 Hz no 135 dB $1,695 Includes wood box, break-out cable and isolation clip. 

Nevaton MC48 solid-state stereo cardioid 100 Hz no 135 dB $1,795 Includes wood box, break-out cable and isolation clip. 

Novatos MC51 solid-state WC/C/O/Fig-8 no 10 dB 150 dB $1,295 Includes wood box and isolation clip. 

Pearl Microphones vnwepearl.se ELM-A solid-state C/O/Fig-8 no no 126 dB $3.348 
lo create several patterns 
Outputs from two cardioids can be used simultaneously or combined at mix 

Pearlman Microphones Church 

vnwepearlmanmicrophoneseom Microphone 
tube C/O 

Reissue of the 1950s Stanley Church/MGM mic with Neumann capsule, 6072 
no no n/a $4,500 

tube, Triad xformer, shock-mount, flight case and Mogami cable. 

- Key to Polar Patterns: C = cardioid; O = omnidirectional 
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IC Live 

Engineered For Live Sound 

steerable poiable powerful 

• 
Built for live sound, we've taken lconyx 
technology and raised the bar. fast and easy 
setup, with o without a computer. Digitally 
Steerable Sound to minimize reflection for 
the highest intellegibility. 

Experience what digital beam steering can 
bring to your business of corporate events, 
live concerts, theater, political rallies and more. 

ICONYX DIGITALLY STEERABLE LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

REM/WS-HEINZ 

GIVE YOURSELF THE ADVANTAGE 

www.renkus-helnz.com 



Warm It Up 

New Large-Diaphragm Condenser Mics 

Maradachner Model Type Polar Pattern* LP Filter Pad 
Max 

Retell SM.Hotu 

Peluso Microphones 
VTB 

vninv.pelusomicrophonelab7:orn 
tube 9 polar patterns no 

Low- noise ll5dBAl tube bottle mic design. Includes wood box shock-mount, 
no n/a $1496 

power supply, 7-conductor cable and light case. 

Samson woow samsonlech clan CL7 solid-state C 100 Hi 10 dB 144 dB $194 Swivel stand mount included 

Samson CL8 solid-state SC/O/Fig-8 100 Hz 10 dB 147 dB $225 Swivel stand mount included. 

sE Electronics worn sonicus net sE4400a solid-state C/1-1C/01Fm 8 60/120 Hz 10/20 dB 130 dB $999 
Includes flight case and shock-mount. Matte rubberized finish ideal for 

applications that require lighting 

sE Electronics Z5600a II tube 9 patterns 100 Hz 10dB 130 dB $999 
Includes flight case, wood box, shock-mount, cable and remote pattern-

changing power supply. 

sE Electronics sE2200a solid-state C 

sE Electronics Z3300a solid-slate 

kf E estronics 

100 Hz 10 dB 130 dB 5399 Includes flight case and shock- mount. 

C/O/Fig-8 100Hz 10 dB 130 dB $599 Includes flight case and shock-mount. 

LESB2200d soiid-state C 100 Hz 10 dB 130 dB $499 
USB or conventional XLR output: USB 2 or 48V-powerable: headphone jack 

for zero-latency monitoring 

Sennheiser 

vAwe sennheiserusa com 
e 965 solid-state C/SC 500 Hz 10 dB 152 dB $878 Includes MZO800 stand clip. 

Suntronics 

ywiny sontronicsusa.com 

Sontronics 

Sontrorucs 

Helios tube 
continuously 

variable 

Omega tube 

Orpheus solid-state C/O/Fig-8 

75 Hz 10 dB 125 dB $949 Includes power supply, yoke mount, cable, wood box and night case. 

75 Hz 10 dB 125 dB $799 Includes power supply, shock-mount, cable, wood box and flight case 

no 10 dB 125 dB $699 Includes yoke mount and wood box 

Sontronics SIC-2 solid-stale C 75 Hz 10 dB 125 dB $499 Comes in black and silver. Includes shock-mount and flight case 

Sterling Audio 

WNW sterlingaudio coin 
ST51 solid-slate C no 134 dB $200 Includes HM2 hard mount 

Sterling Audio ST55 solid-state C 75 Hz 10 dB 144 dB $500 Includes HM2 hard mount. 

Sterling Audio ST66 tube 75 H: 10 dB 140 dB $700 Includes shock-mount. PS and 7-pin PS cable. 

Sterling Audio S1'77 solid-state C no no 134 dB $1,000 Includes shock-mount and foam windscreen. 

Sterling Audio ST79 solid-stale C/O/Fig-8 150 Hz 10dB 140 dB $1,100 Includes shock-mount and loam windscreen. 

Studio Projects 

WAY studioprojects corn 
CS5 

50/75/150/300 5/10/15/20 
solid-state C/HC/WC/O/Fig-8 136 dB $500 Includes shock-mount and flight case. 

Hz dB 

Studio Projects CS: 

Amethyst 
Violet Design www.yioletusi: corn 

Standard 

Sc,13-Sra., C 
50/75/150/300 M0,15720 

134 dB $400 Includes shock-mount and flight case 
Hz dB 

solid-state C no no 134 dB $1,171 Single-diaphragm design. Includes wood box. 

Amethyst Vintage solid-state C 

Violet Design Black Knight 

Violet Design 

solid-state 

Flamingo Junior 
solid-stale 

Standard 

no no 134 dB $1.396 Dual-diaphragm design Includes wood box 

no no 134 5 dB $498 Dual-diaphragm design. Includes wood box. 

no no 134 dB $1,016 Single-diaphragm design Includes shock-mount and wood box 

Violet Design Flamingo Junior solid-state C 
Vintage 

no no 134 dB $1,016 Single-diaphragm design. Includes shock-mount and wood box. 

Violet Design 
Flamingo 

Standard 
tube no no 134 dB 55.692 Dual-diaphragm design Includes shock-mount, PS and wcod box 

Violet Design Flamingo Vintage tube no no 134 dB $5,692 Dual-diaphragm design. Includes shock-mount, power supply and wood box. 

Violet Design 
Flamingo Magic 

tube 
Ear 

Violet Design Flamingo Stereo solid-state 

Violet Design 

Violet Design 

Violet Design 

Dual ear-shaped diaphragms Includes shock-mount, power supply and 
no no 134 dB $7'418 wood box 

no no 133.5 dB $3,881 Two single-diaphragm capsules. Includes shock-mount and wood box. 

Globe Standard solid-state C 

Globe Vintage solid-state C 

Grand Pearl solid-state C 

Violet Design The Wedge solid-state 

Violet Des go 

no no 134 dB $1.948 Dual-diaphragm design Includes shock-mount and wood box 

no no 134 dB $1.948 Dual-diaphragm design Includes shock-mount and wood box. 

no no 136 dB $810 Dual-diaphragm design. Includes wood box and mic 

no no 136 dB $654 Single-diaphragm design. Includes wood box and mie holder. 

Global PreNIN26 solid- stale C no no 134 dB $1.802 Single- diaphragm design Includes wood box and shock-mount 

Violet Design Global Pre/'V1612 solid-stale C no 134 dB $1.802 Single-diaphragm design Includes wood box and shock-mount. 

Violet Design Global PreNIN27 solid-state C 

Global PreNIN67 solid-state C 

no no 134 dB $1.802 Dual- diaphragm design. Includes wood box and shock-mount 

Violet Design 00 no 134 dB $1,843 Dual-diaphragm design. Includes wood box and shock-moJnt. 

Violet Design 

Violet Design 

Violet Design 

Global PreNIN47 solid-state C no no 134 dB $1 843 Dual-diaphragm design Includes wood box and shock-moonl. 

Global PreNIN44 solid-state Fig-8 no no 134 dB $1.802 Single-diaphragm design. Includes wood box and shock-mount. 

Global Pre/V1855 solid-stale 0 no no 134 dB $1,802 Single-diaphragm design Includes wood box and shock-mount 

Wunder Audio 

www.wunderaudio.corn 
CM7GT/K47 tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 128 dB $3,495 Includes quarter swan oak box. PS, cable and shock-mount 

Wunder Audio CMIGTEN7 tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 128 dB $3,695 II1ClUaeS quarter swan oak box. PS. cable and shock-mount 

Wunder Audio CM49 tube C/O/Fig-8 no no 114 dB $6,995 Includes quarter swan oak box. PS, cable and historic yoke mount. 

Wunder Audio 

" Key to Polar Pattern!,: C 

CM5ii EEEe no 114 dB $6.995 Includes quarter swan oak box. PS, cable and historic yoke mount. 

= cardioid: Q = omnidirectional: HC = hypercardioid: WC = wide-cardioid; SC = supercardioid; Fig-8 = figure- 8. 
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DISTRIBUTION FOR THE AMERICAS 

NEL1MANN. 
8 Years 

In the world of studio microphones, the numbers "47", 
"67", and " 87" have associations that inspire enthusiasm 
anong professionals in your field. Inspired by history. 
Designed for your most demanding applications. Based 
on tre legendary U 67, the new TLM 67 blends classic 
technology with advanced circuit design. 

Oi the occasion of its 80th anniversary, the Neumann 
company is honoring its founder, Georg Neumann, with a 
three-dimensioTel metal emblem on the front of the TLM 
67. The disti:nctive Neumann attraction is conveyed in 
every detail of the nicrophore. 

The TLM 67 features: 
Extreme versatility 
Three switchable patterns, low cut and pad 
New transformerless circuit design 
Distinctive nickel and pearl-gray body 

ALNEUMANN. THE VOICE OF MUSIC HISTORY 
NIEUMANN.USA • www.neumannusa.com • Tel: (860) 434-9190 

K I H 
Klein + Hummel 

The Measure 
o All Sound 

-lear into your mixes with unparalleled 
clarity, accuracy and detail. Listen longer 
with less fatigue. Neutral, uncolored 
soLnd, an uncompromised midrange, 
surprising bass extension and shocking 
output. These are the hallmarks of the 
all-new Klein — Hummel 0 410. 

0 410 
Active 3-Way 
Tri-amplified 
1" / 3" / 1( 

www.klei 

jleli+Hummel USA 
Sennheiser Company 

Tel: .( a60) 434-9190 
www.sennheiserusa corn 

ummel.com 



Accelerated programs in: 

THIS IS SAE INSTITUTE OXFORD DEGREE CENTER 
PROGRAMS COMMENCE OCTOBER 2008 

DIPLOMA OF AUDIO ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF ARTS (HONS) DEGREE IN RECORDING ARTS* 
MASTERS LEVEL - SAE TONMEISTER 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (HONS) DEGREE IN GAMES PROGRAMMING* 

DIPLOMA OF DIGITAL FILM MAKING 

BACHELOR OF ARTS (HONS) DEGREE IN FILM MAKING* 

Degrees validated by Middlesex University (UK) and 
issued in partnership with Dantrn College and SAE 
International Graduate College: buu 

INSTITUTE 

SAE INSTITUTE is located on 5 continents 
NEW YORK::LOS ANGELES::NASHVILLE::ATLANTA::MIAMI::LONDON::LIVERPOOL::GLASGOW::PARIS 
LJUBLJANA::VIENNA::STOCKHOLM: .ZURICH::GENEVA::BERLIN::HAMBURG :COLOGNE;; FRANKFURT 

MUMBAI::BANGALORE::SYDNEY::ADELAIDE::PERTH 



THE WORLD'S LARGEST CREATIVE MEDIA CAMPUS 
(YES, THE WHOLE BUILDING) 

SAE OXFORD::The SAE Oxford campus is unique. It offers a complete creative learning environment within one of the 

most traditional English university towns. The township of Oxford is made for students. Oxford is located only one hour 
from London with a regular (every ten minutes) bus and train service. 

OPTIONS:: Students can commence their studies at any SAE Institute around the world and transfer to SAE Oxford for 

their second year or could choose to study their complete course at SAE Oxford Students from other schools or colleges 

can be accepted by attending an entrance examination. 

GET YOUR DEGREE FROM SAE OXFORD - it's for life. 

vsmw.sae-oxford.com 
Armstrong Road, Oxford OX4 4SX United Kingdom Tel. .44 845 017 9044 

www.sae.edu 

In USA call 1.866.723.2983 

1976-2006 30 YEARS SAE 

INDIVIDUAL HANDS ON TIME 

ESTABLISHED IN 1976 

ACCELERATED DEGREE 

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION 

LATEST STUDIO TECHNOLOGY 

THE SAE OXFORD DEGREE ADVANTAGE 

23 countries - over 50 locations - established since 1976 
MADRID: BARCELONA: :AMSTERDA :: ROTTERDAM: :BRUSSELS::MILAN: :ATH ENS: ISTANBUL 
STUTTGART::MUNICH::LEIPZIG::AMMAN:DUBALKUWAIT::SINGAPORE::MALAYSIA::BANGKOK::CHENNAI 
BRISBANE::BYRON BAY::AUCKLAND::IV1ELBOURNE::TOKYO 
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BREAKING 

By Blair Jackson 

You don't need us to tell you that this is a chal-

lenging time to be entering the audio business. 

Commercial recording studios have been van-

ishing at an alarming rate for several years, trig-

gered by the rise of home studios and a decline 

in the fortunes of the record business. The live 

touring industry has been rocked by increased 

expenses for nearly everything, from gas to ho-

tels to equipment, often cutting into the pay of 

sound personnel. And at the same time, there 

has been a boom in recording schools and audio 

programs in colleges and universities, so there 

are more talented, qualified people looking for 

work in the industry than ever before. 

To get a better sense of the job landscape that 

awaits aspiring audio types, we talked recently 

with several studio operators and job-placement 

coordinators at audio schools: Kirk Imamura is 

president of Avatar Studios in New York City 

Rose Mann-Chemey is president of Record 

Plant Studios in Los Angeles; Becky Sullivan is 

operations manager of of the Hollywood post fa-

cility Soundelux, and is a successful supervising 

sound editor, Chris Haseleu is chairman of the 

Recording Industry program at Middle Tennes-

see State University (MTSU) in Murfreesboro, 

Tenn.; and Jayson Khademi is the director of stu-

dent services at the Conservatory of Recording 

Arts and Sciences (CRAS) in Tempe, Ariz. 

Paying Dues 

The first illusion to be shattered is that a fresh-

faced kid graduating from a recording school/ 

program—much less coming off the streets 

without any training—can waltz into a studio, 

land a good-paying job as an engineer and in 

short order be setting up mics for Bono and The 

Edge. Much more likely is the prospect of work-

ing as an intern for free for a while and then 

getting a low-wage position as a runner ("go-fer" 

has such an unappealing ring to it), which might 

include helping with documentation of Pro 

Tools sessions in between getting coffee and ba-

gels for the engineers. This naturally raises the 

question: "I paid »thousand bucks for an audio 

education to do that?" 

Yup. 'Twos ever thus. Sure, we've all heard 

stories about the assistant to the assistant engi-

neer who suddenly finds himself sitting at the 

console one day because everyone else in the 

studio is gone or sick and, say, David Bowie re-

ally wants to track that day. So the kid gets his 

shot, somehow sweats his way through the ses-

sion (because he'd learned so much from osmo-

sis just being in the studio), Bowie likes him and 

in no time the kid has graduated to a full-fledged 

engineer. Well, dare to dream, but it rarely hap-

pens that way. 

"So many kids today know a lot about re-

cording even before they come to a school," says 

MTSU's Haseleu. "They've all done recording at 

home, whether its GarageBand or Cakewalk or 

something, and many of them are even at the 

Pro Tools LE level. There's good news and bad 

news with that. They come in conversant with 

the technology, but a lot of them have learned 

some really bad habits as well because they're 

usually recording in bad environments. 

"But even with this base of knowledge and 

then with what they learn here, I think they 

understand it's going to be a tough road out 

there," Haseleu continues. "They don't come 

in with high expectations about the job market. 

It's still one of those things where you have 



Getting a Foothold in the Audio Industry 

Is Tough (But Not Impossible!) 

to have the passion to make it in the business. 

Nothing gets handed to you." 

"Our production assistant interns know that 

they're basically getting a runner position," notes 

Avatar's Imamura, who has taken on many for-

mer audio students for three-month intemships 

and had some move on to real positions at the 

studio. "But it's still important work for the stu-

dio, and you're in the studio, seeing what goes on 

and helping out however you can. We've found 

that the people who can't tolerate that fall by 

the wayside. You do get some people who think 

they're going to walk in and be producing in a 

few months—that type usually doesn't survive. 

There's nothing wrong with feeling that way 

about yourself—maybe you will be a great pro-

ducer—but that's not what it's going to be about 

at the entry level." Imamura says it typically takes 

two or three years to work up to the assistant en-

gineer level. 

Know the Basics and More! 

CRAS' Khademi says, "Regardless of what that 

entry-level position might seem like, a lot of the 

time it's still the way you break in usually, and 

the people who get those jobs are still expected 

to know about recording. They still need to know 

the basics—signal flow and milcing and all that— 

but these days, too, they're expected to know so 

much more because of computers. Understand-

ing digital patching is important—making sure 

this program talks to that program. We've had 

people come here who had literally never sent 

an e-mail before, but when they leave they're Pro 

Tools whizzes. 

"There's a lot to learn," he continues, "but 

first and foremost what studios ask us about 

when we're talking about students is attitude. The 

skills are almost secondary because they need 

somebody who can be cool and fit into the studio. 

They want cool people who can sit in the back 

and not get in the way. But they also have to be 

smart when the time comes for them to shine." 

Although Haseleu agrees that traditional 

theory, recording techniques and knowledge still 

form the basis of a quality audio education, he 

says, "No one gives a stitch about analog mag-

netic recording anymore unless you want to work 

for a restoration lab or something. These days, 

the more different DAW platforms you know the 

better off you are because so much of the work is 

going to be platform-specific, and they're going 

to ask you, 'Do you know Nuendo? Do you know 

Pro Tools? Do you know Logic?' And you have to 

be able to say you have some experience on it." 

Still, it's not an entirely digital world, particu 

larly at the upper levels. Rose Mann-Chemey from 

Record Plant notes that "old-school" knowledge 

"is important, as al? our clients still use analog 

boards and outboard gear. Knowledge of signal 

flow is just as important as it was 30 years aga. 

Analog tape machines are not used as often, but 

are still requested from time to time. Having the 

knowledge Of 'old-school' recording and knowing 

the limitations that engineers were faced with 

can only enhance modern techniques." 

And Avatar's Imamura says, "Our studio 

is more analog, so we need people who un-

derstand what that's all about. We don't want 

people who are just going to sit in front of a 

screen. Believe it or not, we still use tape!" That 

said, he adds that today's production assistant, 

rather than labeling and organizing tape boxes, 

spends more time keeping track of hard drives 

and what's on each of them. "There's actu-

ally more documentation than ever before," he 

says. " It's really an important part of the digital 

world." And that's one reason Imamura looks 

for people "who seem to be really conscientious 

and detail-oriented because the job, whether 

you're a production assistant or an engineer, 

is very detail-oriented. Every job in a recording 

studio involves tremendous focus. We also look 

for people with good common sense, which can 

be in short supply," he chuckles. "So it's not just 

about knowledge or ability. It's temperment and 

desire. They really have to want to do this." 

What intangibles is Mann-Chemey looking 

for? "Self-motivation, passion, patience, sense of 

humor and knowing how to be invisible. 

"The business is changing," she adds, "and 

engineers need to be more versatile and wear dif-

ferent hats. Because of this, the job of assistant 

has totally changed. Assistants need a strong 
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BREAKING 

knowledge of not only engineering, but music 

theory, the music industry and technology in 

general." 

Reality Check 
No doubt, many students envision themselves 

working their way up the ladder at places like 

Record Plant or Avatar, or some other glamor-

ous major studio, but the odds of that happen-

ing are, franldy, not in their favor. So what is a 

more realistic path to jumping into the audio 

world? Well, you need to expand your horizons 

and be flexible. 

Imamura notes that "some small studios 

provide a really good training ground. We've had 

people come from working at owner-operated 

studios who are really well-trained and they get 

up to speed here really fast. If you know where 

to look, you can sometimes find situations like 

that, and it becomes a good way to get your foot 

in the door." 

Another way to get some experience is to 

look beyond traditional recording studios. Now, 

some people really do want to be the next Steve 

Albini or Jimmy lovine and can't see beyond that 

big studio control room to envision themselves 

in some other audio-related position. But in-

creasingly, the jobs are elsewhere. 

According to CRAS' Khademi, "A lot of 

people come here thinking they want to work 

in a studio, but then they get exposed to other 

things, and suddenly they say, ' Hey, I really want 

to get into live sound!' I've seen more kids get-

ting hired into live sound sooner than kids go-

ing into studios because the turnover rate in live 

sound is higher. There are so many more entry-

level jobs there. They're young and they're not 

afraid to bust their butts, which you're definitely 

going to do in live sound! But we encourage it, 

because even though it's not a studio, it might 

be right for you, or you could view it as a way to 

meet people in the industry and get paid a little 

bit while you're working toward a studio gig. 

"There are lots of other places to look for 

jobs in audio," Khademi continues. "We've 

placed people with the Library of Congress and 

in forensic audio. We've gotten people into game 

audio, though most [ job] applications there re-

quire one to two years of experience, so we en-

courage people to also get into post-production, 

which is fairly closely related. We have courses 

here where students can learn some post basics, 

learn about commercial production, Foley, dia-

log replacement. Those are all possible job areas 

for some people." 

Becky Sullivan of giant post house Sounde-

lux says that they very rarely hire people directly 

out of school: "Most of the editors here have been 

here for to years-plus, so we don't bring in a lot of 

'green' people. In sound editing, it's really impor-

tant that they get out there and learn their craft. 

Sound editing is not just being able to run a Pro 

Tools computer. It's a real craft and that takes ex-

perience to learn how to do it well—how to layer 

the sounds and have it work for the emotion of 

the picture and work for the mixers and be good. 

"A lot of times, I'll tell young people who 

are trying to break into film sound, 'Go to some 

of the smaller companies in Burbank or Santa 

Monica and tell them you'll work for free and do 

whatever needs to be done to get in, and really 

learn your craft and earn your stripes.'" Unfortu-

nately, because of union restrictions, Soundelwc 

does not currently have an internship program. 

"The union doesn't like free labor," she says. 

"If an intern came in and cut a reel of dialog, 

I'd have to throw it in the trash because I can-

not prosper from his free labor. But a lot of the 

smaller independent companies use interns." 

So, she advises, don't be afraid to do the legwork 

to find out who might need some help. You'll 

get a lot of "no's," but one "yes"—even in a field 

that might seem tangential to what you really 

want—might lead to an exciting career path you 

never expected. 

"Studio gigs are few and far between," is 

Haseleu's sober assessment, "but our folks 

seem to be finding jobs in emerging markets, so 

we've had a number of people go into broadcast 

audio because there's so much more work in hi-

def and broadcast engineers aren't sure what 5.1 

is, and so on. Then also, new media like Inter-

net companies and game support. A couple of 

people have gone to places like [ Electronic Arts] 

and applied to the production department and 

gotten assistant gigs. 

"One thing 1 would say about the more tradi-

tional recording studio career, though, is that its 

maybe a little easier to make what I would call 

a `middle-class living' for an artist, engineer or 

producer," Haseleu adds. "You don't have to be 

working in Hollywood with a major act to make 

a decent living. You could be working out of your 

house. Your product may end up on a band's CD 

that they're selling with their shows or distribut-

ing off Internet sites. Maybe the band is playing 

the college circuit, which is not too exciting for 

somebody who had visions of being the Rolling 

Stones or whatever, but string some of those 

kinds of jobs together and you can make a living 

doing it. It's hard, no doubt about it, but it's worth 

it if it allows you to do what you love to do." III 

Blair Jackson is Mix magazine's senior editor. 
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Technology Highlights From AES 2008 

ANALOG COMES ALIVE 

N
ever mind the economic doom and 

gloom! Returning to San Francisco 

from October 2 to 5, this year's AES 

show saw huge numbers—more than 400 exhib-

itors and nearly 18,000 attendees—and hundreds 

of product debuts, proving it's still the top trade-

show for high-performance pro audio technolo-

gy. We found plenty of interesting new products 

to check out, and after you dig into this report, 

visit the AES video page on our Website for more 

action and on-the-scene-coverage (mixonline 

.com/ms/aes/videos). 

One of the themes at this year's show was 

the resurgence in analog—from ATR's Master 

Analog tape beating out worthy competitors for 

the Recording Devices TEC Award to the sheer 

amount of analog gear on the floor—and not just 

in "boutique row." Digital debuts were also hot— 

as evidenced by the throngs packed in at demos 

of the latest workstations. 

Speaking of DAWs, Digidesign's (www. 

digidesign.com) Pro Tools 8 has a new user in-

terface, dozens of new bundled plug-ins, fully in-

tegrated MIDI and score editors, and expanded 

editing features. The look features a more mod-

ern color palette and higher-contrast text and 

graphics, while new touches—such as dockable 

Editor windows and a configurable Edit window 

24TH ANNUAL TEC AWARDS 
HIGHLIGHTS, WINNERS 
A sold-out house honored the industry's top talents at the 

24th Annual Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards, held 

October 3, in San Francisco. 

The production teams behind Robert Plant and Alison 

Hall of Fame inductee T Bone Burnett 
delivers a heartfelt acceptance speech. 

Krauss' Raising Sand, The Police's reunion tour, Halo 3 

and The Boume Ultimatum were among the many Cre• 

atie Achievement winners, while Rupert Neve Designs, 

Audio-Technica, Euphonie, Earthworks and Telefunken 

were among the winners for Technical Achievement 

The evening's highlights included the induction of mu-

sician and producer T Bone Burnett into the TEC Awards 

Hall of =ame, and the presentation of the prestigious Les 

PaLl Award to the " King of Western Swing," musical artist 

Ray Benson, The Asleep at the Wheel founder received a 

surprise video tribute from his old friend, ac-tor/director/ 

musician Billy Bob Thornton. Twenty-one-time Grammy 

winner Krauss and rock legend Plant presented the Hall 

of Fame award to Burnett—together delivering a moving 

poetic t, bute to his knowledge of American musical history 

ard dedication to the craft of recording. 

Musical highlights included Larry Batiste and the 

2Cold Chili Bone TEC Band backing a crowd-pleasing per-

formance of " I'll Fly Away" featuring San Francisco's own 

Bornie Hayes and Teresa Trull, with Dick Bright and Tommy 

Dunbar; a rousing "All Night Long" featuring former Back in 

the Sadcle frontman Frank Cefalu; and a rockin' rendihon of 

"Route 66" by Benson and Asleep at the Wheel. 

Mix would like to congratulate all of the winners: 

By the Mix Staff 

toolbar—simplify navigation. The software will 

be available in late 2008 for Windows Vista (32-

bit Business or Ultimate), Wmdows XP- and Mac 

OS 10.5—based Pro Tools HD, Pro Tools LE and 

Pro Tools M-Powered systems. 

*lb Presenters Robert Plant and 
Alison Krauss accept their own 

TEC Award for Raising Sand, 

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT 
Microphone Technology/Recording 

Tie: Earthworks PM4o PlanoMic and 

Teleh.inkenIUSA Ela M 260 

Studio Monitor Technology 
Gene ec SE DSP System 

Microphone Technology/Sound Reinforcement 

Royer Live Series 

Sound Reinforcement Console Technology 
Yamaha PM5DV2 
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SONAR V-Studio 700 from Roland and Cake-

walk (www.cakewallc.com) features a control sur-

face with nine touch-sensitive moving faders, 

jog/shuttle wheel. T-bar control, 20 rotary encod-

er/switches, surround joystick, transport controls 

and 70 lighted buttons. It's paired with a two-

racicspace, 24bit/192kHz VS-700R I/O box with 

eight preamps, multiple digital I/Os, word dock, 

USB 2 and 14 analog outputs, onboard Fantom 

VS hardware synthesizer, DV-7 and V-link video 

control of mixers, switchers, recorders, etc., for a 

complete audio/video/music production system. 

Street price is around $4,000, with shipping set to 

start in January. 

The Connie Il and Connie Ill worlcsurfaces 

from Fairlight (www.fairlight.au) port the Xynergi 

controller technology—formerly only available as 

a desktop unit—throughout the entire Constella-

tion range. Connie II is a two-bay Constellation 

mixing system configured with a 12-fader panel, 

Pyxis Track SD video and a new Fairlight Moni-

tor Arm panel, while Fairlight's Connie III takes 

the modular concept a stage further by providing 

a three-bay Constellation mixing system config-

ured with a 12-fader panel, Monitor Arm panel 

and Pyxis Track SD. 

Version 2 of Jazzmutanes (www.jazzmu 

tant.com) hypercool Lemur introduces new con-

troller objects, induding Gesture, an emulated 

tracicpad with gesture recognition; Breakpoint, a 

multisegment envelope editor, and Tabbed Con-

tainers, which let users add different page tabs 

to a graphic-controller module. Lemur can also 

double as a mouse and QWERTY keyboard. 

iZ Technology's (www.izcorp.com) AD/DA 

converter system features touchscreen control, 

8/16/24 channels of conversion, and optional di-

rect interfacing with Logic, Pro Tools, Newido, 

REAPER and other DAWs. It offers fully custom-

izable I/O ratios, 24-bit/%kHz operation, Nyquist 

converter cards, MADI digital I/O standard and 

optional HD card for direct Pro tools interfacing. 

Plug-Ins Keep Coming 
Universal Audio's (www.uaudio.com) successor 

to the UAD-1 Powered Plug-Ins, UAD-2 offers 

three flavors of cards—Solo, Duo or Quad— 

providing 2.5, 5 or 10x the power of the original 

UAD-1 for tracking, mixing or mastering at sam-

ple rates from 44.1 to 192 kHz. 

Analog Code", the first plug-ins from SPL 

(www.spl-usa.com), includes Transient Designer 

and a set of three EQs (Vox Ranger, Bass Rang-

er and Full Ranger, based on the passive graphic 

EQs of the SPL RackPack)—all available in RTAS, 

VST and Audio Units versions; TDM versions are 

planned. 

Focusrite (www.foaisrite.com) ported its Liq-

uid Mix technology to Pro Tools HD, offering das-

sic emulations, induding 40 compressors and 20 

EQs, and featuring latency of just 12 samples and 

more than 100 simultaneous mono instances run 

at 44.8 kHz on an HD3 system. There's also full 

Control Surface Mapping for ICON and VENUE 

and the ability to create a 7-band super-EQ built 

out of separate classic EQ bands. 

Certified Hits 

Here are our picks for the Top 10 
Certified Hit products from AES, 
listed alphabetically: 
Allen & Heath ZED R16 

Cakewalk SONAR V-Studio 700 

CLASP (Closed-Loop Analog Signal Processor) 

DiGiCo SD8 

Digidesign Pro Tools 8 

JBL EON 500 Series 

Korg MR-2000S 

Neutrik ConvertCON 

Soundcraft Si3 

Universal Audio UAD-2 

Minnetonka's (www.minnetonlcaaudio.com) 

Dolby Media Meter plug-in for AudioTools AWE is 

designed to eliminate the annoying differences in 

loudness and dialog between programs, commer-

cials or channels. The Audio Workflow Engine 

provides a variety of offline functions including 

EQ, SRC, normalization and more. Available di-

rectly from Dolby at www.dolby.com. 

The Ozone 4 mastering suite from Izotope 

(www.izotope.com) updates and expands Ozone's 

processing algorithms, optimized for today's 

low-latency DAWs. Features include Intelligent 

Loudness Maximizer, Perfect Reconstruction 

crossovers, mid/side processing for superior con-

trol over the soundstage and a new True Envelope 

dynamics processing mode. 

Ancillary Equipment 
Dangerous Music D-Box 

Amplifier Technology 
QSC PowerLight 3 Series 

Ray Benson and Alseep at the Wheel 
rock the house. vv/ 

101 

jgile _ 

Digital Converter Technology 
Apogee Duet 

Wireless Technology 
Audio.Technica SpectraPulse Ultra-Wideband System 

Sound Reinforcement Loudspeaker Technology 
Meyer Sound UPJunior 

Recording Devices 
ATR Master Analog Tape 

Signal Processing Technology/Software 
Waves The API Collection 

Signal Processing Technology/ 
Hardware 
Universal Audio 2- LA-2 

Workstation Technology 

Digidesign Pro Tools 7.4 

Musical Instrument Technology 
Dave Smith Instruments Prophet 08 

Small Format Console Technology 
Euphonix MC Mix Controller 

Microphone Preamplifier Technology 

Large Format Console Technology 
Rupert Neve Designs 5o88 

OUTSTANDING CREATIVE ACHIEVEMENT 
Studio Design Project 
Red Bull Studio; Red Bull North America, Santa Monica, CA 

Tour Sound Recording 
The Police, Clair I Showco 

Interactive Entertainment Sound Production 
Halo 3, Microsoft Game 

Surround Sound Recording 
James Taylor-One Man Band 

Remote Production/Recording or Broadcast 
both Annual Grammy Awards 

Film Sound Production 
The Bourne Ultimatum 

Television Sound Production 
Saturday Night Live, NBC 

Record Production/Single or Track 
"The Pretender," Echoes, Silence, Patience « Grace, 
Foo Fighters 

Record Production/Album 
Raising Sand, Robert Plant & Alison Krauss 
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LOVE SOUND 
record new 

Digidesign Certified Training Location for Pro Tools 

Apple Authorized Training Center for Pro Applications 

GRAMMY University Official School 

Start here. 

ex'pression 
COLLEGE FOR DIGITAL ARTS 

Bachelor's degree programs: 
• Sound Arts 
• Animation & Visual Effects 

• Game Art and Design 
• Motion Graphic Design 

Call 877-833-8800 or 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM AES 2008 

SONAR V-Studio 700 from Cakewalk and Roland 

Sonic Studio's (www.sonicstudio.com) No-

NOISE Fhdt" combines elements of Manual De-

Clidc", Manual DeCracIde", Broadband DeNoise" 

and Sonic EQ—a11 in one low-cost bundle. 

Sweet Analog Outboard 
Among the bright new ideas at AES was CLASP 

(Closed-Loop Analog Signal Processor, www. 

end lessanalog.com). The brainchild of Nashville 

producer/engineer Chris Estes. CLASP turns a 

2-inch analog deck into a tape-flavored "plug-in" 

for your DAW. The system comprises a hardware 

interface, a VST plug-in (one for every channel) 

and a sync cable between the box and recorder. 

Run the session from the DAW as usual and 

CLASP performs real-time, synched transfers 

from the desks repro head. 

SSL (www.solid-stage-logic.com) brought 

old and new together with legacy E-Series EQ 

and compressor modules for its X-Rack/Mynx 

SuperAnalogue mixing and processing system. 

(See the review on page 90.) 

Benchmark's (www.benchinarlanedia.com) 

slick MPAI preamp's gain range is controlled au-

tomatically using relay switches when the gain-

control switch passes above or below its last or 

first position. The MPA1 also indudes Bench-

mark's signature HPA2 headphone amp. 

CharterOak's (www.charteroalcacoustics 

.com) first outboard piece, the 2-channel SCL-1 

solid-state compressor/limiter, is an all-discrete 

design with variable control over all parameters 

and can provide a constant output level regard-

less of input level or frequency. 

The ECS-410 Everest channel strip from 

Summit Audio (www.summitaudio.com) offers 

a tube/solid-state pre, 3-band passive EQ and 

a compressor with Tight or Classic modes. Its 

Drise Bus Master multiple gain stages for tube 

or discrete transistor allow output overdriving, 

while Tour_hPatch gold-contact relays route to/ 

from any section at the touch of a button. 

Geoff Dalcing (www.daking.com) represent-

ed green-minded innovators bceli in color and 

design with his Mic-Pre One, a desktop preamp 

featuring 70 dB of gain and DI input. The box 

GOT WARTS 
READY.. 

GRAPIIMY 
CONTEST 

The Manufacturers of the 2007 Grammy Award 
winner for Best Recording Packaging are having a 

contest. 

Go to your local record store and scour the shelves 
for tie best record packaging released this year. 

Submit your pick with any new replication order for 
200I3's Best Recording Packaging winner by 

December 1st, 2008 to be eligible. 

If your pick lands a nomination you will receive 
$10C off any order made after the 2009 Grammy 

Awards Ceremony. 

Eah participant that selects the winner w ill be 
entered into a separate drawing for an additional 

$150 off. 

Winner gets $250 
off of next order!* 

B'e sure to check out the web site for our 
Fall Special: 4 panel 4/1 

CALL TODAY 888.891.9091 or VISITYVVVVV.MEDIAOMAHA.COM 

'Only one winner for the grand prize. 
Doplirote correct picks will be entered into a drawing. 

One pick per each order placed before contest deadline. • • 
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o 
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(31 6) 262-87E18 
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A Brief History of 
Analog Computing 

1945: The Atomic Bomb 

2007: Greg and Dave introduce 
the AIS-1 Analog Tape Simulator 

2008: The Fairchild 660 in 

a 500 Series module 

I wonder what comes next? 

A NAMOD 
www.anamodaudio.com 

HIGRLIGH1S FROM AES 2008 

Digidesign's Pro loots 8 features a redesigned interface. 

is lead-free and RoH S-compliant, adhering to re-

stricted levels of electronic toxins. 

Multiple gain stages in Blackmer Sound's 

(www.bladanersound.com) Tube E tube preamp/ 

channel strip let users push the signal at several 

saturation or overload points. Tube E also has a 

DI in, photonic compressor, several shaping fil-

ters and a dynamic audio display that shows clip-

ping/gain reduction/overall signal at a glance. 

On the digital side, the ADAC-2 2-channel, 

24-bit, 192kHz. AD/DA and sample-rate convert-

er from ATI Audio (www.atiaudio.com) is a prob-

lem-scdver/tirne-saver, as all three processes can 

be performed simultaneously. Features include 

dedicated I/O for each converter section, head-

phone output and ultralow jitter dock. 

Step Up to the Mic 

AES continued its tradition of mics—lots of new 

mics. Josephson Engineering (www.josephson 

.com) celebrates its 20th anniversary with the C720 

limited-edition condenser. Its dual-diaphragm 

capsule has two audio outs, each feeding separate 

XLRs m users can tweak polar-pattern variations 

in the mix. The hand-built Bock 5-ZERO-7 from 

David Bock (wwwbockaudiodesigns.com) uses 

a large elliptical capsule paired with tube elec-

tronics and a vintage-style power supply. Pearl-

man (www.pearlmanmicrophones.com) demoed 

its $4500 remake of the 1950s Stanley Church/ 

MGM inic, created using a vintage Neumann K47 

capsule and dual 6072 tube electronics. Cascade's 

(www.cascademicrophones.com) C77 $499 studio 

mic has a 2.5-micron-thick ribbon element, Lun-

dahl transformer and bandwidth out to 18 kHz. 

BLUE Microphones' (www.bluemic.com) new 

BLUE Bottle Rocket Stage 1 (solid-state, $899) and 

Stage 2 tube, $1,999) are compatible with BLUE's 

Bottle Caps interchangeable capsule line. 

Audio-Technica's (www.audio-technica.com) 

$749 BP4025 pairs two large-diaphragm cap 

sules in a single-point X/Y stereo arrangement. 

The supeixardioid 4099 Guitar, 4099 Sax, 4099 

Trumpet and 4099 Violin instrument-mount 

condensers from DPA Microphones (www.dpa 

microphones.com) feature secure, removable 

mounts designed not to mar or scratch the finish 

of valuable instruments. 

On the live side, Bob Heil of Heil Sound 

(www.heilsound.com) unveiled a series of in-

terchangeable mic heads featuring his PRzo, 

PRzz and PR 35 capsules, machined to fit 

Shure handheld wireless transmitters. Tele-

funken USA's (www.m8omic.com) $239 M 8o 

handheld dynamic cardioid has a thin Mylar 

diaphragm and AMI/TAB-Funkenwerk output 

transformer. Expanding its headset mic offer-

ings, Setutheiser's (www.sennheiserusa.com) 

MKE i has a matchhead-sized omni capsule, 

yet offers a natural, full sound. 

Studio Monitors 

M-Audio's (www.m-audio.com) affordable preci-

sion near-fields come in 63-inch woofer (DSM1) 

and 8-inch DSM2 versions, each with analog/ 

digital ins and room correction via rear pan-

el DIP switches. Focal (www.foc_alprofessional 

.com) CMS 50 and CMS 65 compact monitoring 

systems combine a 5- or 6.4-inch woofer with an 

aluminum/magnesium inverted-dome tweeter. 

Both feature a decoupling rubber sole, four rub-

ber spikes and two height-adjust spikes. Equa-

tor Audio (www.equatoraudio.com) expands its 

digitally controlled, room-compensation coaxial 

monitor line with the Q& which features a 1-inch 

compression driver coupled onto an 8-inch woof-

er in a 13x13-inch enclosure. The smallest ADAM 

Audio (www.adam-audiucom) powered monitor 

is the AS, combining its trademark A.R.T. folded-

ribbon tweeter with a 5-inch woofer. 
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Eminent Technology's (www.eminent-tech 

.com) TRW-17 rotary woofer looks like a tabletop 

propeller, but has a frequency response (±4 dB) 

between 1 and 20 Hz at 130 dB. 

Live Sound Rocks AES 
The console news was about live mixers. Sound-

craft's (www.soundcraftdigitaLcom) Si3 has 64 

mono ins, four stereo ins and 35 output buses (24 

aux/group, eight matrixes and L/C/R main mix 

outs) in a single chassis. Standard: four Lexicon 

effects processors, 12 VCA groups, eight mute 

groups, a Virtual Channel Strip with rotary encod-

ers, and OLEDs and FaderGlow multicolor LEDs 

along the fader track to indicate active functions. 

DiGiCo's (www.digiconsoles.com) SD8 pro-

vides the major functionality and remote preamps 

of its D Series in a smaller, $49k package, with 37 

moving faders, electronic labeling, touch-sensitive 

TFT display and a 48x8 Stage Rack that connects 

via a 100-meter MADI digital snake. Its Stealth 

Digital Processing, combining Super FPGA and 

Analog Devices' Tiger SHARC chipsets, can run 

60 mono/stereo channels with full DS P. 

ZED-R16 from Allen 8r. Heath (www.allen-

heath.com) combines an analog mixer with 18 

FireWire I/0s, 16 ADAT I/Os, 4-band EQ (with 

parametric mids), dual-function audio/MIDI 

faders, MMC transport controls, control room 

and alt speaker outs, plus two separate artist 

monitor feeds. ZED-R16 also operates as a live 

mixer with its four aux buses becoming monitor 

feeds and FX sends and the main analog XLR 

outs feeding the P.A., while the FireWire outs 

are used for live recording. 

The new generation of Ins (www.jblpro 

.com) successful—nearly 1 million sold—EON 

Series is the EON500. The bi-amped 15-inch 

EON515 has a total of 450 watts from Crown 

Class-D amps and weighs less than 33 pounds; 

the 280-watt, 10-inch, two-way EON510 weighs 

only 17 pounds. A 500W powered EON518S sin-

gle-18 sub is optional. 

Intended for groundstacicing or flying with 

a M'elodie array, Meyer Sound's (www.meyer 

sound.com) 500-HP compact high-power sub-

woofer can also be used with systems such as 

the UPJ-1P Vari0 and UPA-1P/2P. It has twin 12-

inch woofers and onboard Class-AB/H amps for 

134c1B peak SPLs. 

Wedges were alive and well. Adamson's 

(www.adamsonproaudio.com) M215 is a high-

output monitor with dual ND-15 neodymium 

woofers and smooth, multilayer Kevlar cone 

HF. Designed as a stage monitor, it doubles as 

a drum/stage-fill or can be used vertically on a 

pole mount. Community (www.communitypro 
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McDSP has been making high quality plug-ins for 

ten years. M 3ny of our customers are the audio 
engineering elite. They could have any plug- ins 
they want. They choose McDSP. Every day. 

In every session. 

Did we mention the ten years? 

So maybe McDSP plug-ins are not for everyone. 
Just famous, -lighly profiled, award winning, 
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Visit vvww.mcdsp.com for more information and 
downloadable demos. 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM AES 2008 

JBL EON 500 Series 

.com) has improved its popular M12 high-per-

formance/low-profile stage monitor with rubber 

podcet grip handles and a larger, easier-to-access 

connector base. 

Sometimes a simple solution is best. Radial 

Engineering's (www.radialeng.com) SW4 club 

and festival switcher is a brilliant one-racicspace 

box that can feed three consoles, a DI mixer and 

CD player into a system. It can route walk music 

to the house PA. while an FOH mixer is tearing 

down, and a mic input allows announcements 

and evacuation safety. 

Audio Must-Haves 
Korg (www.korg.com) expands its MR Series 

with the racicmown MR-2000S, a 1-bit ultrahigh-

res recorder that records/plays in superlative 1-

bit formats (1-bit/2.8M Hz or 5.6MHz), as well 

as various multibit PCM resolutions (16-bit/44.1 

up to 24-bit/192kHz). The MR2000S has RCA S/ 

PDIF jacks for PCM sources, word dock sync, 

indudes AudioGate format conversion and edit-

ing software, and multiple units can be synched 

for more tracks. 

Auralex Acoustics (www.auralex.com) 

showed its eco-friendly, 2x2-foot-by-1-inch art 

panels made of recyded polyester fibers and 

available in the same colors as its other panels. 

Customers can choose artwork from a catalog or 

have their own art printed on the fabric covering 

the absorptive panels. 

Bruel & Kjaer's (www.bldwme.com) showed 

its slick, fourth-gen, Type-2250 handheld analyz-

er that can host a number of software modules; 

extras include a built-in camera for visually re-

cording tests and a sound recording option for 

logging data live from the field. 

Ultrasone's (www.ultrasone.com) PRO900 

headphones feature new 40mm titanium-plated 

drivers, S-Logic PLUS technology, low-emission 

Mu-metal shielding and velvet ear pads. 

Neutrik (www.neutrikusa.com) in-

troduced the world's first unisex male/fe-

male 3-pin XLR connector. By simply sliding 

the housing back and forth, ConvertCON 

(NC3FM-C) is transformed from a male to a 

female connector. Also, its improved chuck-

type strain relief makes assembly easier/fast-

er and provides a higher pull-out force. III 

Bad Drum Sound? 
Replace It. 

Is your drum sound driving you nuts? Relax - Drumagog will make those old, 

stale drums sound like a million bucks! It works by automatically replacing 

what's on your audio drum tracks with samples of new drums. The industry 

choice for over 5 years, Drumagog is available for both PC and Mac, in VST, 

RIAS, and Audio Units plug-in formats. See why producers Chuck Ainlay, 

Brian Tankersley, and Greg Ladanyi use Drumagog in their projects every day. 

877-318-WAVE 
www.drumagog.com WAVEMACHINE LABS 

• 7 DC & 7 AC Outlets 
• Computer Controlled 
• Sequence All AC/DC Outlets 

• 7000 Joules 
• Reduce Noise, Heat & Waste 
• Firmware & Software Upgrades 
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New Classrooms 
SOME OF THIS YEAR'S BIGGEST STUDIO OPENINGS HAPPENED AT SCHOOL 

Studio designers, equipment providers and contractors know as well as instructors do 

that audio education is big business. Every year, we see more schools open, and existing 

programs add new and upgraded recording studios. Here, we take a look at some of the 

new studio facilities to come online within schools. For Mix's comprehensive directory of 

North American audio education programs, visit www.mixonline.com. 

Berklee College of Music 

The redesigned Studio Cat Berklee College of Music (Bos-

ton, www.berldee.edu) features a new 32-fader Digidesign 

ICON console with XMON monitor section. The studio 

is used for the college's Mix Techniques II course, which 

focuses on in-the-box Pro Tools—based mixing methods, 

as well as for classes in Post-Production, Remixing of Re-

cords; Music and Sound Production for Games; and Vocal 

Production. Also installed as part of the redesign were Dyn-

audio surround monitors (BM6As with BM12 sub). Stereo 

monitoring is via Genelec 1031s and Yamaha NS-10s. The 

acoustical redesign by college staff includes treatments by 

RPG and Auralex. 

McNally Smith College 
McNally Smith College of Music (St. Paul, Minn.; www. 

mcnallysmith.edu) refurbished two main control rooms that 

serve music technology students. Studios 1 and 2 now have 

matching 48-input SSL Duality consoles, Pro Tools HD2 sys-

tems and Studer 827 2-inch machines. New acoustic treat-

ments were designed by acoustics instructor Thomas Day 

and his students. McNally Smith houses five additional com-

mercial-level studios and two smaller project rooms. Bryan 

Forrester, the school's chair of music technology, says that stu-

dents in his program begin their studies using Trident 80B 

analog boards and 2-inch machines to gain "a deeper under-

standing of signal flow" before working in the Duality rooms. 
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The Walters-Storyk Design group designed new audio facilities within two of 

the Art Institutes' (www.artinstitutes.edu) 40 North American campuses. The 

first is a 1,200-square-foot facility within the Art Institute of Washington (Wash-

ington, D.C.), including a 500-square-foot live room and a 350-square-foot con-

trol room (pictured, left) centered around 

an SSL AWS 900 console and Dynaudio 

and Genelec monitoring systems, as well 

as a sound lock, iso booth and machine/ 

storage room. 

The second studio (right) was designed 

for the Art Institute of Nashville and fea-

tures an SSL Duality console and Dynau-

dio AIR 15 surround monitors. Both rooms 

were designed to accommodate small-class 

instruction in audio production and post-

production, as well as individual student 

projects. WSDG is also slated to design new 

studios for the Art Institutes of Austin, Texas, 

and San Diego, Calif. 

Ex'pression College for 
Digital Arts 
Artist/producer Alan Parsons was on hand this past July 

for the ribbon-cutting ceremony celebrating the opening of 

Expression's (Emeryville, Calif.; www.expression.edu) Alan 
Parsons Studio Two. The studio was conceived as a hybrid 

recording/mixing/mastering room, and is centered around 

a Pro Tools HD3 system with CI24 control surface. Moni-

toring is via ATC SCM150ASMs. The studio allso features 

an impressive collection of outboard gear, such as Chandler 

and Neve rnic pre's, Manley EQs, ink and line mixers, API 

550A 3-band EQs and 525 compressors, and more. 

Duderstadt Center, University of Michigan 

l'he Duderstadt Center at the University of Michigan (Ann 

Arbor, www.music.umich.edu) offers an electronic music 

studio, a digital media tools lab, a virtual reality ''cave," 

multimedia rooms and a recently overhauled recording 

studio, which includes this control room, plus a tracking 

room, two iso booths and an amp room. At the heart of the 

WSDG renovation is a 48-channel API Vision console that 

lets students mix in stereo and surround simultaneously. 

The flexible control room is equipped with variable wall 

panels, a movable producer's desk and a large selection of z 

outboard gear. Any member of the university community 

can be certified to use the studio by taking a multiweek 

course after having using the Electronic Music Studio for à 

one semester. III 
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By Elianne Halbersberg 

L- R: Tina Lopez, De'Mar Hamilton, Mike Rotondo, Dave Tirio and Tom Higgenson 

in White T's 
POP BAND MOVES PAST "DELILAH" 

Following up a hit record puts pressure 

on even the most established artists, 

but when that hit record is a band's first 

major-label release and they've charted a 

Number One single in io countries, the 

pressure is seriously on—particularly if 

the bandmembers feel like they've got 

something to prove. 

The Plain White Ts breakthrough 

release, Every Second Counts (Hollywood 

Records), sold more than a million-and-

a-half copies worldwide and earned two 

Grammy" nominations. This Chicago-

based group—vocalist Tom Higgenson, 

guitarists Da w Trio and Tim Lopez, 

drummer De'Mar Hamilton and bass-

ist Mike Retondo—went into their fol-

low-up, Big Bad World, determined to 

surpass what Every Second Counts had 

accomplished and to break free of be-

ing "The 'Hey There Delilah' Band." 

Clocking in at just under 35 minutes, 

Big Bad World doesn't contain " Delilah. 

Part a," and that was important to the 

band. " It was such a huge song that it 

overshadowed who we really are," says 

Higgenson. "A lot of people know us 

1 
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::music , plain white t's 

only by that one song. It's up to us now to make 

them want to know our entire catalog." A prolific 

writer with a flair for melodies, he found himself 

crafting much of Big Bad World on the road—in 

airplanes, on buses and in hotels, a far cry from 

the days of an indie band with no deadlines. 

The result is pure pop-flavored rock music, with 

clever lyrics, unique twists and multipart har-

monies somewhat reminiscent of Higgenson's 

favorites: The Beatles. "We're trying to bring that 

back—the real songs, the dassic kind of feel," 

he says. "We want to create songs that speak to 

more than 2008." 

To make the album, the band again worked 

with Every Second Counts producer Johnny K. 

With his help, they pared down the 30 songs they 

had written and headed out on a cross-country 

trip. First, they rented a house in Malibu, Calif., 

to use for tracking. With a truck and trailer, the 

equipment made the trek from Chicago to Mal-

ibu. "We loaded a 2o-channel Neve Melbourne 

with 33114A modules," says Johnny K. "I have a 

couple of those consoles, so I do rent that equip-

ment; it is part of the studio. I had a couple of my 

studio guys pack and drive to California while I 

was finishing a Staind record in Massachusetts 

with my other Neve Melbourne. 

"I brought a pair of Genelec 1032 main 

monitors, used KRK powered V6s and tracked 

on those," he explains. "I was really impressed; 

it was the first time I tracked a record with those 

speakers, and they're inexpensive and did a nice 

job. They brought the monitors and KRKs, a 

folding banquet table with a blanket on it, I put 

the speakers on Auralex foam decouplers and 

we got a great sound. There was no subwoofer 

or anything. Most of the record was tracked on 

those speakers, and Andy [Wallace, mix engi-

neer] said there was minimum EQ. I had a rack 

of API modules, a couple of old Neotek Series 

II modules, LA-2As, an 1176 vintage, a couple of 

Distressors, and that was it. And a slew of mics: 

Vocalist Tom Higgenson looks over notes with producer Johnny K. 

a vintage C-24, Blue Bottles on overhead, Blue 

Kiwis for room mics, standard drum stuff, and 

for vocals a Neumann M 1.49. 

"We approached this record differently," 

Johnny K says of the production. "The last one, I 

set the band up in the recording studio, isolated 

everything, overdubbed—a standard procedure. 

With this record, they were all in one room with 

the P.A. and monitors, monitor wedges, no 

headphones. You hear everything all together. 

Mike and Tom sing harmony, and they all 

had mics with monitors. We wanted the warmth 

and ambience, and we recorded the whole album 

that way. 

"Pre-production, rehearsals and most of the 

recording were done in the house we rented in 

Malibu," Johnny K continues. "We recorded in 

May and June, and I got back to Chicago on 

June 20. I opened a ' B' room in my new build-

ing with a Neve 8128, and the first session I did 

here was Plain White T's on June 20. The Neve 

came from Sound Emporium in Nashville. 

We put a remote patchbay near the producer's 

desk where it originally was, reconfigured it 

and finished the album. We did all the strings, 

vocal overdubs, horns and percussion here. We 

tracked an entire song, '1234,' in Chicago, and it 

came out great. 

"Even though we recorded to Pro Tools HD, I 

approached it like an old recording. I didn't layer 

the guitars; I let the ambience of the room fill 

out the recording rather than layers of perfor-

mance. One of the philosophies we had going 

into it. Tom wanted to hear the parts. Layering 

misses the nuance of the performance. Using 

bleed and ambience, the performances are very 

individual—not layered, not doubled." 

"Johnny definitely added certain things," 

Higgenson adds. "He came through with 

ideas. For example, in ' Meet Me in California,' 

toward the end there's a nice break line where 

the chorus is just guitar parts, this really pretty 

thing that wasn't in the song before. We had 

modulated the chorus and Johnny came up 

with letting the guitars shine. Several ideas 

on the album are his, and he gave the songs 

magic moments. He put a lot of himself into 

this album; that's what a producer's job is, and 

he nailed it." 

Johnny K produced and mixed Every Second 

Counts but brought in longtime colleague Andy 

Wallace to mix Big Bad World. "Andy's instinct 

for the music is so right on the money right off 

the bat," Johnny K notes. " If there are any tweaks 

or changes, we have a very good connection, so 

it seems pretty easy—the best working relation-

ship I've had with any mixer as far as getting 

what I want. Before I became a producer, what 

I thought were good-sounding records, he had 

mixed them. 

"I trust his judgment," he continues. "I sent 

extra tracks and deferred to his opinion as to 

whether they should be induded or excluded— 

for instance, a piano part and where it should 

come in. The band and I have faith in Andy. He 

made the call on some things, and ultimately, 

if a change was made, everybody agreed it was 

a smart change He has great intuition and is a 

legendary mixer—one of the best ever." 

Wallace acknowledges similarities in the 

way he and the producer work, and in how 

they developed their expertise: "Johnny comes 

from the same recording and production style 

I've done." he says. "I built my own studio. I 

was self-taught, if you will, and cut my teeth 

by doing tons of sessions. That's what he did, 

producing local bands for peanuts, and that's 

how he learned. We have similar milting tech-
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niques, similar philosophies on how to record 

basic tracks, and similar experiences on how to 

record live tracks. 

"A lot of producers record drum machines, 

or if it's live they quantize the live drums," Wal-

lace continues. "There's an art to recording live 

drums so they don't sound like a prerecorded 

sample. His raw tracks remind me of the way 

I record tracks, and it's nice that there's a more 

natural thing to work with and I don't spend 

time working on something I don't like or have 

trouble separating sound between mics. Because 

our general style and approach to recording and 

producing is compatible, and his is similar to 

mine, it makes it nice to work on; it's like mixing 

my own tracks." 

With the band in Chicago at Johnny K's 

studio and Wallace at Soundtrack in New York 

City, tracks were uploaded and mixes came back 

in "real time" via iTunes, iChat and videoconfer-

ence—a first for Johnny K. "I hook Pro Tools up 

to my computer, we get videoconferencing, he's 

at the board, I push Play, the mix comes up and 

I hear it immediately," he explains. " It's pretty 

exciting. The videoconference is running on my 

laptop and a live broadcast is coming out of the 

SSL in New York City directly into the outputs 

of the console in Chicago. He can hit the guitar 

track in his New York console and I hear it on 

mine in Chicago. If there are any changes, I talk 

to him on videoconference. 

"I felt like I was there. I'm looking at him 

and tallcing to him, we both have Genelec speak-

ers going, and the band at one point was still in 

the studio and we were all listening to the mix. 

In theory, basically you can get an iTunes radio 

thing, get a secure password and you have your 

own thing rolling. It goes through iTunes, but 

it's a broadcast. It's pretty cool." 

"Generally, things come in Pro Tools and 

I mix on an SSL J console here in Studio G at 

Soundtrack," Wallace says. "I have various out-

board gear, not tons—probably far less than a lot 

of mixers do. I mix into Pro Tools and Master-

link, and use Pro Tools as a recording medium 

and do some editing and effects in it. 

"This CD has a live band feel," Wallace con-

tinues. "You're not just hearing leakage between 

mics. You can tell things were played together, 

there's definitely a 'real band' live performance 

feel; it's not overly arranged. I get tracks some-

times with way too much on them from an 

arrangement point of view. The Plain White T's 

album was very well-arranged and there's not a 

lot of stuff on it. What's on there was intended 

to be there, and it all works together like a nice 

painting. It's attributable to the band and their 

compositional abilities, and Johnny's ability as a 

producer. 

"The music came to me sorted out. Even 

the overdubs made sense. The tracks were cut 

anticipating what overdubs were coming. A lot 

of it was just dealing with the sonics, making 

sure the dynamics were good, making interest-

ing architecture, combining things but making 

all the sounds big. It's further engineering, 

but I didn't have to rescue any bad-sounding 

tracks." 

Higgenson says that the band couldn't be 

happier with the results, and credits Johnny K 

with much of the creative outcome. "Johnny 

came straight off of Three Doors Down into 

Staind into Plain White T's," he says. " He's been 

working for the past year straight, so Malibu was 

pretty good for him, as well. He was right there 

with us. We all had a crazy year, and we all took 

advantage of the [Malibu] setting without losing 

track of the goal at hand." III 
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ALL-STAR DISC OFFERS WORLD OF FUN 

By Chris J. Walker 

During the 196os, the Rolling Stones, Paul But-

terfield Blues Band, Canned Heat, John Mayan gc 

The Bluesbreakers and Janis Joplin were widely 

credited with sparking mainstream interest in 

the blues. Working a little more quietly—but 

no less authentically—was one Henry St. Clair 

Fredericks, now better known as Taj Mahal. Born 

in New York City but raised in Springfield, Mass, 

Taj Mahal first achieved notoriety in Los Angeles 

with the Rising Sons, a group he co-founded 

with Ry Cooder, but he would make a name for 

himself as a solo artist with a series of superb 

and influential Columbia albums in the late '6os. 

including Natchl Blues and Giant Step. 

Those discs showed Mahal's affinity for 

both country and urban-blues styles, but later 

recordings found the gruff-voiced but easygoing 

singer/guitarist exploring West Indian, Latin. 

New Orleans, Hawaiian, African, reggae and 

other styles. 

"When I started out doing what everyone 

thought was crazy in the '7os has now turned 

into what is called 'world music,'" Mahal says 

from his San Francisco Bay Area home. "Every 

time I go out, I'm just trying to clear more space 

to work in and always making sure the imprints 

[influences/innovators] don't get lost." Maestro, 

his latest in a 40-year recording career, offers a 

broad overview of styles, featuring diverse guests 

recorded at a half-dozen studios. "Those 'get-to-

gether' records are really not my favorite thing," 

he comments, "but I've been really careful to 

pick people who were doing something that 

made some sense on the record." 

For a year, beginning in May 2007, Mahal 

worked with Ben Harper at Capitol Studios in 

Hollywood (Danny Kalb, engineer); Ziggy Mar-

ley at Westlake in Los Angeles (Marc Moreau, 

engineer); Los Lobos and Mahal's daughter, 

Deva Mahal, at Sonilcwire in Irvine, Calif. (Mark 

Johnson, engineer). and his own Phantom Blues 

Band at Ultratone in Studio City, Calif. Tracks 

featuring Jack Johnson, Angelique Kidjo and 

kora player Toumani Diabate were done at those 

artists' respective studios as files. Additionally, 

Mahal went to The Shed in New Orleans, where 

engineer Gordie Johnson recorded Mahal with an 

all-star band featuring Ivan Neville on B3 organ, 

George Porter on bass, Leo Nocentelli on guitar, 

Henry Butler on piano and Raymond Weber on 

drums. "I want things to be as live as possible," 

Mahal stresses, "with a band playing and some-

body singing. I don't like a lot of overdubs." 

Keeping everything organized and doing 

prep work was Johnny Lee Schell's role. He owns 

Ultratone, is a former member of Mahal's band 

and played guitar on tracks with the Phantom 

Blues Band. Schell converted his detached garage 

into a studio, with a 20X20 control room for his 

own projects, but due to the room's popularity he 

hardly ever gets to use it. 

Schell's equipment includes Pro Tools HD3 

Accel, a Controll2.4 surface, Neve 8816 16x2 sum-

ming mixer, Alesis Masterlink, io-inch speakers, 

API and Neve preamps, and a healthy selection of 

vintage and new microphones, including a num-

ber of DPA condensers. Among the instruments 

are a Hammond B3, Wurlitzer, a grand piano and 

an array of guitars. For these sessions, drums sat 

in a ioxi8-foot iso booth, while everyone else was 

in the main studio together. "Taj loves working 

in my little place," Schell says, "and I do all the 

drum setup and milcing. That makes it easy for 

[engineer] Joe McGrath to just come in, set the 

levels and mostly record without EQ or a lot of 

processing. I know Joe was using Altiverb for 

reverb, and he likes Bomb Factory's Pultec EQ 

a lot, and the 1176. When we're tracking, I play 

through Amp Farm and the same for Tars guitar. 

Taj decides what he wants to record and we'll try a 

few different things. Then we listen back till we're 

happy, go to the next song and get between two to 

four done in a day." 

McGrath notes, "Just about any mic sounds 

good on Tajs voice, and he's a performer Once 

you hit Record and the song is over, thaes pretty 

much it, except for maybe a few horn and percus-

sion touchups. He'd listen and make a couple of 

comments, mostly about the low end. He wanted 

to make sure that was pumping." 

McGrath, who was about to begin working 

with Green Day when we spoke, mixed Maestro 

at Ultratone in May of this year " It was a very 

painless process," he notes. "Taj was around for 

90 percent of it. 'I Can Make You Happy' with 

Los Lobos was really fun to mix, with growling 

guitar and a funky groove. While 'Zanzibar,' 

recorded in Africa featuring kora and ngoni, was 

the most challenging, with Taj giving me special 

instructions. Mixing was really interesting and 

fun because the CD is very eclectic and every day 

was something different." 

Mahal concludes: "I love the CD and one of 

the high points was my daughter writing and 

singing 'Never Let You Go' with Los Lobos. But 

I'm thrilled with everyone on the record and 

none of it is window dressing." III 
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Three Dog Night 
"MAMA TOLD ME NOT TO COME" 

By Gary Eskow 

In this Amy Winehouse, post-Kurt Cobain era, 

it may be hard to imagine a day when ingesting 

illegal drugs was not de rigueur. Back in the mid-

1960s, however, drugs were still just beginning 

their tiptoe march toward the broader youth 

culture. While many people slapped on a cooler-

than-thou front, it often masked an understand-

able fear of the unknown. Leave it to sardonic 

songwriter Randy Newman to roll all of it—the 

excitement, apprehension, the unshucked need 

for parental approval—into one giant spliff of a 

pop song. Newman, whose quirky performance 

style would eventually bring the talented writer 

hits of his awn, was unable to make a dent with 

"Mama Told Me Not to Come" when he gave it 

to The Animals to record in 1966, and his own 

version four years later fared no better. For an-

other group however, the song became a vehide 

to superstardom. With Coil' Wells handling the 

lead vocal. "Mama" was the first Number One 

hit for LA. band Three Dog Night. 

"Mama Told Me Not to Come"—from the 

1970 ABC/Dunhill It Ain't Easy LP—begins with 

a post-boogie-woogie piano figure played by key-

boardist Jimmy Greenspoon on a Wurlitzer elec-

tric piano that was miked directly into the con-

sole by producer Richie Podolor and engineer 

Bill Cooper. Its shifting meter—highly unusual 

for a mainstream pop record—immediately es-

tablishes the unsettled nature of the song. The 

powerhouse trio, whose cut-through-a-canyon 

vocals stamped the Three Dog Night sound, was 

formed by Wells along with Danny Hutton and 

Chuck Negron. Hutton says that Wells fought 

hard for the song. 

"I talked to the guys about this," says Hutton. 

"I don't remember when I first heard 'Mama,' 

but Cory says that he tried to get us to record 

it for three albums before he was able to wear 

us down! Randy's publishing company used to 

send us a lot of demos, but to tell you the truth, 

I wasn't bowled over when I heard the song for 

the first time. When we fleshed it out in rehears-

al, it started to come together, but besides Cory, 

the rest of us remained lukewarm until we ac-

tually got down to tracking it. By the time we'd 

finished making the record, though, we knew we 

had something special." 

Podolor says that prior to recording their 

first album, which was produced by Gabriel Me-

kler, neither he nor his partner, Bill Cooper, had 

heard of Three Dog Night. "We cut that initial 

record [Three Dog Night] in just a few days. It was 

essentially a live album." The group's version of 

Harry Nilsson's "One" leapt off the album and 

put Three Dog Night on the map. 

After returning to Podolor's American Record-

ing Company to cut a second album [Suitable for 

Framing], Three Dog Night asked him to produce 

their third album, also cut at American. "One of 

the most important decisions we made was to 

sonically treat the four instruments as equals to 

the voices," Podolor says today. "It would have 

been easy—given the hugeness of their sound— 

to make everything subservient to the vocals, but 

we thought that would be a mistake. 

"The players—[keyboardist] Jimmy Green— 

spoon, guitarist Mike Allsup, drummer Floyd 

Sneed and bassist Joe Shermi—are sometimes 

overlooked. That's a pity because they contrib-

uted mightily to the sound and success of Three 

Dog Night. We spent a lot of time on the parts. I 

remember working for about an hour with Floyd 

on the bass drum part he played on 'Mama,' 

making sure that it kept the track moving." 

Cooper's memories of the session are vivid. 
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"The interaction of the bass and drums was 

unique on many Three Dog records, and that 

was certainly the case with 'Mama.' Joe had a 

Latin influence and he liked to push the down 

beat slightly. Floyd was one of the slyest drum-

mers I ever heard. He listened to a lot of tribal 

drum recordings and would incorporate ele-

ments of that style into his playing—tom fills 

starting on an upbeat, for example. Together, 

they took a groove that could have been ordinary 

and turned it into something infectious, with a 

feel that pushed the song forward constantly." 

The character Wells created for "Mama 

SIENNHEIZER 

Told Me Not to Come"—a confused but excited 

party-down initiate, delivering his thoughts in 

sing-speak with a hard to pinpoint accent—per-

fectly matched Newman's ironic lines. Although 

Podolor and Cooper say that Three Dog Night 

routinely entered the studio well-rehearsed, 

they nonetheless recall spending hours record-

ing Wells' vocal and creating a comp track from 

multiple performances. "Today, of course, vo-

cal comping is a breeze," says Cooper. "Back in 

1967, Richie was way ahead of the game. On the 

'Mama' lead, there's a take change every three or 

four words. 
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We cut the band 

and the singers 

together, in one 

room, as if they 

were onstage, with 

no headphones. 

—Richie Podolor 

"Cosy talked, or acted, every word of that 

song. We got maybe three great complete takes 

from him and then comped them together. Three 

or four years ago we re-recorded all of Three 

Dog Night's hits in the studio using Pro Tools. I 

looked at waveforms of the guys vocal lines and 

it was.very interesting. Most professional singers 

produce a smooth waveform, but the waveforms 

from all of the singers in Three Dog Night—Dan-

ny and Cory in particular—were fat and fuzzy! 

That's why they have that huge sound!" 

"The guys didn't have a classic blend," says 

Podolor, "not the kind that you'd want from a 

choir, or a perfectly blended pop group like The 

Association. That sound lets you stack harmo-

nies forever. But Cory, Chuck and Danny each 

have distinct vibratos and different textures to 

their voices. We had to pay a lot of attention to 

their use of vibrato in particular and tame it 

when it became problematic. We had the guys 

sing together around a single mic whenever we 

could, particularly on choruses." 

"It gives a much better sound than using 

separate mics on different tracks," adds Cooper. 

"Visuals are important. When the guys are close 

around a mic, they can see and communicate 

with each other easily. Phrasing and balance 

improves naturally, and the guys can mimimize 

vibrato issues on their own." 

-Let me underscore that point," Podolor 

says. "The importance of the visualization ele-

ment can't be overstated with regard to Three 

Dog Night recordings. We cut the band and the 

singers together, in one room, as if they were on-

stage, with no headphones. Drummers should 

never be forced to use headphones unless it's 

absolutely necessary. Floyd could hear nuances 

in his snare sound within the overall timbre of 

a track. But the moment you put headphones 

on him—or any other drummer—his dynamic 

tends to become unvarying and the color of his 

sound deteriorates." 

Podolor and Cooper used the Scully 8-track 
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music classic tracks 

recorder they described in an earlier "Classic 

Track" article (July 2.008) on the "Mama" ses-

sion: " It's the same one we used when we re-

corded 'Born to Be Wild,'" says Podolor. "We're 

always ready to modify any piece of equipment 

to get the sound we're looking for. But it's im-

portant to know when to leave things alone. 

Jimmy had an old Wurlitzer electric piano. Most 

Wurlitzers sounded like the one Ray Charles 

used—nice and dean. This one had a nasty 

tone. It was perfect for the character of 'Mama,' 

so we didn't touch it. We just directed its mono 

output right onto a track, adding maybe a touch 

of EQ on the way in." 

Mike Allsup's violin-like guitar lines add an 

important texture to the record. "Mike played 

a Les Paul," says Podolor. "We tried Strata and 

other popular guitars, but the Les Paul give the 

biggest finished sound to his playing. At the time, 

the group was endorsed by Bruce, a company 

that made big, solid-state amplifiers. Mike went 

through a Bruce and a Fender Blender, which 

was a combo device that had fuzz and other ef-

fects. Next to it was a scaled-down revolving Leslie 

speaker. We'd 'Y' the output of Mike's guitar and 

record him direct, and through the effects as well. 

That was his signature sound, the one he always 

used, unless he was playing a rhythm part." 

"Those records were a true collaborative ef-

fort," says Hutton. "We were all looking for plac-

es to introduce different sounds. Mike's weepy 

guitar part added a lot, of course. I added a little 

whistling part with my hands in the middle. At 

the start of the third verse we recorded an extra 

bass part using the pedals on the studio's B3. A 

friend of mine from grammar school was at the 

session, and he and I double-tracked the cho-

ruses twice, changing positions the second time 

to help fatten the sound." 

"When we were just about through laying 

down tracks, we felt that we needed something 

special on the ride-out," says Podolor. " Bill 

handed out individual mics to the singers and 

they went out in the room and ad-libbed their 

dosing lines." 

Over the course of about five years, Three 

Dog Night was, by the numbers, the most 

popular band in America. The group wracked 

up 21 consecutive Top 40 hits, 12 straight Gold 

LPs and a whopping total of almost 50 million 

records sold. However, Hutton is less pleased 

with Three Dog Night's place in the pop-music 

_ wee 
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pantheon. "We've never been given much credit 

for anything!" he says with a laugh. "The crit-

ics certainly didn't like us. We were on the cover 

of Rolling Stone once, standing in front of our 

jet plane. At that point, we had more hits than 

Creedence, more Gold than the Stones and took 

in larger purses than Elvis, but the only angle 

that the article explored was how huge a money-

making machine we'd become. Nothing about 

how we made records. But we were involved in 

everything—working with Richie and Bill to cre-

ate effects we'd never heard before, like the pre-

Frampton creation of a vocoder effect, running 

a vocal through a Leslie to make it shimmer, 

Mike's creative guitar sounds. In the age of the 

singer/songwriter, I think the fact that we didn't 

write our own material worked against us. What 

critics failed to appreciate was our ability to take 

songs other people wrote and arrange them in 

ways that were fresh and ear-catching." 

Critics be damned, Three Dog Night con-

tinues to play 85 shows a year to enthusiastic 

audiences. Their catalog has secured them a 

place in the firmament. And Hutton, Podolor 

and Cooper are currently working on a round of 

new material. III 

VVhen it comes to audio... 
EXPERTS. LET 

WE ARE THE GET 
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PHOTOS ANTHONY PIDGEON 

By Sarah Benzuly 

Nine Inch Nails 
LONGTIME ENGINEER COHORTS TAKE ON ELECTRO-ROCK HEROES 

When Nine Inch Nails finally hit the 

stage on a rare hot evening at the 

Oakland Coliseum in September, 

the fans were ready for a blistering 

three-set show, and so were their 

engineers: front-ehouse engineer 

Pete Keppler and monitor engineer 

Michael Prowda. With all systems go 

moments before the band launched 

into tracks from their new album. The 

Slip, both engineers had their hands 

on the faders, their ears at attention 

and were confident they could rely 

on each other after years of working 

side-by-side. 

Keppler and Prowda mixed David 

Bowie's tours for many years before 

hooking up with NIN (in 2004 for 

Prowda and 2006 for Keppler). "Trent 

[Reznor, lead vocalist, multi-instru-

mentalist] saw a few Bowie shows in 

2004 and asked me to join the NIN 

crew in early 'o6," Keppler says. "I'm 

sure Mike was behind this somehow, 
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Above: The incredibly lit stage; inset: Justin Meldal-Johnson ( left) and Robin Finck (right). 

too!" At that time, Prowda was also on the Bowie 

tours and had mixed for the 1995 Bowie/NIN 

tour, "so I had seen what it was all about." 

Prowda says. "The working chemistry is great. 

We work out what we need to get done and get 

results. Anyone who has had the Nine Inch 

Nails experience knows it's a very technical and 

intense show, which keeps all of us—including 

Todd Tiedemann, who has the 'front line' job of 

dealing with Trent's mics, stands and other bits 

of things—on our toes, start to finish." 

Having worked together for many years, Kep-

pier and Prowda are able to focus their time on 

their own mixes, knowing that there is no slack 

to be taken up. "I think one of the most impor-

tant elements of the show, especially because the 

monitor system is entirely in-ears, is the stage 

mixes," Keppler says. "Mike is an artist in his 

From Left: Todd Tiedemann, Michael Prowda and Pete Keppler 

own right, and he has this show dialed in. If the 

performers can't hear themselves properly, I'll 

have a lot less to work with mixing at FOH. Mike 

and I have worked a lot of tours together, and it's 

to the point where we barely even need to talk 

about it. It comes together very quicidy. I never 

have to wonder if the band's hearing what they 

like, and that takes a lot of stress out of the day." 

LITTLE GEAR TO PACK 

Like most bands traveling on the festival circuit, 

NI N is carrying a slim-and-trim rig to keep foot-

prints small and make it easy to get in and out 

of gigs. Both FOH and monitor worlds see 

Digidesign Profile boards. Keppler recently 

used the Profile during a Rufus Wainwright 

tour. "I found I like the horizontal EQ layout 

and the faders being doser together," Kep-

pler explains. To also help create a smaller 

FOH footprint, Keppler is not carrying any 

outboard, using all onboard FX, including 

Digidesign's ReVibe, Reverb One, Reel Tape 

Suite and Flanger, SansAmp, Smack! and Echo 

Farm; third-party plug-ins indude Waves' Live 

Bundle, McDSP MC2000 and FilterBank. and 

Crane Song Phoenix. "I'm anxiously awaiting 

SoundToys' D-Show-ready plug-ins, as I've been 

using their software in the studio for years and it 

rocks!" Keppler adds. 

Prowda also has a long history with the 

board—and the manufacturer. 

"When I started with the With Teeth 

project," he says, "Digidesign asked 

me if I was interested in demoing 

a pre-production VENUE. The OS 

software was in its infant stages, 

but I liked the way the console 

sounded and have grown with Digi 

in its development. When I first be-

gan using the VENUE, I went plug-

in-manic and was able to try out a 

lot of different options. I have some 

favorites that I've stayed with, and 

some new things such as the Sony Oxford reverb 

and the Tube-Tech CUB limiter. Others include 

the ReVibe, D-Verb, Smack! and Impact, which 

makes a great stereo dynamic solution. Properly 

mixing in-ear monitors requires a high level of 

dynamic control and reverbs to make realistic 

spaces. I feel it's possible to find all I need in the 

plug-ins available for this mixing platform." 

However, Prowda does carry a few choice 

pieces of outboard: Aphex Donunator Ils, 

which he's been using since he began mixing 

in-ear monitors. He calls them his final dynamic 

control stage before the stereo mixes go to the 

Sennheiser G2 lElvl radios. "They are a broad-

cast-specific device and have been used in the 

radio industry to control modulation," Prowda 

explains. "Used properly, they are most effec-

tive—I can use all the help I can get." 

As can most engineers, who are watching 

frequencies become harder and harder to lock 

in during load in. " Sennheiser and Shure have 

a database of TV stations on a city-to-city basis," 

Prowda says. "I'm using Sennheiser and start 

with their data on what to expect when I get into 

the venue. By the nature of the construction ma-

terial used in each building, there is a degree of 

built-in shielding from external TV sources. This 

helps a lot in the presently expanding frequency 

battle This is keeping the manufacturing side of 

things on its toes, and we will see new products 

available soon to help us deal with what was 

once an easy part of our jobs. 

"Once I've gotten to the venue," he continues, 

"I have an RF scanner that I use: the PST 1301 

T. It's a cost-effective handheld device that I've 

found to be efficient and good enough for what 

I'm using it for. This is the reality check as to 

what is really going on RF-wise We have to go to 

frequencies that are not used by the local TV sta-

tions, and at this point I use Sennheiser's SIMF 

cakulator to set up my to intermodulation-free 

frequencies. Sometimes it's easy, and sometimes 

not so easy. I also use the Sennheiser Nett, which 

networks all my radios and works with my Mac 

running Parallels Windows OS, which means I 

don't need a device-specific Wiridows computer 

to run this one piece of software. SIFM also runs 
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on Windows. After this, I do a walk-around and 

check to make sure I've made the proper deci-

sions as far as frequency allocation." 

While Prowda is searching for a free fre-

quency, Keppler and FOH tech Chris " Radar" 

Russo are busy soundchecking the JBL VerTec 

array with Version 4 presets, "designed by the 

amazing Paul Bauman at JBL," Keppler en-

thuses. "I had used the VerTec previously with 

both Bowie and Nine Inch Nails, but Paul has 

definitely taken this PA. to the next level." 

The standard configuration comprises 28 

VerTec 4889 full-range boxes (14 per side) for the 

front arrays, with 16 flown 4880a subs (eight per 

side). There are 16 to 20 more 4889s for the side 

arrays and another 12 to 14 4880a subs on the 

floor, with six to eight 4887s for front fill. Crown 

iT 6000 and 8000 software handle speaker 

management, crossover and protection duties, 

all controlled by System Architect. System zon-

ing/tuning are handled by Dolby Lake Proces-

sors, while Keppler tunes with a wireless tablet. 

Onstage, there is a guitar cab for Robin 

Finck, a drum system and a ButtKicker for Josh 

Freese and two small L-Acoustics dV subs on 

either side of the stage. "This combination gives 
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Drums: Royer R-121; Shure 91, Beta 57, SM57, 

KSM32; Sennheiser 902, 904, 509, 905 

Guitar: Sennheiser 5o9 

Vocals: Shure Beta 58 

Percussion: Royer SF-24; Shure KSM32, 

Beta 98; Sennheiser 509 

us the cleanest stage sound for a brilliant front-

of-house mix and the right feel for the band," 

says Prowda. "Simplest is most often times the 

best. It's not at all loud onstage." 

ENTER THE BAND 

Straying from previous Nine Inch Nails outing, 

the band has divvied up its show into three seg-

ments (tracks from their recent album, acoustic 

[aka Ghosts] and classic NIN tunes)—plus an in-

credible display of lighting and video technology. 

While this may pose some serious mixing issues 

for Keppler and Prowda, these engineers are up 

to the challenge. 

"All three sections of the show can be in-

tensely dynamic, so I have to be ready for that, 

but overall, the acoustic portion of the show is 

the most different. Trent is often playing five 

and a half-octave marimba, while Justin [Meldal-

Johnson] is playing upright bass, Alessandro 

[Cortini] is playing harmonium, Robin is playing 

flutes/mandolin/guitars and Josh is playing 

bells, timpani, glockenspiel and a drum kit made 

of trash cans and found objects." 

"Miking a marimba turned out to be one of 

the most challenging aspects, and our friends 

at Royer Mics helped us find the best alterna-

tive to contact pickups we could find," Prowda 

adds. "For that situation, the Royer SF-24 stereo 

ribbon mic was the most elegant, best-sounding 

option." 

"There's a large number of live mics on-

stage during this section, and they're mostly on 

quiet(er) instruments," Keppler continues. "This 

can be challenging for leakage issues, but some-

times it's difficult just trying to keep the SPLs 

up above the audience. They love this part of the 

show, and often I can hear the cheering from the 

front rows coming through the stage mics." 111 

Sarah Benzuly is the managing editor for Mix, EM 

and Remix magazines. 
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Mixing the Mars Volta 

Stage setup at the Hammerstein 
Ballroom, New York City 

By George Petersen 

Hardly the "typ cal" rock act, the 

Mars Volta weave rock, jazz a-d 

Latin music into a highly spontane-

ous live show. Working with the 

Mars Volta is like " mixing the first song all night," 

says front-of-hcmse ace Toby Francis (pictured), 

whose clients include ZZ Too, Guns N' Roses, 

Smashing Pumpkins, Jane's Addiction, Limp Bizkit 

and Ve vet Revolver, to name a few. "A good deal of 

it is improvised, so it's like two-and-a-half hours of 

being ready—every night." 

Digidesign's Profile was the " perfect console 

for this band. You can get around on it really fast," 

says Francis, ever-mindful of the band's constantly 

changing show, which also keeps him busy with 

a Pro Tools HD system for reco-ding all the dates. 

But the rig offers other advantages: "With Pro Tools, 

we can be prepared to mix a band before you even 

get to rehearsals," Francis explains. "With the Mars 

Volta, I only hac a coaple days efore going out. I 

set up in the corridor, tracked the band the first day 

and worked on the mixes for a coele hours the next 

morning before ..hey came in. We went out the next 

day, and those two hours I hac before that rehearsal 

saved rie." 

A big part pi" achieving the right sound for the 

Mars Volta live comes from plug-ins. "I couldn't do 

it without them," says Francis, who among his faves 

lists Crane Song's Phoenix. " It's-absolutely essential. I 

fix it 

use nt au0SS the mix bus, the di ums and percussion, 

and a couple of the keyboards. I also like Drawmer's 

TourBus gates. I use Serato as a dynamic EQ. I have 

AmpFarm and Eleven on quite a few channels. We've 

eliminated amps on all the keyboards. We create the 

amps in the console, and it sounds like an isolated 

amp instead of another open mic onstage." 

The Mars Volta has a long-standing relationship 

with Rat Sound, which supplied Renkus-Heinz' new 

VLX3 line array—compact 

dual-12 cabinets with co-en-

trant MF/HF horn technology, 

which were successfully used at 

this summer's Sturgis Buffalo 

Chip Music Festival (featuring 

ZZ Top and Alice Cooper). The 

Mars Volta took the VLX3s out 

on the units' first public tour. 

"I really like the sound of 

the box and the array," says Francis of the zo-cabinet 

VLX3 rig powered by Lab.gruppen PLM r0000Q 

amps with onboard Dolby Lake processing. "I was 

surprised by how little I had to do—EQ-wise—to 

make the VLX3s sound the way I wanted. I would 

describe the sound as a V-DOSC-type, where the 

low-mids are really clear. It's amazingly realistic. The 

Renkus box is a little less bright than V-DOSC, but 

it's natural-sounding and gets as loud as any PA. 

out there. There's an amazing amount of low end 

coming out of the VLX3s. I'm getting a lot of punchy 

kick drum from the main hangs and hardly using the 

subs at all." 

VLX3 offers other pluses: " It's effortless to fly. 

Everything's up, in place and cabled in under a half-

hour, which is as fast as I've ever seen a P.A. go up. 

And it's small, especially important in terms of truck 

space. This is a one-truck tour. We're carrying full 

PA., and in the space left over we're carrying some of 

the backline and a moving light package. 

"I love this band. It was hard at first, but it's really 

helped my chops," Francis explains. "This whole digi-

tal mixing thing has really allowed all of us to rethink 

how we do things and reset our goals for what we 

want to achieve." 

tour log 

FOH engineer Adam Fisher, Polyphonic Spree 

It's all about making everything fit 

into the spectrum of frequencies. 

If you subtract something from one 

instrument, it might be wise to add it 

to another. For instance, if I take the 

upper mids out of a guitar so it won't 

thrash your ears as much, I'll add 

the same back to the cello. The cello 

produces a lot of low end anyway, so 

that just makes it come out more. 

Keb' Mo is filling halls across several 

continents—sharing the stage with Taj 

Mahal and Robert Cray—in support of his 

latest, Suitcase. Mix caught up with Mo's 

longtime FOH engineer, John Schirmer. 

How much gear are you carrying? 

We were carrying everything except for 

racks and stacks. We carried two Digide-

sign Profile consoles—one for house 

and one for monitors. I also traveled with 

a Pro Tools HD rig to record 48 tracks 

of audio every night at 48 kHz straight 

from the Profile. We tried to keep our 

snake needs to a minimum by traveling 

with two Digidesign Stage Racks that 

both lived on the deck and were linked 

together by a Schubert Systems splitter. 

and then routed to FOH and monitors 

by BNC co-ax cable. We also carried a full 

in-ear rig (Shure PSM 7oos with Ultimate 

Ears Uf ris) and some supplemental 

QSC-powered L-Acoustics HiQs for keys 

and Keb's vocal position. 

What is the biggest part ofthe mix? 

By far the most important part is "feel." 

There are aspects of every song that drive 

the performance to the audience; if you 

get it wrong, the audience lets you know. 

Tell me about the recording chain 

Mic to cable to stage box to splitter to 

Digidesign Stage Rack to FOH rack to 

Digidesign HDX card to Digilink to Pro 

Tools H D. Other than the SM57 and KSM32 

on both guitar cabinets, l also take a direct 

line pre-guitar amp and post-pedals so 

that if t don't like the tone of the amps that 

day, my tracks are not completely shot and 

t can re-amp the DI tracks. 

Where are you when you're not touring? 

Rock climbing in Yosemite or Joshua Tree 

parks [in California], riding a mountain 

bike or in the studio working on our live 

record or one of many other projects. 
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Masque Sound Specs Ravinia Fest 
By Sarah Benzuly 

A Sound Choice and Masque Sound provided 

the audio gear for the 2008 Ravinia Festival lo-

cated in Highland Park, Ill., just zo miles north 

of Chicago. A fixture of the city's summer 

entertainment scene since 1904, The Ravinia 

Experience features three venues: the 3,200-

seat open-air Pavilion; the 85o-seat Martin 

Theatre and the 45o-seat Bennett Gordon 

Recital Hall. Performers during the 2008 sea-

son included dozens of genre-spanning artists 

such as James Taylor (pictured), Lyle Lovett, 

the Emerson String Quartet, Backstreet Boys 

and Chicago blues icon Buddy Guy. 

According to A Sound Choice principal 

Mike Gotshall, tech guru Paul Klimson per-

formed extensive tests throughout the venue 

to formulate a package. Masque co-principal 

Geoff Shearing developed a program that en-

ab:ed Sound Choice to rent everything needed 

while staying within their budget. 

"Our gear package for Ravinia is designed 

to serve a multiplicity of performance 

nerds—from the soft jazz to hard rock to full 

symphony orchestra," Klimson says. 

"Because optimum flexibility was 

a priority, the system can provide 

full FOH mixing capabilities for art-

ists who travel without consoles 

or function as a 'guest position' for 

self-contained acts." 

Gear spec'd includes Yamaha 

PM5DRH digital consoles at FOH 

and monitors, L-Acoustics wedges, 

a Meyer Sound P.A. and a full list of 

high-end mics. 

From Left: Will Huffman, Local 2 monitor engi-
neer; Tom Carlson, A Sound Choice FOH system 
tech; Mike Gotshall; Norm Krueger, Local 2 FOH 
engineer; Tim Christenson, A Sound Choice moni-
tor system tech; and Sam Amodeo, Local 2 master 
sound technician. 

Sound crew chief/FOH engineer Billy Flores at 
one of two Yamaha PM50 boards for the Rock 
the Bells hip-hop festival 

ClairShowco has changed its name to Clair as part 

of a complete rebrand...Local crew ShomiTec (Poway. 

CA) has taken delivery of a WorxAudio TrueLine Series 

system, which ill be used for corporate industrials 

and other special events King Crimson completed a 

string of American dates, with a Midas XL8 console 

at FOH, manned by Ian Bond.. Gand Concert Sound 

(Glenview, IL) supplied 140 Nexo CEO T boxes for such 

concerts as Dicky Betts, Jo Dee Messina, Pat Benatar, 

Merle Haggard. REO Speedvragon and many other 

acts...Engineer Bernie Kirsch placed Royer Labs R-122 

Live Series mics on guitarist Al DiMeola's two amp cabs 

during the recent Return to Forever tour...University 

of Massachusetts has upgraded its stadium's sound 

system with Community R6-51 loudspeakers and RSH-

462 systems...PRC Audio brought out JBL VerTec line 

arrays for NBC's "Toyota Concert Series en TODAY," 

which included such acts as the Pussycat Dolls and Katy 

Perry...Ambient sound engineer Bill Fontana created 

"Speeds of Time" with a Meyer Sound system. 

roac -worthy gear 

Lectrosonics HM 

The HM is a new plug-on transmitter that 

converts any standard microphone into a wire-

less unit. The HM features an LCD and mem-

brane switches for setting and monitoring, and 

ioomW RF output for long range, and it runs 

on two AA batteries for extended operation. 

The HM's flat 40 to 2ok Hz (± 1dB) response is 

ideal for use with measurement mics for audio 

system analysis when used as part of the Lec-

trosonics TM400 system. 

www. I ectros o n i cs . co m 

Atlas Sound CD Horns 

Atlas Sound's new line of constant-directivity 

re-entrant horns are now available in 90x4o, 

60x4o and 40x20-degree configurations. These 

units are designed to offer greatly improved 

unifDrm sound coverage over conical designs 

with predictable and tight pattern control. 

Model CD64, CD94 and CD42 horns are 

constructed from a tough polyester resin and 

Fiberglas laminate. Each horn has a 

hea \q- duty, steel- mount-

ing bracket and an 

inteually molded, 

die-cast zinc throat 

section to accom-

modate Atlas' PD 

Series drivers. 

www.atlas 

sou nd.com 

Mackie PPM Powered Mixers 

The ultralightweight, powerful reincarnation of 

Mackie's powered mixers, each PPM model fea-

tures dual Class-D Fast Recovery amps (up to 

1,600 watts), 32- bit RMFX+ processor with an 

arsenal of " gig- ready" usable effects, premium mic 

preamps, 3-band active EQ, dual 7-band graphic 

EQs, built-in Dl boxes, dedicated in- line channel 

compression and a precision passive EQ switch 

that's matched to Mackie's Czoo/C3oo/S2oo 

passive loudspeaker line. 

www.mackie.com 
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Live 

A ACCCSS fext by Barbara Schultz. Photos by Sieve Jennings 

Cave 
'ale Bad 
Seeas 

N ick Cave St. The Bad Seeds deliver the songs frr 

their new album, Dig, Lazarus Dig!!!, with e 

saine dark conviction that infuses Cave's signa ongs, 

such as "The Weeping Song" and "The Mercy Seat." Cave 

is riveting with his demented-preacher-demandigg-your-

soul persona. and the band sound rocks in a way that 

monitor mixer Simon " Davri›;" Blanch calls "chaótic. in 

a good way." The vibe in the freshly refurbished Warfield 

Theatre (San Francisco) was anything but church-like as 

Cave and his powerful group o - ulti-instrumentalists led lit 

fans into the disturbed narrativ orli f Lazarus. 
/ • 

Sr 
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Cave sings into a 
hard-wired Shure 
Beta 58A. His moni-

tors of choice are 
Nexo PSL5 wedges, 

and Blanch says he 
gives him a mix of 

his own lead vocal, 

drums and "instru-
ments that carry the 

melody that he needs 
to pitch off of." Other 
bandmembers use 
L-Acoustics 115XT 
HiQ wedges. "There is 

nothing wireless on 
our stage," Arsenault 

says simply. 

Front-of-house engineer Matt Crosbie mixes on a Midas XL4 console provided by sound company 

PRG (Las Vegas). This Nick Cave tour was one of the first to make use of the new mix position at 

the historic Warfield. Whereas the FOH console used to be installed in the theater's balcony, mix-

ing is now done from the center of the ground floor. Tour production manager Peter Arsenault 

says the new position is "a good trade-off. The board is a bit close to the stage, but mixing ,rt the 

balcony was logistically very difficult." 

The War-field's RA. was also replaced as part of the remodel; the Cave crew were pleased to 

take full advantage of the new Meyer Sound MILO rig installed by Pro MediaiUltraSound The 

new cabinets comprise line arrays of 10 MILO and one MILO 120 loudspeakers each, left and 

right. Low frequencies are covered by four 700-HP subwoofers per side under the stage; three 

additional 700-HPs are centered to cover upper-balcony. The under-balcony is served by six M1D 

line array loudspeakers. Two CQ-is per side provide-front fill, and a Galileo loudspeaker-manage 

ment system is used for system drive and processing. "The coverage was outstanding, right up 

to the back row of the balcony," Arsenault says. 



- 

L-R: Miek Harvey, 

Thomas Wydler, 

Conway Savage, 

Martin Casey, Nick 

Cave, J.m Sclavu-

nos, Warren Ellis 

Guitar 

tech 

Ross 

Malloy 

Multi-instrumentalist Warren Ellis plays an arsenal of strings—violin, mandolin 

viola—and samples that by turns add mood, numor and edge. String instruments are 

all sent DI and miked with Shure SM57s. Amps are Mesa/Boogie MkIII or Marshall 

125. Samples are amplified with a MkIII, which is miked with a Beyer M88 and sent 

direct. 

____..---egrenitor tech Kevin W ye 

(left) and monitor engineer 

Simon "Davrcs" Blanch 

Drum tech Des Hill checks 

out Jim Sclavimos kit 

during souncieheck. 

aseg's bass is plaited 

;Ito itiCountriean 

tad'Beyerti.88. 
ult sae! he 

itttedals. Pie is 

Was examrke of 

to ge soundeld 
()Arm froin the 

music4aff." 
0 

Monitor mixer Simon Blanch, better known as Davros, is mixing on 

a PRG-provided Yamaha PM5D. " It's a most accessible board, and 

Yamaha electronics are always reliable," he says. "And I like the dig-

ital recall. Nick's wedges blew up one night in Chicago, and I had to 

replace them on extremely short notice. I was able to pull some old 

settings from a library to facilitaie the new setup." 
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By Blair Jackson 

'Australia' 
THE LAND IS ALIVE IN EPIC FILM 

Director Baz Luhrman's highly an-

ticipated November release, Australia, 

not only marks a significant departure 

from his stylized "Red Curtain Tril-

ogy" that began with Strictly Ballroom 

in 1992 and induded Romeo and Ju-

liet (1996) and Moulin Rouge (2001, 

his most recent film), it embraces the 

SOUND FOR PIC — URE 

• • s fp 

sweep, grandeur and vibrant storytell-

ing of the great latter-day epics, from 

Lawrence of Arabia and Dr. Zhivago to 

Out of Africa and A Passage to India. 

The simple title hints at the film's 

ambition—to tell a tale that says some-

thing about the power of this massive, 

fascinating and largely unpopulated 

land. At its heart, though, is a more in-

timate human drama about an English-

woman in the mid-193os, Lady Sarah 

Ashley ( Nicole Kidman), who follows 

her husband to the Belgium-sized cat-

tle station he owns in Australia's North-

ern Territories and which she inherits. 

A few years later, to save her land she 
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sfp australia 

and a local cattle drover (Hugh Jackman), with 

whom she falls in love (of course) undertake a 

long and perilous cattle drive north to the port 

city of Darwin, which is bombed relentlessly by 

the Japanese beginning in February of1942 (two 

months after Pearl Harbor), eventually prompt-

ing a large exodus south to escape the horrors of 

war. Along the way they encounter a number of 

interesting and unusual characters—including 

aboriginal natives—and travel through a variety 

of breathtaking terrains, from the desolate Out-

back to incredible gorges. 

The film has been a thoroughly Australian 

production—shot (mostly on location) and 

posted there with nearly the entire crew culled 

from Down Under, with the notable exception 

of LA.-based re-recording mixers Andy Nelson 

and Anna Behlmer—who were flown in and did 

their work in a new mix room outside of Syd-

ney—and Shawn Murphy, who mixed David 

Hirschfelder's score in a studio at the Sydney 

Opera House. Nelson and Behlmer were Oscar-

nominated for their work on Moulin Rouge, as 

was Australia's production sound mixer, Gun-

fis Sics; Australia's supervising sound editor 

Wayne Pashley didn't work on that film, but was 

an FX editor on Strictly Ballroom years earlier 

and has since proven himself working as a su-

pervisor on such internationally popular Austra-

lian productions as the two Babe films and the 

recent animated smash, Happy Feet. In separate 

interviews—Pashley and Behlmer from the mix 

stage at Atlab, right outside of Sydney; Nelson at 

Fox in L.A., where he was working on the final 

mix for Madagascar 2 in between jaunts across 

the Pacific to work on Australia—the post princi-

pals stressed two main points: that Luhrmann's 

film really does represent an unabashed return 

to an earlier epic style of filmmaking and that 

Australia itself is a major character in the film, 

which required special treatment from the 

sound team. 

Of course, technology has come a long 

way since Paddy Cunningham took a mono 

Nagra out into the desert to record ambiences 

for Lawrence of Arabia. To capture the unique 

sound of Australia's myriad natural locations, 

Wayne Pashley had more modern tools at his 

disposal, including Sound Devices 744T re-

corders and, most significantly, a SoundField 

surround microphone. 

"It's B-format," he says of the SoundField 

SPS zoo, "so it's W-X-Y-Z configuration [cen-

tral reference, front/back, left/right, up/down], 

which was fantastic, particularly in the Outback, 

because it gave us a huge amount of length and 

height and width, and the sub channel was ter-

rific as well on all the winds 

and on the dynamics be-

tween high-end bird life and 

the winds that were going 

through eucalyptus trees and 

across salt plains." 

Pashley notes that film-

ing in desolate areas posed 

an incredible challenge to 

Luhrmann and the crew. 

"No one has really filmed 

extensively up there in the 

Kununurra region near the 

border of Western Australia 

and the Northern Territories. 

And to actually maneuver a 

crew of this size—some 300 

to 350 people—to an area like 

that, with all that heat and 

dust, was quite remarkable. 

I imagine that when David 

Lean was filming Lawrence of Arabia, it was a 

similar exercise. Plus, we had all the livestock 

that was brought in [ for the cattle drive]: 1,500 

head of cattle and the brumbys [Australian wild 

horses]. It was quite a logistical feat." 

Pashley did his ambience recordings in 

many of the same locales where Luhrmann 

and company were shooting, "sometimes fol-

lowing a day behind so it would be as quiet and 

pristine as possible. Also, I'd go further afield," 

which sometimes involved a certain amount 

of peril: One day, traveling alone, he drove 50 

kilometers off an already obscure dirt road to 

record the wild sounds of a particular river bed 

and some distant falls. "I knew there were a lot 

of crocs and deadly snakes there," he recalls, 

"so I had to be very careful, and the sun was 

going down so I'd have to work quickly. At one 

point, I turned around and the tire was flat in 

about three feet of dust; the tire was completely 

covered. And I didn't have a satellite phone and 

there was no cell phone reception, so I thought 

here's a 5ok walk!" Fortunately, he did have a 

spare tire and lying in the dust he managed to 

change the flat, and eventually ease out of the 

perilous location, finally arriving back at his 

base at around midnight. 

The SoundField was also used in many 

other settings, Pashley reveals. "Every evening 

at the 'homestead' set, I'd get the mic out as the 

sun was setting, and we'd have 150 brumbys 

come hurtling around the homestead and I'd be 

doing the pass-bys and all the whinnies." At one 

point, too, he had the SoundField mic mounted 

on the back of a rider to record the brumbys so 

they would "thunder through the audience's 

From left: supervising sound editor Wayne Pashley with 

re-recording mixers Anna Behlmer and Andy Nelson 

ears." He adds, "I also did all the vehicles in 5.1 

because it was so quiet, there was no traffic or 

aircraft, so it was the perfect opportunity to get 

all the pass-bys on the dirt roads with all these 

193os vehicles, from Chevrolets and Fords to 

army vehicles." 

Pashley says that recording with the Sound-

Field gave him more flexibility than more con-

ventional stereo recordings because the mic 

"comes with a plug-in called the Sound Zone 

that imports the digital B-format file and lets 

you select not only 5.1, but 6.1 or 7.1, and you can 

also go stereo or mono fold-down within its own 

infrastructure, so when something is more of a 

spot effect, I would then make a choice as I was 

listening to it—whether to focus it, push the 

sub. You can actually re-shape the recording as 

you mix it down to whatever format you like." 

The film was also a novel experience for 

mixers Nelson and Behlmer, who left their com-

fortable home turf at Fox in LA. for a new mix-

ing room called Deluxe StageOne Sound. The 

duo has worked together for about 14 years now, 

growing into perhaps the most respected mix 

team in Hollywood and earning Oscar nomina-

tions for such diverse films as Blood Diamond, 

War of the Worlds, The Last Samurai, Seabiscuit, 

The Thin Red Line and Evita. Nelson says, "We 

went down and looked at a couple of other facili-

ties in Sydney and I went to look at the facility 

that mixed Happy Feet, and I liked it a lot but the 

room itself was rather small—sort of like our 

predub room here at Fox, which is a bit small 

for a big-scale picture. So this studio called At-

lab, on the outskirts of Sydney—it's actually a 

printing laboratory and they have DI suites 
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and everything—said, ' Look, we have this huge 

space out back where we were thinking of build-

ing a mix room—maybe we could do it in time 

for Australia.' So I went back to LA., thinking, 

'Gosh, this is a huge step; will it really happen?' 

Sure enough, it happened. I went down there to 

do some fine-tuning, and it turns out it's a really 

great room; without a doubt, the premier room 

in Sydney. 

"It's a little smaller than the big room here 

at Fox," he continues, "but it's got the Neve DFC 

console we use, the Pro Tools recorders and 

the acoustic design work was done by David 

Schwind [of Charles M. Salter Associates] out 

of San Francisco, who's a top designer and did 

our room here [in LA.]. They really jumped in 

with both feet so I'm really excited about it. I 

don't think there's any doubt that many resident 

Australian directors are jumping to get in there, 

which is great for them. But we are the first" 

Anna Behlmer agrees: " It's a beautiful room. 

The console is a little smaller—a two-section in-

stead of a three—but it's got the new metering 

that lets you know on the screen whether EQ is 

in or if you've got an aux send in or any process-

ing in the strip; it lets you know just by looking 

at the meter bridge. 

"The room sounds a little different than what 

we're accustomed to and that took a little time to 

adjust to. When we first walked in, it seemed a 

little dry, but Andy was here a few weeks before 

me and he was on top of it in terms of getting 

the Dolby rep out and putting up some baf-

fling and getting it to soften up a bit. But it's 

improved, and we've actually taken some of the 

material we've done back to our room in L.A. 

and played it to see that it's translating well, so 

that's been comforting. To open a new room 

and do a big film like this in it is a big deal, and 

it's gone really, really smoothly." 

Nelson, who mixes dialog and music, says 

that much of the former was replaced through 

ADR. Though everyone agrees that production 

mixer Guntis Sics did a fine job on set, there 

were often natural elements (wind, animal 

sounds, etc.) or man-made factors (wind ma-

chines, the director barking instructions on a 

megaphone and such) conspiring against get-

ting a totally dean production track. As is in-

creasingly common with large productions that 

stretch over many months, "ADR was done all 

over the place; wherever the actors are," Nel-

son says. "Nicole's been in a few places, Hugh 

has been mainly in Sydney. Wherever they are, 

though, they've got to get back in character and 

that can be tough for them. I don't think the ac-

tors like it, but often there's not much choice. 

[The dialog] has been prepared to go either way 

[production or ADR], and I'm sure Baz is no 

different than most directors—he'll try to use 

as much of the original recording as they can. 

But there are definitely a lot of places in the film 

where, for various reasons, it's better if we go 

with new loops. 

"I'll show Baz the best I can get [the produc-

tion track], and then it's up to him to say, ' It's 

not good enough, let's go with the loops.' Or he 

might say, ' Even though it's not great, let's stick 

with it because the feeling is so good.' I have to 

wear the two hats of either being the purist, 

saying, 'Nothing beats the production from the 

performance standpoint,' or being the realist, 

who says, ' If no one can hear it, what good is it?' 

And, of course, the danger with working on dia-

log is the more familiar with it you are, the more 

you assume people will understand it. But if it's 

even borderline, there's 

a good chance they 

won't understand it, so 

you might have to lose 

a few percentage of the 

performance but gain 

the clarity [with ADR]. 

If you're an audience 

member, there's noth-

ing worse that saying, 

'What did he say?" 

Pashley adds that it 

was important to him 

"to have the dialog leap 

from the screen and be 

strong and clear—and 

to transcend the thick 

Australian accents and the pidgin dialect [spo-

ken by the aborigines]. I want the dialog to be 

as bold as the land because we're telling a story 

here." 

From her standpoint, too, FX re-recording 

mixer Bel-linter suggests, "More replaced dialog 

gives me a little more leeway. It allows more of 

the effects to be used because they're not provid-

ed in the production tracks, and it creates great-

er width and space in the track because when 

you've got a heavy production track, it tends to 

suck all the sound into the middle. When you 

don't have that, you have a greater sense of space 

and your surrounds play better and dearer, so 

it's a good opportunity." 

Pashley says that Behlmer made a complete 

separate predub of the 5.1 atmospheres he'd 

recorded "because it's such an important ele-

ment," Pashley says. "As I've said, we're almost 

treating the land as a real character; it needed a 

predub based around it like it was a single char-

acter, almost like it's a dialog track." 

And though the atmospheres that Pashley 

provided were rich and detailed, there was still 

plenty of room for Behlmer to get creative, add-

ing more stereo atmospheres, touches of reverb, 

synth tones, different winds or other evocative 

elements to individual scenes. "I'm still using a 

[Lexicon] 96o," she says, "and I'm using a couple 

of synthesizers to enhance the low end to the 

boom channel and even in the mains a little bit to 

give size and weight to it, like in the cattle stam-

pede, which is a great scene where you really 

want tofu' what's going on up on the screen." 

Behlmer also notes that "the film has a 

theme of mysticism and spirituality that runs 

through it—with the aborigine characters—and 

in some of those scenes, the sound treatments 

are sort of surreal and we're trying to give those 

situations more of a magical feel, using ambi-

ences in interesting and unusual ways. There 

are mysterious characters who have their own 

special signature sound, and situations where 

the world sort of goes away and we're focused 

on an event in an interesting way." Including 

the bombing of Darwin, which could have been 

handled as a straightforward munitions extrava-

ganza, a lá the film Pearl Harbor, but which 

Luhrmann has chosen to depict partially from 

the far-off perspective of aboriginal natives see-

ing what was once exclusively their homeland 

destroyed from a distance. 

In an informative podcast on the official 

www.australiamovie.com Website, Luhrmann 

also weighed in on the importance of the cre-

ative use of the ambience tracks: " Layering 

that atmosphere is very important. In a natu-

ralistic sense, you might just reproduce what's 

there [visible in the scene]. But it can [also] be 

employed to create drama. For example, in a 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 85 
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'The Wrecking Crew 
DOCUMENTARY BRINGS STUDIO CATS INTO FOCUS 

By Blair Jackson 

Denny Tedesco says that the decision to make 

his extraordinary new documentary, The Wreck-

ing Crew—about the L.A. session musicians who 

played (anonymously) on a zillion hits through 

the '6os—was prompted by the revelation in the 

mid-'90s that his father, legendary studio guitar-

ist Tommy Tedesco, had been diagnosed with 

cancer. "When that happened, I thought, Okay, 

I've gotta do this now,'" Denny Tedesco says. 

But "now" can take a long time in the 

world of independent documentary filmmak-

ing. Thirteen years after Tedesco started work 

on this dream project, The Wrecking Crew has 

won awards and critical plaudits at film festivals 

worldwide, yet as of early October, it still doesn't 

have a U.S. distributor in place, nor a deal to 

eventually release the film on DVD, where it will 

be a sure-fire winner. 

Tedesco, who these days works mainly as a 

commercial producer but has a long history in 

various capacities in film, says that The Wrecking 

Crew project began humbly: "Once I decided to 

do it, I got a couple of 16mm cameras, I put to-

gether a small crew of friends and we shot four 

players from the Wrecking Crew—my father, 

[bassist] Carol Kaye, [drummer] Hal Blaine and 

[saxophonist] Plas Johnson—sitting at a round 

table telling stories. That was our first 

day of shooting. It came out really well 

because it sort of felt like they'd just put 

down their instruments for a few minutes 

and were talking informally, teasing each 

other and laughing; they're like a quartet. 

It was very warm." 

Next, Tedesco managed to snag in-

terviews with a few "names" who had 

been associated with 

the Wrecking Crew at 

one time or another, in-

cluding Cher (who worked as 

a backup singer on Wrecking 

Crew dates before she hit the big 

time and the musicians backed 

her on Sonny & Cher records), 

Dick Clark and Nancy Sinatra 

(who was backed by the Crew on 

her biggest hit, "These Boots Are 

Made for Wallcin'," as well as the 

Number One smash she record-

ed with her father, "Jackson"). 

In hopes of attracting some fi-

nancing, Tedesco put together 

a 14-minute reel from those 

interview sessions, and while it 

Tommy Tedesco 

and Carol Kaye 

in session, 

mid-' 605 

self-financing the project), it 

did open the doors to further 

work on the film, and in the 

end nearly everyone he ap-

proached to become involved 

with The Wrecking Crew agreed to do it. Now, 

scattered across the 90-minute film, which was 

expertly edited by Claire Scanlon, are interviews 

with Brian Wilson (the Wrecking Crew played 

on some of the Beach Boye best albums), Herb 

Alpert (Tijuana Brass), Glen Campbell (a Crew 

guitarist before becoming a popular solo artist 

backed by the group), songwriter Jimmy Webb, 

engineers Bones Howe and Larry Levine, and 

many others. The creative use of stock footage 

from the '6os and a slew of great photographs of 

the musicians at work at various studios around 

town (there is almost no existing film footage of 

the Crew in action) help place the story in a lively 

historical context. 

The film notes that the Wrecking Crew—a 

sobriquet they were given years after their hey-

day—was not a fixed group of players, but rather 

an amorphous collection of a couple dozen stu-

dio pros who, over the years, became the first-call 

players on a staggering number of records made 

in LA. There were several different drummers, 

guitarists, bassists, keyboardists and horn play-

ers who could rightfully daim to be part of the 

Wrecking Crew's proud legacy, and Tedesco is 

careful to shine the light on many of them (and 

list all of them in the credits). At the same time, 

he uses the stories of his original foursome— 

Tommy Tedesco, Carol Kaye, Hal Blaine and Plas 

Johnson—to tell the saga of what life was like for 

hard-working studio cats in that exciting era. We 

hear in detail what went into Phil Spector's Wall 

didn't exactly open the money Brian Wilson and Wrecking Crew drummer Hal Blaine confer 

floodgates (he ended up mostly in the studio. 
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of Sound and Brian Wilson's fabulously eccen-

tric productions. We see Carol Kaye demonstrat-

ing the unusual bass line she created for "Good 

Vibrations," and later sit in with Joe Osborn as 

he plucks the sinewy bass part for the Fifth Di-

mension's "Aquarius." There's lots of "inside" 

stuff like that throughout the film, but it's never 

boring or pedantic. 

Of course, at the heart of The Wrecking 

Crew is the music, and obtaining the rights for 

131 cues was no easy task. "That definitely was 

the biggest struggle," Tedesco says. "Everyone 

said, ' It's not going to happen; it's impossible.' 

Because if you licensed these songs for a regu-

lar feature film, it would be prohibitive. People 

said, 'Why don't you get it down to 20 songs?' 

And I said, 'You can't. The whole point is how 

much they did, from Sinatra to The Chipmunks 

to The Mamas & The Papas to the Beach Boys, 

and so on. They went from date to date to date 

for years and I wanted the music to be wall to 

wall, no pun intended. 

"Once I got a cut together, if there was a 

problem with someone not wanting to sign off, 

I might make a QuicIcTime of that scene and 

send it off to whoever the publisher was, and say, 

Director Denny Tedesco 

'C'mon, help me out! Please!' All right, fine.' 

"In the end, I was very fortunate. It took a 

lot of work, but almost everyone came through. 

If it wasn't for the record companies and pub-

lishers coming together, this never would have 

happened." Ill 

For more, check out www.wreckingpew.tv. 

—FROM PAGE 83 

scene where, say, Lady Sarah Ashley is inside 

her bedroom, she can hear noises outside, but 

the dominant sound is [the aborigine known 

as] King George chanting, and there's also the 

night sound of the crickets and the feeling that 

the world is vast and broad and she's a tiny per-

son in this huge space." 

When the interviews for this article were 

conducted at the end of September, there was 

still a long way to go in the post process, includ-

ing layering in David Hirschfelder's score— 

which Nelson describes as "a mixture of dassi-

cal orchestral and a really interesting weaving 

of aboriginal music"—and the overall final mix. 

But it was dear from speaking to some of the 

sound principals that Luhrmann has achieved 

something special with this thoughtful and in-

volving paean to his native land. 

Nelson says, "There's something about this 

film that is refreshingly nostalgic—I don't like 

the word 'throw-back' because it's not that. But 

it's great storytelling in the dassic sense. It's 

a way of taking you to a place you normally 

wouldn't experience. It accomplishes what the 

great movies have always done." III 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Heavg Audio Command anc 
Steinberg 

Control. 
Cubase 4.5 Music Production Software 

Having released its MR816 CSX/X I/O box and 

CO 21 controller, Steinberg (www.steinberg.net) has 

stepped up with a new higher-powered version of its 

Cubase software, which promises better integration 

with the new hardware units. Version 4.5 ($779.99) 

works uniquely with the MR816 CSX/X, and its True 

Integrated Moni:oring offers real-time, no-latency 

mixes with VST3 DSP EX from different audio input 

sources within Cubase. The software also addresses 

the MR816's onboard DSP chip, which includes 

Yamaha's REV-X reverb and the Sweet Spot Morph-

ing channel strip plug-in. Controlling Cubase from 

the CO2.1 simply requires moving the mouse over a 

parameter, after which the Al knob picks up the con-

trols without the need to click, hold or make other 

moves. Also standard is improved support of Yama-

ha hardware, including the Motif-Rack XS/XS6/7/8, 

with integration through FireWire; any Yamaha Motif 

unit connected via the computer is automatically 

configured and ready to use as an external VST3 in-

strument. 

Cubase 4.5 ako introduces VST Sound'', an im-

proved universal inedia-management format that's a 

fundamental part of Steinberg's VST3 standard. This 

lets you manage any sound from any software or 

hardware synth Li-der a single, unified user interface 

and search sounds by category, type, style and more. Using VST Sound to manage 

VST effects, engineers can organize and categorize presets into an effects library. 

Cubase 4.5 comes with 45 new instruments for HALion One, including the 

S9oES Grand by Yamaha. Other extras are drums, basses, guitars and other instru-

ments by Sonic Reality, and 250 loops by Big Fish Audio. The update also offers full 

compatibility with Steinberg's entry-level Sequel 2 music creation and performance 

software, as well as the new Rock, Hip-Hop and Industrial Content Sets. 

Version 4.5 is available now as a download for all U.S. registered Cubase 4 and 

Cubase Studio 4 Eustomers from www.steinbergupgrades.com. 

• 

.• 

PortabLe I/O 3ox Can 
Take a Pouncinc 
Edirol UA-25EX Audio Interface 

With a chassis constructed ol luglegrade aluminum, the Edirol 

(www.edirol.com) UA-25EX (8279) can withstand hard impacts 

and is shielded against high-frequency interference frorn other 

electrical components. It operates up to 24-bit/96kHz and has 

twin phantom-power mic preamps fed by a pair of Neutnk com-

bo XLR/TRS jacks, a hi-Z port for DI apps, S/PDIF optical 

I/O and MIDI I/0. Features include an onboard 

analog compressor/limiter with variable 

attack and threshold control, and Cake-

walk's Production Plus Pack, a software 

bundle comprising SONAR LE, Project 5 

LE and Dimension LE. It ships with the 

latest WDM and ASIO 2 drivers for Win-

dows XP and Vista (both 32-bit and 64-bit 

versions available), and Core Audio (uni-

versal binary) drivers for Mac OS X. 
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Got You Covered 
KB Covers 

Speed and Good Looks, 100 
OWC Mercury On-the-Go 32oGB 7,200 rpm Drive 

Hard drive speed, affordability and portability seldom come in the same package—until now. 

The desktop, bus-powered 2.5-inch Mercury On-the-Go ($239) drive from OWC (www.other 

worldcomputing.com) offers models available with USB 2, USB 2/eSATA, FireWire 400/USB 2 

and FireWire 8o0-4o0/USB 2 interfaces. All combine the latest Hitachi 7K320 mechanism with 

OWC's custom bridge interfaces, and include full retail versions of the Prosoft DataBackup III 

for OS X and NovaStor NovaBackup for Windows. The drives include a carrying case, connect-

ing cables and one-year warranty, and are compatible with Mac OS 8.5 through 9.2.x; Mac OS 

X (including the latest OS lo.5.x); and Windows 98SE, ME, z000, XP and Vista. 

Keyboard Layouts for Logic, Pro Tools, Sibelius and More 

These ultrathin, comfortable keyboard covers for laptop and desktop applications from KB Covers 

(www.kbcovers.com) instantly convert your Apple Keyboard for custom use with Logic Pro/Express, Pro 

Tools, Final Cut, Sibelius and more. Molded to fit the 109- key Apple Keyboard and Apple Wireless Key-

board, we tried one of these durable, o.5mm silicone covers at Mix and they delivered as advertised. 

They're comfortable, easy to type on and made to last. The covers promise accelerated workflow, 

making it easier to write, record, edit and mix. Keyboard shortcuts are color- coded so users know 

when to use modifier keys like Shift/Command/Option to get the desired result. Prices: $ 29.95 

(MacBook/MacBook Air and MacBook Pro) or $39.95 for desktop keyboards. 

Remote Possibilities 
Bricasti Design Model io Controller 

For remotely controlling up to eight Bncasti (www.bricasti.com) 

M7 stereo reverb processors, the Model ro connects to the first 

M7 via an included 3o-foot, 9-pin RS-422 serial cable. A simple 

loop-thru connects additional M7s in a daisy-chain, supplying DC 

power via the serial cable; no external supplies are required for 

installations of shorter than loo feet. Eight meters display levels 

for four stereo audio sources, simultaneously metering four con-

nected Model 7s. A dedicated Setup key provides access to the 

Mio's local memory, configurations and settings. 
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Gimme Some Spacc 
Di6 Group Fazortan Retro Phaser 

The Fazortan controllable space phaser from Di 6 Group (www.d16.p1) emulates 

'705-era analog allpass phase shifters. It features a GUI offering full control over two 

LF0s, endless contour diversity, consecutive allpass stages and a feedback knob. 

Other features include presets organized into groups, a MIDI Learn function and 

64- bit internal process-

ing. Fazortan is available 

in VST and Audio Units 

formats for both PC 

and Mac, and supports 

Windows 2000/XP or 

Mac OS 10.4.3 or later. 

Price: 29 Euros (Web-

site only; conversion to 

USD made at time of 

purchase). 
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REVIEWS  
Solid State Logic Mynx 
Tabletop Unit Offers Big Console Processors and Pre's 

Solid State Logic's new Mynx puts the manufac-

turer's SuperAnalogue processing on fire sale. 

It's a tabletop, powered chassis that accommo-

dates up to two X-Rack modules, but without 

Total Recall capability. For this review, I tested 

the Mynx with the Channel EQ and VHD In-

put single-slot modules, and the two-slot Stereo 

Buss Compressor module installed in turn. 

Other X-Rack modules that the Mynx can accept 

include the Mic Pre, Dynamics, Eight Chan-

nel Input, Four Channel Input and the Master 

Buss. The latter provides mixing and monitor-

ing facilities. 

VHD Input Module 

SSL provides the necessary screws and hex 

wrenches to install modules quiddy and easily. 

An external power supply connects to the Mynx 

via a cable terminated with a multipin connec-

tor. The Mynx has no on/off power switch, a 

minor disappointtnent. While some modules 

require a D-Sub terminated snake with XLR 

fans, all of the modules I reviewed use standard 

balanced XLR connections. 

The first module tested offered the VHD 

(Variable Harmonic Drive') mic preamp based 

on the Duality console and a separate switch-se-

lectable line-input signal path. Mic input and 

line input and output connectors are on the 

module's rear panel. 

All rotary controls on the module are con-

tinuously variable. The rotary VHD control adds 

second harmonic distortion (similar to what 

tube circuits produce) to the mic-input signal 

when set fully counter-dodcwise. As the knob 

is turned dodcwise, the distortion increases and 

becomes progressively dominated by third har-

monic distortion, producing the trashy sound of 

transistors overloading when the knob is at full-

clockwise position. 

Only the mic-input stage can access the 

VHD section, but line signals can be accommo-

dated by routing them to the module's mic-in-

put connector and activating a high-impedance 

switch. Switches for +48-volt phantom power 

and a 2odB pad serve the mic section only. A 

phase switch serves either mic or line input. 

Other features include defeatable and indepen-

dent high- and lowpass filters and the highly id-

iosyncratic " Listen Mic" Compressor originally 

from SSL's E Series console. 

Channel EQ Module 

This module provides four bands of EQ, with 

continuously variable rotary controls for boost/ 

cut and frequency selection. The top and bottom 

bands can be switched to provide either high and 

low shelving filters, respectively, or bell-curve fil-

ters with fixed Q. The two middle bands are fully 

parametric, having rotary Q controls that range 

continuously in value from about 0.5 to 2.5. 

Users can select either SSL:s E Type or G 

Type equalization for all bands. E Type gives a 

more exacting response for shelving filters and 

a constant frequency bandwidth at different 

gain settings for peaking filters. G Type EQ pro-

duces a little resonant undershoot (when 

boosting) or overshoot (when cutting) at 

a shelving filter's corner frequency and a 

narrowing frequency bandwidth with in-

creasing gain applied to bell-curve filters. 

Adjacent bands provide generous 

overlap in their frequency ranges. Mynx 

provides 16.5 or 20 dB of boost/cut for 

each band, depending on the band se-

lected, and all gain controls are detented 

at unity gain. Although a global bypass 

switch is provided, the module lacks indi-

vidual band-bypass switches and a global 

output gain control. 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: SOLID STATE LOGIC 

WEB: www.solidsteelogrc.com 

PRODUCT: Mynx 

PRICE: Mynx, $ 595.; Channel EQ, $975: VHD Input, 
$1,055; Stereo Buss'Compressor, $2,595; Mic Pre, $975; 
Dynamics, $975; Eight Channel Input, $975; Four Channel 
Input, $1,055; Mastfr Buss, $1,255 

PROS: Superb sound 
quality. Modular and por-
table. Wide range of mod. 
ules available. Reasonably 
priced. 

CONS: No Total Recall ca-
pability. No power switch. 
Not rackmountable. XLR 
input connectors don't 
latch. Channel EQ module 
has no bypass switches for 
individual bands 

By Michael Cooper 

The Mynx accepts two X-Rack modules but 
doesn't support Total Recall. 

Stereo Buss Compressor Module 

This beauty is based on the bus compressor in 

the XL 9000 K Series console. Separate left- and 

right-channel line and key inputs and line out-

puts are provided along with -10/+4dB switches 

on the module's rear panel. Either or both of the 

key inputs can be used to insert an equalizer, for 

example, to condition the sidechain for de-ess-

ing applications, or to insert the mult of a track 

to trigger ducking action. (Depressing a Key 

switch on the front panel sends the condition-

ing signal to the sidechain.) Alternatively, two or 

more Stereo Buss Compressor modules may be 

linked by daisy-chaining line outputs to key in-

puts and depressing Link switches on the mod-

ules' front panels. Whether using the key or link 

function, the loudest signal always determines 

the compressors' action. 

Strangely, the key and link switches are un-

titled. Joining them on the front panel are five 

rotary controls: continuously variable threshold 

and makeup-gain pots and stepped attack, re-

lease and ratio controls. Stepped controls have 

six settings each. Ratios range between 1.5:1 and 

to:1, while attack settings go from 0.1 to 30 ms. 

Manual release values are between 0.1 and 1.6 

seconds; alternatively, you can choose an Auto 

setting for program-dependent release times. 
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StudioLive 
The perfect mix 
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Introducing StudioLiveTM performance and recording 
digital mixer, a fully- loaded professional digital 
mixer combined with a complete 28x18 FireWire 
recording system. StudioLive includes CAPTURETM, 
a fully integrated live recording software by 
PreSonus, allowing you to record every performance 
and rehersal with a few clicks of your mouse. 

Intuitive, flexible and powerful, StudioLive 
revolutionizes music production opening endless 
creative possibilities. 

Sweetwater sales engineers are experts in digital 
mixers, live sound, and recording. Call 800-222-4700 
today to find out why Sweetwater overwhelmingly 

recommends StudioLive. 

PreSonus 

_ 
S4111, 

• 16 inputs, 6 auxiliary mixes, 4 subgroups 

• 16 class A X MAX microphone preamplifiers 

• Hi- Definition anallog to digital converters ( 118dB dynamic range) 

• 32-bit floating point digital audio processing 

• 28x18 Fire Wire digital recording interface 

•Load/Save " scenes" of all settings 

• Fat Channel for all channels, auxes and subgroups ( High Pass 

Filter, Compressor, Limitei; Gate, 4-band semi-parametric EQ, Pan) 

with Load/Save/Copy/Paste 

• 2 Master DS P Effects ( reverbs, delays) 

• 100mm long throw faders 

• Talkback communication system 

• Compact rack- mountable rugged steel chassis 

• CAPTURE integrated live recording software by PreSonus 

• Compatible with Logic, Cubase, Nuendo, Sonar, Digital Performer 

and others 

• PC and Mac compatible 

NIusic Instruments & Pro Audio 

www.sweetwatercom 

WWW.preS0r1US.COM 



REVIEWS Solid State Logic 

Thankfully, a bypass switch is provided, which 

makes all controls—including makeup gain— 

inactive. 

The Tracks of My Gear 
The VHD Input module made everything it 

touched sound golden. Female lead vocals 

milced with a Lawson LeMP tube mic sounded 

stellar with the VHD circuit disabled. Warmth, 

detail, clarity, depth and perfect spectral bal-

ance—it had it all. On amplified electric guitar 

recorded with a Royer R-122 ribbon mic, the 

VHD circuit wowed me by adding a rich, velvety 

texture. And on a Strat recorded via DI (plugged 

into an upstream Demeter Tube Direct Box), a 

little VHD processing added sweet sparkle. 

Line signals also benefited from VHD pro-

cessing. Pre-recorded kick, snare and bass tracks 

took on more size and luster. When processing 

a drum room mic 's signal with the Listen Mic 

Compressor, I got an appropriately trashy sound 

in which ambience was increased, and lows and 

highs were rolled off. 

Having a choice of E and G Type equaliza-

tion made tweaking various tracks with the 

Channel EQ module a real treat. I generally pre-

ferred the G Type EQ on kick and snare, as it 

made the kick sound a hair more punchy and 

made the snare drum pop a tad more than with 

E Type EQ applied. 

The E Type EQ, on the other hand, was my 

lave on electric bass guitar. The lack of over-

shoot on low-shelving boost lent an even tone 

across all notes and sounded absolutely huge. 

This EQ reaches deep. 

My Favorite Squeeze 
Simply put, the Stereo Buss Compressor is 

hands down the best stereo compressor I've 

heard on strummed acoustic guitar. Dialing in 

a 10:1 ratio, 3oms attack, and o.8sec release for 

8dB gain reduction on peaks, the sound was 

absolutely stunning—and unlike anything I 

could achieve using other gear. The instrument 

sounded huge and very tightly controlled, with 

no unwieldy blooming of low frequencies. 

On banjo (miked at the bridge with a Royer 

R-122 and on the neck with a condenser mic), a 

5:1 ratio and fast release time produced stellar 

results. The compressor evened out the level of 

all notes, making the instrument sit much bet-

ter in the mix. It also mellowed the glassy bite of 

the condenser mic. 

The Stereo Buss Compressor also sounded 

phenomenal on a drum-kit subgroup. Eight 

to 15 dB of gain reduction produced spanked, 

slammin' drums with a big but tight and ex-

tended low end and warm and scintillating 

highs. 

My only complaint with this module is that 

the name of each control is printed below its 

knob, making it difficult to see. 

Wow! 
A fully loaded Mynx isn't exactly inexpensive, 

but it puts SuperAnalogue processing within 

reach of all but the most modest budgets. That 

processing is the sound heard on hit records— 

which makes the Mynx a certifiable hit. Ill 

Michael Cooper has written more than 300 articles 

about pro audio over the past 20 years. 
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PRE420 

ADC 1 USB 
2-Channel 24-11t 192kHz A/O Converter 

The PRE420 is a 4-channel mic-preamp with a plethora of features, 
including built-in, independent stereo mix and solo busses. 

NEW DAC 1 PRE 
Stereo Pre-AmplIfier / DAC / Headphone Amp 

ADC1 USB and DAC1 USB 
2007 ProAudio Review 
PAR Excellence Award 

PRE420 

2007 ProAudio Review 

Reviewer's Pick 

...the measure of excellence! 

www.BenchmarkMedia.com/mix 
800-BNCHMRK (262-4675) 

Benchmark has developed a family of audio tools that never 
compromise: the PRE420 microphone preamplifier; 
the ADC1 USB A-to-D converter; and the DAC1 PRE D-to-A 
converter. 

Benchmark products set the standard for performance and 
reliability. Engineers have praised our mic-preamps for their 
breath-taking realism, true-to-life detail, and consistent 
performance - even in harsh RF environments. Our digital 
converter technology has become the benchmark of absolute 
accuracy due to the jitter-immune UltraLockTm clocking system, 
intelligent circuit layout, and pristine analog sections. 

All Benchmark products are designed, assembled, and tested in 
Syracuse, New York, USA, by a team that is committed to quality 
craftsmanship and tireless customer support. 

The ADC1 USB is a reference-quality, 2-channel, 24-bit, 
192-kHzA-to-D converter. The UItraLOclTM clocking system delivers 
unvarying mastering-quality performance - regardless of clock 
source. 

The DAC1 PRE is a reference-quality, 2-channel, 24-bit, 192-kHz 
D-to-A converter. The DAC1 PRE continues the legacy of the DAC1, 
which has become a staple of control rooms around the world. The 
AdvancedUSBTM input supports native 96 kHz, 24-bit operation 
without cumbersome or invasive driver software. 

Superior performance, reliability, and indispensable features have 
made Benchmark products absolute studio essentials. 
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Discover unlimited possibilities. 

Get customized solutions. 

Subscribe to our free B&H catalog 

www.bhphotoviCeo.com/catalog 

TOOLS 
FOR 

CREATION 

MICROPHONES 

INTERFACES 

MIXERS 

RECORDERS 

Courtesy of 

The Cutting Room - NY 

Imagine having everything you need, all of it under one roof. 

It's the audio professional's dream, and it all comes together 

at B&H. Offering a comprehensive line of pro audio gear, such 

as a wide range of microphones, mixers, vocal processors, 

studio monitors, and computers, B&H also provides you with 

the personal assistance of a knowledgeable and friendly 

sales staff. 

bhproaudio.com Visit Our SuperStore 800-947-5508 
Shop conveniently online 420 Ninth Ave, New York, NY 10001 Speak to a Sales Associate 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

The Professional's Source 
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Chameleon Labs 7720 Stereo Compressor 
Mid- Priced Dynamic Controller for Clean, VCA-Based Leveling 

In terms of pricing, the current market for out-

board compressors is rather polarized. There are 

plenty of single- and dual-channel units priced 

above $1,200 and below $400, but few models 

priced in-between these points. Addressing this 

void is Chameleon Labs' 7720 stereo compres-

sor, designed to provide a clean audio path by 

using a minimal number of electronic compo-

nents and employing VCAs manufactured by 

THAT Corp. 

The 7720 is housed in a single-rackspace 

chassis. Given its price, the 

7720's construction is bet-

ter than you'd expect. The 

front panel is almost 1/4-inch 

thick and all of the knobs and 

switches have a very solid 

feel. Under the hood, the 

7720 features a circuit board 

that's well laid out, with sock-

eted 5534, TL072 and THAT 

218oLA ICs, and 1-percent 

metal film resistors for low 

noise. 

frequencies so that pumping can be avoided 

when processing signals with a large amount 

of LF content. Also on the front panel are con-

trols for power, compression in/out and side-

chain-engage switches with respective LED 

indicators. 

The rear panel has balanced XLR I/Os for 

each channel, plus a single XLR sidechain in-

put that keys both channels. Also present are 

two power supply inputs: One is used with the 

included "line lump" transformer, the other ac-
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settings, I achieved io dB of transparent gain 

reduction by choosing one of the slower attack 

settings (e.g., 3 ms) and one of the gentler ratios 

(1.5:1 or 2:1). When processing any source, select-

ing the 7720's fastest attack setting can make 

compression audible, but if the threshold is set 

just right, you can slam a lead vocal without 

making it sound compressed. It is also possible 

to crush the life out of any signal by setting the 

threshold very low and the ratio high—in which 

case, subtlety goes out the window. 
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The front panel offers one set of controls for both channels; the rear panel sports left/right I/O and sidechain input. 

Out Front and Back 
Front panel controls include meter select, 

highpass filter, threshold, attack, release, ratio 

and output gain. Its single VU meter can be 

switched to show left-or right-channel input 

level, left- or right-channel output level, or 

amount of gain reduction. The highpass filter 

has 6o/9o/13o/2°o/440Hz settings and is 

applied to the compression detection circuit 

rather than the audio path. Its purpose is to 

reduce the detection circuit's sensitivity to low 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: CHAMELEON LABS 

WEB: www.chameleonlabs.com 

PRODUCT: 7720 stereo compressor 
PRICE: $679 each 

PROS: Sounds great, 
solid construction, af-
fordably priced. 

CONS: One set of 
compression controls 
for both channels 
hinders operation in 
dual-mono. Line-lump 
power supply. 

cepts Chameleon Labs' CPS-1 dual-rackmount 

power supply (Silo), which can power two 

77205 or a 7720 and Chameleon's 7602 mic 

pre/EQ. For my tests I used the supplied line 

lump AC/DC adapter, which—other than pos-

ing the same minor annoyance as any similar 

style power supply—worked fine. 

Flavorful Crunching 
The 7720 is a stereo compressor in the true 

sense of the term. If you inject discrete signals 

into the left and right channels, a strong signal 

in one channel can trigger compression in the 

other channel. With one set of controls govern-

ing both channels, there's no dual-mono mode, 

although one side of the 7720 can be used on a 

mono signal. 

I used the 7720 in a variety of live and stu-

dio situations. First up was lead vocal. The 7720 

easily tamed the dynamics of difficult lead vocal-

ists without making its presence known under 

most circumstances. With careful attention to 

Next up was a low-frequency synth bass 

that formed the foundation of a pop/dance 

tune, and contained a bit of an upper-midrange 

attack component that at times distracted from 

the lead vocal. Using a 4:1 ratio and attack, and 

o.3ms release settings, the 7720 reined the 

sound into the mix, making the synth track 

louder so that it could rhythmically drive the 

mix without getting in the way of the other in-

struments. I didn't notice that the synth was 

being compressed nor could I hear any tonal 

coloration from the 7720. The highpass filter 

was a critical part of the 7720's success in this 

application. Without it, the low notes pulled 

down the synth's high-frequency component. 

Setting the filter to 200 or 440 Hz solved this 

problem. 

On a crunchy-sounding guitar, the 7720 was 

smooth and subtle, bringing out the sustain of 

an arpeggiated part. I set the unit to a 2a ratio, 

attack at oa ms, release on "auto" and threshold 

almost all the way down. Even with gain reduc-
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REVIEWS Chameleon Labs 

tion in the vicinity of to to 20 dB, I could not 

hear any side effects. Raising the ratio to ioa 

resulted in the guitar "popping" on the attack, 

but at no time did the guitar become dull—as is 

often the case using other compressors. In one 

instance, I triggered the sidechain from a lead 

vocal to duck the guitars. Whenever the lead vo-

cal entered, the rzo compressed the guitars a 

bit, dropping their level and making room for 

the lead vocal. 

Goin' Stereo 
On stereo drum overheads, the rzo is capable 

of providing two distinct flavors. First I set the 

ratio at to:i, attack at o.i ms and the release at 

0.3 ms. With the threshold cranked down and 

the highpass at 400 Hz, the 7720 kept the level 

of the kit consistent and smooth without crush-

ing the cymbals whenever the kick drum hit. 

But if you're looking to achieve a heavy pump-

ing effect, simply bring the highpass filter down 

to about 6o Hz (or off) and the kick hits will 

trigger compression. 

The highpass filter proved invaluable when 

using the 7720 on the stereo bus. In one in-

stance, just a few dB of compression caused a 

lead vocal to dip too low in the mix on heavy 

kick drum and bass hits. Setting the highpass 

filter to zoo Hz returned consistency to the vo-

cal and made the compression unnoticeable. In 

such cases, the H PF almost behaves like a cross-

over control, letting you fine-tune the amount of 

pumping caused by the signal's LF content. 

Used across my mixes where the chorus was 

thick with instrumentation, the 7720 did not get 

muddy or distorted. When set to provide 6 to io 

dB of gain reduction, the 7720 can provide that 

"radio-ready" vibe: With the attack at its fast-

est and the highpass filter disengaged, you can 

easily create FM/Top 40 radio-type of limiting 

(which I don't care for). And as much I hate to 

use the word, adding the rzo to the stereo bus 

results in increased "punch." 

Versatile, Affordable Unit 

Chameleon Labs' 7720 is well-made and easy to 

use, and it fills a niche in a price range that does 

not otherwise have a lot to offer. The 7720 has 

the ability to create both transparent and effect-

type compression. It sounds great and is abso-

lutely worth a listen. III 

In addition to being Mix's sound reinforcement edi-

tor, Steve La Cerra is the front-of-house engineer for 

Blue Oyster Cult. 
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Tube-Tech RM8 Signal Processing Rack 
Signature Tube Outboard Gear and Preamp Go Modular 

Most audio pros are familiar with the look of 

Tube-Tech's blue faceplates and large vintage-

style knobs. The company has now released 

the RM8, a tabletop frame (with optional rack-

mounts) that holds up to eight new vertical 

module versions of its all-tube MP IA mic pre-

amp, PE IC program equaliz-

er and CL 113 optical compres-

sor units. 

A common power sup-

ply, smaller knobs and toggle 

switches allow these proces-

sors to be miniaturized—but 

not compromised—in fea-

tures and performance. All 

modules use the same tubes, 

circuitry design and input/ 

output transformers as their 

stand-alone counterparts, 

but are renamed as the PM 

iA preamp, EM ift equalizer 

and CM IA compressor to 

differentiate them from the 

originals. 

sides are shielded and protected from elec-

trical hazard and mate to the rear backplate 

via DB25 connectors. Audio I/O connections 

to the RM8's rear panel use two DB25 jacks 

wired in parallel with two rows of eight XLRs 

each. 

By Barry Rudolph 

and two each of the CM iA and EM iA modules. 

I was pleased to discover these modules worked 

and sounded identical to the larger stand-alone 

versions. The rear panel XLRs are perfect for 

wiring up a signal chain with a few short cables. 

As each module will drive levels up to +26 dBU 
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The Tube-Tech RM8 can be loaded with any combination of up to eight vertical modules. 

Built Tough 
The RM8's frame is built like a tank of elec-

troplated steel with aluminum top/bottom 

covers. The RM8 contains a sealed power 

supply to generate the +270, +48, +15, -15 

and +12VDC regulated voltages necessary 

to run the tube modules. A separate front 

panel module monitors power supply status. 

The processor modules' tubes are mounted 

in ceramic tube sockets; their printed circuit 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: TUBE-TECH 

WEB: wwwtube-tech.com 

PRODUCT: RM8 frame; PM lA microphone pre-

amp, EM lA equalizer; CM lA optical compressor 

PRICE: RM8, $2,200; modules, $2,000 each 

PROS: Vertical unds 
are considerably 
cheaper than rack 
units, while offering 
a quality build and 
identical sound to the 
originals. 

CONS: No trim pot 
for calibrating meters; 
the EM 1A's midrange 
frequencies are boost-
only. 

Vertical Doppelgangers 
As stated, the three modules are the same in de-

sign/function as the originals. The PM IA preamp 

has a 20 to 6odB coarse-gain rotary switch (iodB 

steps) and tiodB fine-stepped rotary (2dB steps) 

for repeatable setups. Up to 7o dB of gain is avail-

able to drive 60o-ohm loads with up to +26 dBu 

of output level at i-percent THD. Also present are 

switches for polarity ("phase"), +48-volt phantom 

power, -2odB pad and a highpass filter with 2o- or 

4oHz comer frequency choices. 

The EM IA is a single-channel, passive 

equalizer followed by a tube makeup amp. 

It has a low-frequency shelving filter with 

20/30/6o/looHz comer frequency choices and 

simultaneous boost (+14 dB) and cut (48 dB). 

Next is a mid/high-frequency boost-only section 

(up to +18 dB depending on Q setting) with 10 

frequency points and variable o.5 to 1.8 Q. 

Impressive in the Studio 
I tested the RM8 with a single PM IA preamp 

into 600 ohms separately, one "undocumented" 

feature is that you can use the DB25 connections 

to "tap" into anywhere along the signal chain. 

My first session with the RM8 involved re-

cording a bass guitar direct for a rock band. I 

tried both a Tobias bass with Bartolini pickups 

(active pickups requiring 30dB gain) and an old 

Music Man Sting Ray (hot passive pickups re-

quiring 24dB gain) plugged into the PM 1A's DI 

input. Using XLR patch cables, I connected the 

output of the PM 1A to the input of the EM iA 

EQ—its output then fed the CM IA compressor. 

Both instruments that were sent through the 

RM8 chain produced a fat, direct-recorded bass 

sound. A lot of rock bassists play very hard, caus-

ing the midrange and highs of the instrument 

to overwhelm whatever low-frequency content is 

present. And just like an old Pultec, the EM 1A's 

ability to boost and cut low frequencies lets you 

create unique and great-sounding equalization 

scenarios. I boosted as much as +12 dB at ioo 

Hz and cut at the same time up to -18 dB. This 
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REVIEWS Tube-Tech 

contorted EQ curve probably looked technically 

terrible, but it sounded massive. 

The CM iA put a lid on the craziness, with 

compression as strict (or not) as I wanted. Be-

cause my bass player was very steady with his 

nondynamic technique—just flat-out loud all 

the time—he sounded best when I used a 3:1 ra-

tio, the fastest attack, medium release and about 

2 to 4dB maximum gain reduction. 

I used the same signal chain for acoustic gui-

tar and lead vocals. Recording a mahogany Martin 

Platinum Distributor s 
of 

Veen FASTENING 
SYSTEMS 

D-15 acoustic, I used a Heil PR4o dynamic mic. 

The PR4o has Goo-ohm impedance, so I selected 

that input impedance on the PM 1A. les interest-

ing to hear the different tonality changes available 

by changing the input impedance—the guitar 

sounded brighter at 2,400 ohms. At Goo ohms, 

I used 5o dB of gain and added +3 dB at 3 IcHz; 

broad Q; and +2 dB at too Hz. The PM 1A's low 

roll-off setting took some of the subsonic body 

"bump" out. The CM uk was set to odB threshold 

and 3:1 ratio. For a dynamic mic, this setup pro-

THE INDUSTRY LEADER 

Bulk Rolls 

Cable Management 

www.riptie.com 800 774-7843 

duced a very present acoustic guitar sound that 

worked great for hard rhythm playing. 

Next I tried using the two EM uks followed 

by the two CM 1A.s as a stereo mix processor. As 

a program equalizer, the EM tit is very gentle 

and subtle—a "tone" control that works well for 

warming up mastering recordings that don't 

require intense EQ surgery. You cannot make 

an awful sound with it, but the overload LED 

immediately lets you know you've exceeded the 

+26dBU output. Boosting and cutting at the 

same bass frequency can bring the kick out over 

the bass instrument or vice versa; on a particu-

larly strident-sounding demo mix, I felt its in-

ability to cut the midrange frequencies. 

For bus compression, the CM IA is so 

smooth that, on first listen, it is hard to hear it 

working. I found moderate control with super-

high fidelity using the CM 1A at up to 4:1 ratios. 

Pumping tracks for maximum loudness isn't 

the CM 1A's forte: The CM 1A will bring up the 

average level and curb slight peaks, but you'll 

need to follow it with a peak limiter if you're 

looking for Major Squeeze and his faithful com-

panion, Captain Hard Clamp. 

You can stereo-intercouple two CM 'As by 

switching them both to sidechain bus. The CM 

1A module that's compressing the most drives 

the other, but the ratio, attack and release must 

be set identically on each compressor. I would 

like to see a recessed front panel trim pot for 

zeroing the GR meters together, especially for 

stereo operation. They are adjustable, but the 

trim pots are internal on the circuit boards. 

Svelte and Solid 
The RM8 is a great way to get into the polished, 

all-tube sound of the Tube-Tech line in a com-

pact and modem way. Just like the stand-alone 

units, all the modules performed superbly and 

produced dependable results. The PM tA pre-

amp is very quiet and dean: I could hear down 

to the noise floor of my room—A/C, computer 

fans across the room, etc. The EM iA can provide 

the right touch while recording—just enough 

EQ to get the vocals and instruments shaped to 

fit the track. The CM IA at the end of the chain 

controls level without being too noticeable, ex-

cept when controlling an occasional errant loud 

peak. All this plus considerable cost savings over 

the original units make the RM8 and accompa-

nying modules a winning proposition. III 

Barry Rudolph is an L.A.-based recording engineer/ 

mixer. Visit www.barryrudolph.com. 
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'When igotmyRodial DI, it gave 
mea special sound that was 
natural with a fine presence.. 
and theengineer said What is 
that?I've got roger one!' 

— Will Lee 

(George Benson, Dave Matthews, 

Bob James, Billy Joel, Spy° Gyra) 

With the Radial IX my bass 
comes through extremely 
clean, very quiet and with a 
smooth transparent low end I 
usemyRodial DI for everything." 

—Tony Levin 

(Peter Gabriel. King Crimson, 

Mark Coopter, John Lennon) 

"Radial builds Dis exactly 
how I would do it. Real 
quality and they sound 
great. I love them. They are 
not going bock!" 

— Bruce Swedien 

(Ouincy Jones, Michael Jackson, 

Jennifer Lopez, Paul McCartney) 

"The .IDX captures my sound 
with previously unobtainable 
control and clairity,offering 
our soundman a direct 
injection of sonic rage!!" 

— Kerry King 

(Guitarist with Slayer and Xing'of 

metal mayhem) 

love my 148 Drs! They 
produce a big, fat, clean 
signal that is so good, I use 
them for my live recording. 
Thank you Radial!" 

—Tommy Emmanuel 

(Certified Guitar Player, 

Two-time Grarnmy nominee) 

"Radial Drs provide the 
flexibility! need to perfectly 
match any situation.I specify 
Radial exclusively for every 
tour I mix." 

— Dave Natale 

( The Rolling Stones,Fleetwocd Mac, 
John Mellancarnp,Tina Turner) 

"My 1DV DI is crystal clear 
and easily configures to 
the most elaborate set-ups. 
I love it and use it everyday!" 

— Billy Sheehan 

(Steve Vai, Mr. Big, David Lee Roth, 

Greg Howe, Paul Gilbert) 

"You need to carry direct 
boxes that are reliable and 
the perfect match for your 
direct input devices. That's 
why I choose Radial Drs." 

— Rob'Cubby Colby 

(Phil Collins, Ponce, Paula Abdul, 

Janet Jackson, Cindy Latin.) 

"Radial makes a DI box 
that does exactly what it is 
supposed to do. No 
compromise." 

Paul Boothroyd 

(Paul Simon. Paul McCartney, 

AC/DC) 

"Live or studio, Radial Drs 
\: are the only ones we use. 1 0, 

built like tanks and 
" eliminate noise without 
killing tone. I love them." , r _John Rzeznik 
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REVIEWS By Tony Nunes 

Prism Sound Orpheus FireWire Interface 
High- End DAW I/O with Solid Sound, Preamps, Converters and Mixer 

Prism Sound has been making high-perfor-

mance, no-compromise pro audio production 

and test/measurement gear for 21 years. The 

company's latest offering is Orpheus—a mul-

tichannel Mac/Windows AD/DA FireWire in-

terface with mic preamps and built-in software 

mixer that can perform as a DAW front-end 

or as a stand-alone converter or mic preamp. 

While this genre of product is nothing new, 

Prism Sound sought to bring 

its pedigree and vision into 

the world of the "all-in-a-box" 

FireWire interface. 

Orpheus delivers eight 

AD/DA converters, four mic 

preamps, two instrument in-

puts, MIDI I/O, word dock 

I/O and other expected fare. 

However, what sets Orpheus 

apart from standard DAW 

interfaces are its interesting 

extras, such as RIAA equal-

ization on inputs 1/2, an M/S 

decoder, an excellent soft-

ware interface and high-end 

features that are found in 

Prism's other products. 

Orpheus' front front panel with assignable rotary control, two headphone outputs and meter panel. The rear panel is 

packed with I/O including mic/line, S/PDIF/AES, word clock, FireWire and Lightpipe. 

10.5.4. Initial setup was easy; thanks to Orpheus' 

latest audio driver/control panel, V. 1.04, ASIO 

and WDM drivers communicate with Windows 

XP or Vista 32-bit systems, while OSX 10.4 or 

later interfaces directly with Core Audio. Once 

configured, the settings are stored within non-

volatile memory, which allows Orpheus to oper-

ate independently of the host computer. 

Twin FireWire 400 ports provide host con-

tom power, 10- to 65dB gain (adjustable in idB 

steps) and an M/S matrix within the Orpheus 

Control Panel. Additionally, channels 1/2 have 

front panel, high-impedance DI inputs and an 

RIAA de-emphasis filter for turntables. 

The front panel has two headphone outs 

with individual volume pots and a large assign-

able rotary control that's useful for stereo or sur-

round monitor control. On the metering panel 

o 

In the Beginning 
I tested Orpheus using Cakewalk SONAR Ver-

sion 7.02 on a 32-bit Windows Vista machine 

powered by a 3GHz Intel Core Extreme CPU 

Q685o with 4 GB of RAM, and with Apple 

Logic Pro V. 8.0.2 on a MacBook 2.16 GHz In-

tel Core 2 Duo with 1 GB RAM running OS X 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: PRISM SOUND 

WEB: www prismsound com 

PRODUCT: Orpheus 

PRICE: 55,000 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows XP and 
Vista 32-bit, Mac OS X 10.4.11 and later (Intel 
and PPC) 

PROS: Excellent 
sound quality, excellera, 
clean mic preamps and 
Dls, RIAA phono EQ. 

matrixing. 

CONS: Must be con-
nected to a computer 
to make any changes 
(e.g., mic pre's) 

nectivity and allow you to daisy-chain up to six 

units within a 48kHz sample rate (three units at 

96 kHz and one unit at 192 kHz). Digital con-

nectivity is via software-selectable coaxial RCA 

and optical Toslink connectors. The coaxial I/O 

is capable of 2-channel S/PDIF audio from 44.1 

to 192k Hz and AES3 (AES/EBU) format using 

the supplied RCA-XLR adapter. The optical port 

offers 2-channel S/PDIF, 8-channel ADAT pro-

tocol (44.1 to 48 kHz) or 4-channel S/MUX for-

mat at 88.2/96kHz rates. Dual channel S/PDIF 

input and output signals can route through Or-

pheus' onboard sample-rate converter—a great 

stand-alone option for up- or down-conversion 

of sample rates in stereo mixes. 

Four combo XLR/TRS jacks handle mic/line 

inputs for channels ito 4, while channels 5 to 8 

are TRS (line only). The eight analog outputs are 

1/4 -inch TRS. All have switchable +4dBubiodBV 

sensitivity and accept balanced or unbalanced 

signals. The preamps feature switchable phan-

are eight plasma-style meters (switchable to dis-

play the eight analog inputs or outputs) and two 

for the S/PDIF channels. 

In Session 
I first used Orpheus to record a Fender Jazz 

Bass patched into the front panel DI. As I ad-

justed the gain, I noticed the onboard meters 

provided only a presence-style metering, while 

the software Control Panel provided numerical 

results, which are much more accurate. The 24-

bit/96kHz SONAR 7 session yielded a record-

ing with dear string definition and a robust low 

end. Here, I tried Orpheus' Overkiller feature, 

a progressive limiter switchable across any and 

all eight inputs (the same used on Prism's ADA-

8XR converter). I set the bass gain a little hotter 

than the previous recording, purposely record-

ing digital overs. The results were as expected, 

with truncated waveforms and bits of distortion. 

With the same gain setting, I repeated the next 
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The Input Setup Page for Orpheus' FireWire Controller software 

take using Overkiller and it worked as prom-

ised, protecting against overloads up to a mar-

gin of to dB. Playback exhibited a big low-end 

while the slap transients 

were absorbed and round-

ed off. 

Another SONAR 7 

session at 24-bit/ig2kHz 

offered sonic bliss but was 

a bit sketchy in the stabil-

ity department. Control 

Panel buffer time was set 

to 5,000 microseconds (or 

5 ms) and latency set to 15 

ms. I fed a SONAR 7 vir-

tual instrument, Session 

Drummer 2, to Orpheus' 

Control Panel along with 

an acoustic guitar milced 

with an AKG 451E that 

I patched in. Working 

within the Control Panel, 

I engaged phantom power 

and an 8oHz highpass fil-

ter. I had a cue mix up in no time but randomly 

experienced a loss of communication between 

the Orpheus and SONAR. To fix this, I simply 

saved the session and re-launched the DAW. 

The tracks quickly revealed the combination of 

the 451E, Orpheus' mic preamps and SONAR, 

yielding an excellent recording. 

The acoustic guitar sounds naturally sweet 

in the midrange around i to 4k Hz, and the 

Orpheus mirrored its sound perfectly. The 

tracks represented the guitar's pick attack and 

its incredibly open top-end very well. The re-

cording did produce a few digital snats, but 

another overdub using an increased latency 

time of 25 ms gave me a glitch-free recording. 

Because Orpheus' mixes are established within 

its hardware and zero latency, the cue mix felt 

tight and sounded great, even with increased 

software latency settings. 

A later mixdown session involved a Pro Tools 

HD 7.4 system feeding an SSL 4o56G+ desk. 

The Pro Tools HD system used three Apogee 

Rosetta 800 converters that were clocked off an 

Apogee Big Ben Master Clock. The S SUs stereo 

bus, which was placed after its Quad Bus com-

pressor, was patched back into a stereo audio 

track in Pro Tools for the final print. For corn-

Rob Chlarelli 
(Ray Charles. Will Smith, 
Madonna, Janet Jackson) 
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"The mic is a perfect 
option for anyone looking 
for a versatile high-end mic 
that will work well in almost 
any situation." 
Russ Long (Pro Audio Review) 

• 

"Black Hole is a great-sounding mic!" 

"I'd definitely put this one high on the list." 
Cliff Goldmacher (EQ) 

JZ Microphones 
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Bryan Carlstrom 
(Alice In Chains, 

Rob Zombie, The Offspring) 
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"The mic 
is extremely 

detailed, which 
is wonderful for 

capturing nuances." 

"Black Hole delivered 
everything put in front of it!" 

"I was impressed with the BH-1's polar response." 
WWW.iZMiC.COM George Petersen ( MIX) 
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Prism Sound 

parison, I patched the same mix from the SSL 

into the Orpheus. This time the Orpheus was 

connected to a MacBook running Logic 8; both 

platforms were running at 24-bit/88.2 kHz. 

I took the two different prints back to my stu-

dio, imported them back into Pro Tools HD 74, 

which was interfaced with a Mytek Digital 8x192 

AD/DA and compared. On playback, both prints 

sounded great, revealing only slight differences. 

The top end on the Orpheus mix (abovel2 kHz) 

was very open, without a hint of harshness or 

digital smear. The critical midrange sounded 

excellent on the Orpheus; the snare drum ex-

hibited the biggest difference between the two 

units. On the mix that was converted on the Ro-

settas, the snare sound a little dull around the 

200-240 Hz region, which wasn't the case with 

the Orpheus. The bottom snares sounded more 

pronounced on the Orpheus, due to its more-

detailed top-end. The more I listened, the easier 

it was to pick out the Orpheus mix, including 

its better depth of field and wider stereo image. 

I felt that the Orpheus' mix better reflected the 

final SSL desk mix. 

Finally, I compared the Orpheus, a Mytek 

Digital 8x192 AD/DA and the Rosetta 800/ Big 

Ben combination. I played a stereo mix from an 

Alesis Masterlinlc's analog outs into patchbay 

mults and fed the result directly into all three 

converters. Other than the converters, the mix's 

path was all-wire between the units and my 

ears. 

With all three systems clocking at 192 kHz, 

the Orpheus and the Mytek performed in an 

incredibly similar manner, with the Orpheus 

pushing forward just a bit around the 7 to 9kHz 

range. In both units, the stereo imaging was 

spot-on. The Rosetta displayed an image shift 

(narrowing) and a bit of strident honlciness 

in the midrange along with a bump around 

400 Hz. I was interested in how the Orpheus 

would react with its Overkiller feature in the 

circuit. With the sample rate at 96 kHz and a 

slightly hotter mix, the Orpheus produced a 

slightly louder vocal and guitar compared with 

the Mytek, with the Rosetta reflecting similar 

results as the previous 192kHz test. This is cer-

tainly a subjective test, and the Mytek and the 

Orpheus were excellent contenders, but when 

compared to the original source material, I felt 

Mytek edged away with the gold. 

Greek Myth or Modern Marvel? 
Orpheus is a great single-box I/O solution with 

some nice added extras. The RIAA equalization, 

Overkiller circuit, M/S matrix and ability to con-

vert sample rates in a stand-alone fashion takes 

it beyond your average desktop DAW interface. 

Its build quality is solid and the mic preamps 

are unbiased and clean—excellent for sources 

that are highly dynamic and detail-oriented. 

The software Control Panel is one of the best 

that I've ever used, with a dean GUI and great 

metering. Even though I lost communication a 

couple times with SONAR 7 during a 192kHz 

session using Vista. the ASIO FireWire drivers 

performed well, and Logic Audio 8 just loved 

the Orpheus. The recordings that I made using 

SONAR 7 and the Orpheus were effortless and 

sounded excellent. 

Although pricey at $5k, Orpheus' extra fea-

tures and sonic excellence justify the tab. Any-

one looking for a high-end FireWire interface 

should give the Orpheus an audition. III 

Tony Nunes is a consultant and engineer, and builds 

a lot of his own gear. 

Breaking into sound for film 
Sound design students create soundtracks for original film, animation and 

television. Launch your career in sound design with a B.F.A., M.A., or M.F.A. 

from the Savannah College of Art and Design. 

OPERATOR 
PRO TOOLS rosy scad.edu/sound-design SCAD 
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The big record sound of the 4000 E console - now available as X-Rack mocules. 

25 years ago. big' was in. Big hair, big cars, mobile phones were the size ot suitcases, even music came on 12" vinyl discs. 
Back then, every major studio h the world was equipped with a co,ossal '4000 E' SSL console - the hit maJdng desk behind 
hundreds of big records. 

\low, the sonic signature of the il000 E returns in a more affordable (and practical) form. Based on the topology of the original 
console channel strip, the SL 6nE , SSL engineers have crafted EQ and Dynamics modules for our X- Rack and Mynx modular 
systems that truly capture the sound of this classic desk. 

Call a Sweetwater Sales Engineer to find out more about SSL's big-sounding 4000 E X-Rack modules. 



www.solid-state-logic.com 

Mynx 
The Mynx chassis holds up 
to two X-Rack modules, 
offering the most 
affordable way to bring 
genuine SSL analogue 
processing to your studio. 

X-Rack 
With space for up to eight 
X-Rack modules and 
including Total Recall, 
X-Rack allows you to 
build your perfect SSL 
system for tracking, mixing 
or summing. 

svveetvvater Solid State Logic 
(800) 222-4700 

www.sweetwater.com 
SOUND II VISION 

Oxford +44 (0)1865 842300 New York +a (1;m 315 ma Les Angeles +1 (1)323 549 9090 Paris +33 frdi 48 67 84 89 Milan +39 039 2329 094 Tokyo +81 (ola 5474 1144 
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No Track Left Unrecorded 
Or... No School Like the Olde School 

An audio education is a partnership between the school and the student. 

The school provides educational opportunities. The student must be ready 

to invest time and energy to get educated and not simply waste parental or 

governmental "fundage." 

Reality Check 

The success of each class is determined by the instructor's ability to assess 

students' abilities and move at a pace that keeps the quick learners engaged 

and the challenged learners from falling too far behind. (In jazz, this is re-

ferred to as "improvising.") This is particularly applicable to teaching Studio 

Maintenance, an introduction to electronics. This class often reveals how 

little math the students have absorbed and retained from high school as well 

as how different a mouse is from needle-nosed pliers. 

In addition to Studio Maintenance, I alternately teach Analog Technology, 

a recording dass that emphasizes the "discipline of minimalism," starting 

on 4-track half-inch. These days, analog recording is now so far from the 

norm that it's become an exotic art form. An added plus, mic preamps built 

in the electronics class often get used in the "analog" dass. 

Needle Drop 
Day one in Analog Technology begins with listening to a wide range of re-

cordings, from vinyl sources whenever possible. "The analog sound," in my 

opinion, was dictated both by the minimalist skills that engineers honed on 

their way to success, along with the challenge of conforming their mixes to 

what was do-able on vinyl. Any sonic "thing" can be put anywhere on a CD, 

but on vinyl, every inch toward the spindle is more of an obstacle course for 

the stylus to negotiate. 

Once acquainted with vintage sensibilities, the class then chooses a path 

based on available talent. We've recorded pop classics from the 4-track era as 

well as original material. Nothing says "discipline" like committing a handful 

of drum mica to one track, after which everyone wants to attribute our cool 

sounds to analog tape. But those in the control room know it sounded good 

before playback—you can make a bad recording no matter what the medium 

is, analog or digital. 

New School 

It's much too easy to set up as many mks around a drum kit as possible and 

hope for the best. I explain that these techniques evolved as part of an insur-

ance policy—to accommodate all sorts of drumming styles and worst-case 

scenarios, like providing sample triggers when all else fails. That's fine as far 

as it goes, but it doesn't teach young drummers to be consistent and it doesn't 

teach mic technique. If you are only hearing three mks, each one is critical. 

We spend more time tuning and trying different drums and damping 

tricks, then watch and listen to how differently the drummer plays. After ap-

plying "doo-rags" to the toms and snare, the drummer immediately started 

playing the Beatles' "Come Together," and the band didn't miss a beat, jump-

ing right in. As much as luck favors the prepared, alternative ideas inspire 

By Eddie Ciletti 

Student Tom Colin operates the (very analog) 3M M8o 4-track prototype 

that was rescued from a resale shop. 

students to be more creative with less. This is how a sonic foundation is 

built. 

Our emphasis is on ensemble playing—including overdubs—all to mini-

mize the number of bounces and tracks. We've employed many of the old 

tricks, like live overdubs while bouncing, using the lobby for its natural re-

verb, a tape machine for pre-delay and too percent real flanging. The ability 

to express emotion by controlling a purely analog effect is priceless. 

Let the Music Play On 

By the second half of the quarter, the students go 24-track, albeit with an un-

dersized mixer of la to 16 inputs. Limiting the rhythm tracks to that amount 

maintains the discipline factor. We then do a stereo submix to make room for 

the overdubs, forcing the students to think ahead, just like when recording 

to 4-track. Thanks to excellent players, we've often accomplished this with 

tracks to spare. 

Our most ambitious project was to bring in a local band. Hookers and 

Blow, that specializes in "music from a more permissive era," dassic soul and 

R&B from the '6os and '7os. 

Five or six tracks were used for drums, a mic for each guitar (Cascade 

Fathead and Sennheiser e609), SM58 on bass, Cascade Fathead on horns, 

DI for keys (one or two tracks), RCA "Junior" ribbon mic on slide/lap steel 

guitar, and Nady TCM to5o in omni for the lobby/reverb. Lead vocals were 

recorded live for cover versions of Sly Stone's "If You Want Me to Stay" and 

The Band's "Life Is a Carnival." In four sessions, the rhythm tracks and over-

dubs amounted to an album's worth a material, driving home the point that 

our crew had to keep one step ahead of the band on every front—track sheets, 

session log and last-minute mic changes. 

Great players allowed us to get away with fewer mica and tracks, while 
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get groundbreaking altiyerb and speakerphone, 

plus all other audio ease plug-ins and snapper 

for just $ 1075.97 

call sweetwater today 

and get the audio ease all in bundle 

ARM 

udio Ease plug-ins bring the real world to your tracks. Altiverb, the world's # 1 convolution reverb, comes with real samples of hundreds 
f world famous concert halls, cathedrals, and recording studios. And the brand new plug-in Speakerphone comes with hundreds of 
amples of real megaphones, radios, toys, walkie talkies, guitar amp cabinets and telephones, together with 5 gigabytes of ambiences 
nd 12 DSP modules such as distortion and a radio receiver dial. 

heck out the guided tours at www.audioease.com and hear how real it all sounds. Then call a Sweetwater Sales Engineer at 
800) 222-4700 to find out how Speakerphone and Altiverb can add the real world to your tracks. 

Sweetwater The Sales Engineers at Sweetwater 
put together more audio systems than 

Music liitiiiisiiI Pro 1[1(110 anybody, and when it comes to convolution 

(800)222-4700 www.sweetwatencom reverb, they recommend Altiverb. 



laTech's Files    
focusing on mic choice, placement and the music. 

Not worrying about absolute isolation allowed the 

type of leakage that was common on records into 

the '7os, which is part of the magic that can't be 

duplicated after the fact. 

Boxed Lunch 
Mixing on an analog console without automation 

requires some rehearsal, but is faster than mixing 

in the box because feel takes priority over perfec-

tion. Understand that I like mixing in the box. I'm 

not romancing an old flame, but it is a reminder 

to think outside the box—you gotta get out and 

stretch those legs, fingers, ears and ideas. The 2.4-

track sessions were digitized for student access 

and became the most enthusiastically received 

homework assignment ever. Sometimes home-

work isn't so bad after all. 

Check out some of our class samples. Ana-

log rough mixes are at www.tangible-technology. 

com/ipr/AE24o/winter_o8/ H n B_songs.html. 

In the box mixes are at www.tangible-technol-

ogy.com/music/HnB/Boxed-Lunch.html. III 

Visit Eddie Ciletti: www.tangible-technology.com. 

AUDIO SCIENCE 

Early Education 
Kids can begin learning the basics of audio technology as early as middle school. During the mid-

dle- and high-school years, alternative, hands-on classes with a tangible connection to music and 

to "real life" can help engage kids who otherwise might tune out in the classroom. 

I've taught "mini" audio and video technology classes to fourth graders. One day I had the total 

attention of 10 students while explaining video camera basics. That teachable moment lasted all of 

15 minutes until I handed out the cameras and lost control of the class! I have since learned to with-

hold class materials until I've explained all of my points, even for the 19- to 29-year-old demographic. 

I was surprised at how quickly the tween scene got video editing, though they ignored my instruc-

tions to zoom out and get close. (Everybody wants to zoom, but that rarely results in a Dramamine-

free video experience.) In contrast, audio recording and production seemed to present a much 

greater challenge. Karl Peterson, a music educator at our nearby grade school, Somerset Elementary, 

says that music and audio are much more abstract concepts than video editing. Apparently, the transi-

tion between concrete and abstract thinking begins around age 12. (See link below.) 

The ability to set up for a multitrack recording and mix it well requires fundamental knowledge 

and educated ears—the ability to listen critically and analyze accurately. These are acquired skills. 

The fundamentals can be taught, but the rest is the graduate's work-in-progress. 

Link: http://tip.psychology.org/piaget.htmL Psychologist Jean Piaget (1896-1980) established four 

human development stages: Sensorimotor (birth to 2 years), Preoperational (2 to 7), Concrete (logical) 

Operational (7 to 11) and Formal Operational (the development of abstract reasoning after age 11). 

MUSIC RECORDING AND PRODUCTION • PRO TOOLS' • ACOUSTICS 

AUDIO FOR FILM AND TV • INTERNET AND GAME AUDIO • LIVE SOUND 

inquiry@oiart.org 1.866.686.5010 
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Our knowledge comes standard. 

Subscribe to our free B&H catalog 

www.bhphotovideo.com/catalog 

TOOLS 
FOR 

CREATION 

MICROPHONES 

INTERFACES 

MIXERS 

RECORDERS 

When it comes to the B&H sales staff, knowledge and 

experience are a given. We offer unparalleled expertise 

and solutions for the Pro Audio professional. 

Visit our SuperStore in the heart of NYC, give us a call, 

or browse our newly expanded web site featuring 

live assistance, and experience for yourself the most 

knowledgeable and helpful sales staff anywhere. 

bhproaudio.com Visit Our SuperStore 800-947-5508 
Shop conveniently online 420 Ninth Ave, New York, NY 10001 Speak to a Sales Associate 

tN 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

The Professional's Source 



NEW FROM 
MIXBOOKS 
Life in the Fast Lane 
Selected Works of Stephen St.Croix 

Stephen St.Croix inspired, provoked and 

educated Mix magazine's readers for 18 

years in his one-of-a-kind column, "The Fast 

Lane." As an inventor, musician and engineer, 

St.Croix offered his audience a wealth of 

knowledge and vision, as well as a Harley-

riding rock-star attitude. Now, two years after 

his death, the editors of Mix have selected 

the best of St.Croix's columns, presented 

with never- before-seen photos, notes and 

drawings from his personal files. This book 

takes "The Fast Lane" beyond the pages of 

Mix and lends new insight into the life and 

mind of Stephen St.Croix. 

To order your copy, go to www.mixbooks.com 
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PROGRESSIVE MEDIA HAS NEVER MISSED A DEADLINE IN 30 YEARS! 
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dur deadline was met! 

ii-4PROGRESSMCDS,COM 
813-251-8093 800-421-8273 
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"The VocalBooth is working out great. I send a lot of things out of 
here on the ISON line and always get compliments on how clean 
things sound" TOM BODET - NPR, Motel 6, XM Satellite Radio 
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Www. vocaf booth.conn 

866-330-6045 

IN-HOUSE CD • DVD • VINYL MANUFACTURING 

300 CD Package: 

CD 
1 000 Package: $ 1199.00 

$ 775 Includes' l - rotor booklet ,4 00 olor CD label from print ready .  film, jexelbox, shrinkwrop 
Includes: 4 color booklet .4 

color CD label from supplied 
or/cock jewelbox, shrinkwrop 

1 2" VINYL PROMO 
1 00 12" VINYL $849.00 Additional LP's: $ 1.80 each 

500 12" VINYL $1,329.00 REORDER 5760.00 
1 000 12" VINYL $1,939.00 REORDER $1369.00 
PACKAGES INCLUDE. WHITE JACKET w/ HOLE • MASTERING • TULL PROCESSING • 
HST PRESSINGS • 2-(01.011 LANES (mock background) • SHRINKWRAP • QUICK TURN AROUND 

RAIN BO R ECORDS N + AMPO:It RIM. CORP°. SISO \ 

8960 1ton Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 • ( 818) 280 - 1100 
i.u.:1818) 280 HOU • ettn.reinhttreterth.com • inlo@rainborecords.kom 

Northern Sound II LIghe( 
Ù-XD alnibb &'X;J-4 111102t, )1U4linS 

EFFORTLESS 
SEAMLESS 
LIMITLESS 
WIRELESS 

A lecture hall or a conference room A church or a theare. Whatever the venue. Shure has the wireless 
system to delivar the quality and consistency you need !he SLX and ULX sones draw on over 80 years 
of Shure technology. including Shure's patented Audio Reference Companding for crystal-clear sound 

beyond ..he limits of conventional wireless For rnore information. call or visa our websde 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-866-796-6232 

MON-FRI: 9-6 EST 

www.northernsound.net 

Top Name Brands 
Award Winning Service 

Maximum Discount Prices 

To place your ad into the Mix Marketplace, Classifieds 
please call Kevin Blackford at 510-985-3259 

or email to kblackford@mixonline.com 
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equalization as it 
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: 

Introducing the latest addition to our family 

- of high end audio products, the REQ-2.2 Reso 
1All Discrete True Class A amplifiers. 

nance Equalizer 
.(Unique transformer saturation control. 

./Mastering and recording versions available. 

,/ Real choke and capacitor parallel resonant circuits. 

USA call 866-235-0953. CANADA call 450-227-3818. UK call 207-231-9661. 

ulcl be 

TRUE CLASS A 
RESONANCE EQUALISER 

MODEL REQ-2 2 

buzzaudio.com 
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JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING C700A 

"... clear, realistic, noise-free and 
quite neutral without a hyped 

high end or midrange. 

... allows you to explore and 
experiment with mic patterns and 

the subsequent shift in tune, after 

the recording, during the mix." 

- Barry Rudolph, Mix magazine 

LJOSEPHSO 

"the guitar amp 
sound with these 
two mics is... well, 
it's sick, really, 
how good it is." 

Ken Stringfellow 
Musician/F'roducer/E ngineer 
The Posies REM, The Disciplines 

A LAUTEN AUDIO 
LautenAudio.com 

1,000 CDs FOR 

$890 
Nope, there's no catch. 

Package includes replicated discs in jewel cases 

with three- color on disc printing and full-color insert. 

Order today, or request a FREE Disc Makers catalog. 

1-866-677-7912 • www.discmakers.com/mix  

DISC MAKERS 

,ezczezif 

'Plug Into Reality' 

"The M76m is the Real Deal. Full of Das Funken tone" 

Mercury Recording EqueriPrit rs.r> (510) 'FR1- ?9 17 Anre:uryRernpirriqEquipment.com 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: 
Get your company's name into the minds of thousands of customers! 

eniclass@puiros.com 
iwnv.emusician.com 

mixclassOPeiToncou 
www.mixonlinevoni ens 

ferMdaSSOPENTON.CCM 

renvxmag.com 

For classified advertising 

rates and deadlines call: 

(510) 985-3259 
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5Studio Suite 8 

Simplify your Manage yo„ 

Office Studio 
Organize your 

TOO. 

11.1211. 

CaMeeks 
7110/10. b  axeem 

2 Ile be O. 

WINO» now, bit 

vino. fay. eder 

(-0)ffl 
Product! 

1.800.450.5740 
—41 • 

International: 1.818.752.3900 
alter 

CDs/DVDs MASTERING/EDITING MULTIMEDIA 

WHERE SIGHT AND SOUND MERGE 

PLAY- IT 
PRODUCTIONS 

259 W. 30th Street, NY, NY 10001 IOU FM1-8E-0-815-3444 or 212-695-6530 WWW.PlAY-FTPRODUCTIONS.NET 

.1 EFT:, HE 
Discount Pro Audio 

1-877-258-0563 

IN VI/ VV. 

S vveetwa ve a u dio 
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GE NELEC (;) MAU 
Sonic Stuck) 

ri AVALON EIDEsiGN 
eSS 'D7° 1115e213 DPAO 

AKG, Audix, Auralex, Avalon, Crown, DBX, EV, Focusrite 
Furman, Ghost, Grace, Heil, JBL, K&M, Lab.gruppen 
M-Audio, Mackie, Fresonus, Primacoustic, Radial 
Engineering, Tascan, Ultimate, and much more! 

You have all the elements of a great mix. 
Now pull it together. 

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

R M S 7 5 5 

SUPER 
STEREO 
COMPRESSOR 

RMS216 
FOLCROM 
PASSIVE SUMMING DEVICE 

www.rollmusic.com 
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MARKETPLACE 
Digital meters measure a number, peak meters a transient. 

A VU meter is like seeing what you are hearing. 

After chasing all those digits around, can you relate to the real world ? 

Like a hug from your grandma... 

Warm and loving. 

vvvvvv.presonus.com 
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www.anamodaudio.com 

MIXems 
The one-stop online shop featuring the 
latest books, directories, and cool stuff. 
Instant access to top titles in the biz such 
as MIM Pro, Mix's Master Directory, 
EMS Personal Studio Buyer's Guide, back 
issues, Thomson Guide publications and 
much more 

Online at mixbooks.com 

M AY 

.•.. 

ACIL SOO 
2-ch high voltage tube preamplifier 

Think Outside The IsoBox 
You know 115 for our critically- acclaimed IsoBox, now check 

out our desks and racks Our products feature superior design, 

construction, materials and a variety of available options. 

CUSTOM 
CONSOLES 
• API 

• Yamaha 

• DigiDesign 

• Toft 

• Solid State Logic 

• Tascam 

ISOBOX 
• Studio, Flight 

and Post 

RACKS 
• Slant Racks 

• Lowboys 

• NEW Craftsman 

Series Racks 

"Sound Construction designs 

and builds the best studio 

furniture available, period." 

— Brian Tankersley 

www.custom-consoles.com 
Above, Custom Console for DigiDesign D Control 

•  Sound C3nsbrucbion E Supply, Inc. 
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A LACE 

ref 

Mercury Recording Equipment Co. - (510) 581-3817 - IviercuryRecoigingEquipment corn 

OLtti,._ 
ou 

1 t1/4 ' 

CRYSTALCLEAR 
DISC, PROMO a APPAREL 

"TRUSTED EXPERIENCE FOR OVER 35YRS" 

, 

1 CO CO CO 
I II_ 

IFt. E A CS le Amu-II-re 
-11-- s 

e  je! co sm i_v 
$ 9 9 I.! 

TOLL FREE 1•800.1180.0073 WAV.CRYSTALCLEARCDS.COM 

CO/DVD.T-SHIRTS/APPAREL.STICKERS/POSTERS.ONLINESALES.ITUNESDISTRIBUTION 

0NY DEMARIA Liv es 

ADL 660 MONO TUBE LIMITER 

"FINALLY, TRUE FAIRCHILD COMPRESSION IS AVAILABLE IN THE 

NEW, SERVICEABLE UNIT. I WON'T DO A SESSION, WHETHER 

CUTTING OR MIX NG,WITHOUT MYADL 660." 

PETE MATTHEWS 

845-255-4695 
WWW.ANTHONYDEMARIALABS.COM 

For All Your Case Needs 

Over 50 Mixer Cases To Choose From 

Find Your Case 

explore our cross reference chart under the support tab 
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MARKETPLACE 

Buzz Audio REQ2.2 
Now hipping!. 
The ultimate stereo 
or dual mono true 

Class A Resonance 
EQ for Recording, 

Mix, or Mastering 

www.AtlasProAudio.com 
US Toll Free 1.866.235.0953 
Open 'til Midnight EST - 7 days 

Mt NOW S' "F"'IrT 

JUGGERNAUT 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 

Fully Discrete and Class A design 

Switchable custom input transfomers - 
Iron or Nickel 

Switchable custom output transformers - 
Iron or Nickel 

Variable mic input impedance ranging from 
300 ohms!to 10k (works like a tone knob!) 

p. 

Great River 

Telefunken USA 

_ 
ii,40,0 
1 ..,.,,,,. 

ll i. 
Peluso Mics 

) 

*(\) 
11E3rai 

Purple Audio 

1=1==1=1 

Lavry Digital 

Over 8o brands of NEW gear! 
mics - Preamps - EQs - Compressors 
AID Converters - PlugIns - Speakers 

Arglialk 
- 

All Potentiometers on high quality detented Alps brand 
(approx 1db steps on gain) 

Gain range from 12db to 70db - perfect for ribbons 

+THID is 10db pad on OUTPUT - drive it!! 

Boost/Low input gain function to allow for modem 
hot output mics on high SPL sources 
(without the tonal degredation of an input pad) 

Mute button 
(Auto mute when switching input transformers) 

Heavy duty fluted metal knobs 

Multicolor ILED's on buttons for on off functions 

300 - 10,000 

Ohm impedance 
(pate nee • tone knoll, 

Also from Atlas PrL 

The Revolver Rack 
2 Slot 500 series rack 
400 mA internal supply 

See our website for details 
and special bundle pricing 

Shown left with 
dual Juggernauts installed 

Fully API 500 series compatible 

JUGGERNAUT USER COMMENTS: 
"Beautiful balanced 3D sound. Pre-mixed like a record. This versatility is 
truly a lifesaver when the other static designs just won't cut it... The Jugg 

is able to achieve a more focused and tighter sound than any of the other 

aforementioned pres when dialed in just right." 

-Pheelthemusic, Gearslutz.com 

"I had brought my Juggernaut in that day, with the Nickel transformer output, 

to see how it would sound for that particular session. We simply swapped the 

1073 with the Juggernaut and had the vocalist sing a few takes. What 

happened nest was amazing. It had to hare been the most 3 Dimensional 

vocal that any of us had ever heard. Simply astounding. I have heard 

anything like it. Since then, it's been very difficult to be satisfied without that 

particular vocal chain." 

—Jeff M., Japan 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer for your product or service. The classifted 
pages of Mix supply our readers with a valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 
have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable 
for the contents of advertisements. For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (510) 985-3259. 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 

Acoustics First® 
www.acousticsfirst.com 

Materials to Control Sound 
and Eliminate Noise' 

Toll Free 

VOCALBOOTH.CONI, INC 

888-765.2900 

BLACKBOK 
V 0 
CALL 647.723.2858 

Vocal, Prachce and Broadcast Booths 

Seulx1)»ceustics 
www.seulsacoustics.com 

LiffidsperR omciNC 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over /7 years of 

reducing sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MOL 1021265 
(8 5 x10 51 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isinlation Available 

New! SoundWave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls n, non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 

PH 423-585-582' FX: 423-585-5831 

6 Pro Audio Solutions 

Standard 6, Custom Size 
Rooms Up To 16' x 16' 

www.vocalbooth.com 

information@vocalbooth.com 

514 Noisidnek St., Norlhampton. 51 \ 11111b2 
Info: ( 4131584-794-I 1. as 1413e 584-2377 

ORDER: 800-583-7174 
Acousticore Fabric Pane 

Sound Barrier • Isolation Hangers 

Tube Trans • Silence Wallcovering • 

WhisperWedge • ProFoam • Clearsonic 

• Hushfoam • R.P.G. Diffusors • 

Sones • Sot.nd Quilt • More 

www.silentsource.com 

info©silentsource.com 
QUALITY • l'ItlUED KICIEF • INTEGItl I  

(Gretch-Ken Industries, Inc. 
www-Gretchieen.coars 

-neliele SOUND ISOLATION BOOTHS 

11:] a  -Custom Manufacturering 
"Buy Direct. and Save 

NOISE CONTROL PRODUCTS 

» II Free: .500-833-1554 or 541-947-2602 

II>Acoustics 
Qualit Treatments 
at A ordab e Prices "The GIK Monster was the perfect trap to reduce 

a resonance that I detected in Studio B." 
Bob Katz- Mastering Engineer 

1.888.986.2789 • www.gikacoustics.com 

"Bringing your sound to life!" 

REALTRAPS® 
High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 

Rave Reviews From Top Pros 
The room is so much flatter and true, the peaks and nulls 
remarkably smoothed out, mixing there is now sonically 
accurate and a real pleasure. REALTRAPS eliminated the 
guess work in getting my mix room acoustically correct. 
We are really happy about how well the room is now 
translating both to other top mix rooms in NYC and also 
mastering. --Tony Maserati, mixer for Black Eyed Peas. John 
Legend, Mariah Carey, Destiny's Child, R. Kelly, Jennifer 
Lopez, Jessica Simpson, Tupac. 

Please visit our web site for a wealth of product 
information, demo videos, and some of the clearest 
explanations of room acoustics you'll find anywhere. 

Toll-Free7!866-732-5872 tvww. PFA TRAPS( )1,1 

Sound&Video 
keeps you in the loop. 

is the electronic 
bi-monthly newsletter dedicated to 
helping you maximize your business 
profits, reduce follow-up/service calls, 
and improve installation techniques 
with every e- issue. 

Don't Miss another issue! 

Subscribe Today at 

CASES/ 
COVERS 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Covers and Rags 

Speaker Cabinets Consoles 
Anything! 

~v.undercovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Gel your gear Under Cover! 

Don't wait to 
place your ad in the 
classified section, 
contact the Mix 

Classified Department 

at ( 510) 985-3259 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
E* IPME T FOR SALE 

Cp buzzaudio 
the future of 

great recordings 
visit wvnebuzzaudio.com to begin... 

Sound Good? 

ABSOLUTELY 

--

P YB /, MID 
SPEAKERS 

ADL 600 
2-ch high voltage tube pr-seamplifier 

PreSonus vvvvvv.presonus.conn 

STEDMAN 
Keep your headphones 
convenient and safe. 
Clamps to music stand 

or mic stand. 

888-629-5960 
www.stedmancorp.c 

••• 

7ilietime Warranty 

Made in USA 

"essential compression..." 

THE NEW LIMINATOR SERIES COMPRESSORS 

‘,41, airfieldaudio.corn 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING - 1 

C700A 
Two-capsule condenser microphone 

Variable pattern 
For vocale, soot and iar-field pickup. 

111 c.sereson.cern 

uligitalcontentproducer.Eom 

Mercury Recercirtla Ectilirtrr, 

MARQ( I 
AUDIO I 

didla 
www.MarquetteAudioLabs.com 

413.1•1_111111_4,..luILliaL3.1..11.1" 

"RENTALS AND SERVICE" 
Providing The Pro Audio Industry with: 

* Rentals - Pro Audio Rentals 

* Systems - Pro-Tools Rentals 

* Remote Recording Services 

* Service Center - Pro Audio Repairs 

O * TransFer House - Multi-Format 

Transfers 

818.843.6555 www.dfxaudio.com 800.441.4415 

A D 

Studio Transformati 
J0.315.0878 

furniture 

rilre 

:iegy 

)06•ARGOSY 

- 

www.argosyconsole.com 

INSTRUCTION 

For information on 

EM Classified 
& Marketplace 

CALL: 

510-985-3259 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
771bear./ ..eley- Easy Horne- Study ',erect:cal 

Raining in Muni-track Record. 
In. Join our euccessful work-I 
log graduals, or build your 
own studio. Gems: guidance 

Regletered School. 

FREE INFO: 

‘=. indio Intgllule 
of Inierica 

III eh Ave San Franc.. CA9I121 wevw audiotnstitule.COrn 

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR 
DESKTOP MUSIC PRODUCTION 

H 1 1 

To order Computer Music 
Product Guide, or any of our 
other publications, please 
visit www.mixbooks.com, 
or find it on newsstands wherever 
Electronic Musician is sold. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT: SSL90102J, AMEK 9098 96 Input Split, 
Trident A- Range, STUDER A-820/827/800/80, 

OTARIMTR9011/MX80, SONY 3348/APR24/JH24, 

• ivy IIIIMMIIIIIMIIIIMIllfsulidulaiit•m• um 111111•11M 

o 

UM' - 
• • --

• ''''' • C" e a 
«M C ez' • 

The Vintech X73i! 
"I used five X73i's and one X81 to record all of 

Carlos Santana's guitar tracks for both the 

'Shaman' and 'All that I am' albums." Jim Gaines 
Engineer for Carlos Santana, Stevie Ray Vaughn 

The Vintech X73 

THE " X81 CLASS A" 

1 -877-4--IVI IC- Fe 

"I use the X73 for recording Patti Scialfa and 
Bruce Springsteen in their home studio." Toby 

Scott, Engineer for Bruce Springsteen 

The Model 473 
www.vi ntech-aud ic:b_com 

We Buy Vintage Equipment 
NEW EQUIPMENT: EMPIRICAL LABS, CRANE SONG, MILLENNIA, 

VINTECH, DEMETER, GLYPH, DYNAUDIO, IC ELECTRONICS, EVENTIDE, 
QUESTED, DRAWMER, TELEFUNKEN, FM ACOUSITCS, DW FEARN, 

LEXICON, EAR, NEUMAN, PURPLE AUDIO, SONY, 
ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS, DAW-SALES & INSTALLATION, 

CUSTOM PATHCBAYS, STUDIO WIRING 

HARBORSOUNb 

www.harborsound.com 
Phone: 978.677.8953 
email: guitara)gis.net 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

min 
NEVE - 1272 COMPONENTS 

www.vintech-audio.corn 
call toll free: 1-8 7 7-4-mic-pre 

Electronic Musician 

MASTERING 

MASTERING 
Guaranteed to give you 
that "Big Label" sound. 

$475 .,(ibtuamnplele ! 

11-d 1-800-692-1210 _ S1nce 1989 
Vt'\% 

Professional Mixing 
and Mastering Services 

Nathan Eldred 

www.AtlasRecording.com 
US Toll Free 1.866.235.og53 

You will have the fat, slammiry 
molor-label sound that sells discs. 

Or the work is free... 
Custom gear. 1st-class results. Free broch 

800-884-2576 www.drtmaatering.com 

to 
et' 
WM, 

www.mixonline.com 

—11.111 , LIMITED TIME ONLY 

$65 per song, two or 
more songs gets one 

song mastered free! 

Offering the finest facilities for 

all your audio needs, restoration, 

5.1 conversion, film 

www.highfidelitymastering.corn 

505..459-6242 

••• 
• • JOBzone ••• 

RECRUIT > RETAIN > EXPLORE 
''s w much more than a job bank. 

Entertainment Technology's JOBrone brings you the most user.triendly. network-vede online en, nii 

that is exclusively dedicated to se• ving professionals in the Audio. Video, Broadcast. System Inlegran, 

Lighting. and Performaace .ndustsies. With job recruitment as the next biggest growing area online. 

JOBzone ensures your rompany is part of thcs momentum. 

Start your search today_ Hit the JOBzone link at any of our magazine websites: 

ernusician.corn I rem ixrreg corn I rmxonline.corn I svcontine.corn I livedesign.corn I digitalcontentoroducercom 

NEW FROM 10130OKS" 

Life in the 
Fast Lane 
Selected Works of 
Stephen St.Croix 

To order your copy, go to 

www.mixbooks.com 
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rj 

MICROPHONES 

NEW & VINTAGE MICS 

FROM RUSSIA 

TEL/FAX: 007-495-9115565 

E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-net.ru 

www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

f'—---' CD & DV D g(,,)p Replication 
DuplicationProgressive 

Med. 6 MUSK and much morel 

www.progressivecdS.COM 
Toll Free: (800)421-8273 

TNERE'S A REASON WE'VE BEEN HERE 30 YEA S! 

RECORDS TAPES CD SEVICES 

"TRUSTED EXPERIENCE FOR OVER 35 YEARS CRYSTALCLEARy  " 
DISC PfUIPOR) Li APPAREL TOLL FREE 1.800410.00/3 VIVAY.CRYSIALELEAREDS.(0M 

10000NLY e. 25oNLY 
RETAIL$99 91. . 
READY ID.5 WHITE$991 

TE ES 

CO/DIO ST-SHIRTS/APPAREL. STICKERS/POSTERS • ENURE SALES • iTUNES DISTRIBUTION 

Go to 

to become an exclusive member today and get 
the best information about music production 

technology and recording! 

SOFTWARE 

Mix 
For Rates & Deadline 
Information, Call 
(.5 10) 985-3259 

'sweet studio? 
get 

Studio Management Softwar 
twvw.studiosuite.com 

See our ad in MarketPlace 

Bi-weekly Newsletter Delivers 
Hot deals, discounted gear, B-stock, real estate, 
jobs and more to 85,000 music & audio pros. 

CALL 510-985-3259 TO FIND OUT MORE. 

OU G HT TO YOU BY MIX ELECT O N C MUSICIAN AND REMIX 

Don't miss out on eDeals! 
Shop Now and Buy Anytime. 

eDeals sends the best buys to your inbox so they re only a click away! This bi-weekly 
e-newsletter brings you product updates and bl:wout deals on manufacturer overstock 

equipment, demo gear, discontirued products and more. 

In addition, eDeals includes a services and 

employment section of interest tc music ans and audio pros everywhere. 

: - 
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The MOTU Desktop Studio 
Powerful. Stylish. Compatible. Expandable. 

Digital Performer 6 

• 
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MOTU UltraLite-mk3 
Compact FireVVire I/O with effects & mixinç 

The Ultral_ite-mk3 isn't just a 10 x 14 FireWire interface. 

It's a full-blcwn digital mixer with effects, including modeled 

analog EQ and compression on every channel, plus reverb — 

all accessed via the elegant CueMix FX on-screen mixer. 

Ethno Instrument 

Apple 3GHz iMac 
Beauty. Brains. And now more Brawn. 
Setting the highest standards for elegance and simplicity, 

the all-in-one iMac now includes an Intel Core 2 Duo 

processor running at speeds up to 3.06 GHz, offering 

dazzling performance for DP6, MachFive 2, and all your 

3rd-party instruments and plug-in processing. 

Waves Jack Joseph Puig Collection 
Add his vintage sound to your MOTU rig 
When JJP requires the perfect sound, he turns to three studio 

legends: the Fairchild 670, Pultec EQP-1A, & Pultec MEG-5. 

Now, Waves has precision-modeled these rare pieces in JJP's 

studio to capture every detail of their rich harmonic complexity. 

MOTU www.sweetwater.com 



Ocean Way Drums from Sonic Reality 
The premiere virtual drum instrument 

Put the power of the worlds most awarded studio complex in 

your MOTU desktop studio. Ocean Way Drums delivers 19 drum 

kits immaculately recorded in legendary Ocean Way Studio B 

where artists like Radiohead, Green Day, Eric Clapton, Kanye West 

and Paul McCartney create hit records. 

Dangerous Music D-Box 
Killer analog summing & monitor management 
Dangerous Music's renowned analog summing adds incredible punch, 

depth and warmth to " in the box" mixes. Now add monitor control 

witn two speaker outs, two digital ins with DIA, talkback, two phone 

outs and aux analog input and you've got a must-have final 

analog mixing stage for your MOTU mixes. 

MC Control 

• 

"e- e "..1,  
„is...L.-

•• 

NI KOMPLETE 5 and KORE 2 
Legendary virtual instruments 

with hands-on control 
For Digital Performer users who want it all: 11 

legendary instruments including KONTAKT 3 and 

the award-winning MASSIVE, combined with instant 

hands-on control. Choose from 7,500 presets in 

seconds and instantly tweak with real knobs. 

Euphonix Artist Series 
High-end console for your MOTU studio 
Eupionix brings high-end console technology to your MOTU 

personal studio in a revolutionary ergonomic, slim-line design 

that fits perfectly in front of your Mac. Use MC Control and 

MC Mix independently or together as the ultimate unified 

desktop console with up to 36 faders. 

(800) 222-4700 Music Instruments & Pro Audio 



Monster Pro PowerCenters 
Power conditioning and surge protection 
Protect your MOTU studio investment and achieve optimal 

sound quality with the Monster Pro 2500 or Pro 3500 

PowerCenters. Exceptional power conditioning, combined with 

Monster's patented Clean PowerTM filter circuitry, provides 

separate noise isolation filtered outlets for digital, analog and 

high-current audio components for the cleanest sound possible. 

RODE NT2-A 
Professional large capsule studio mic 

Born from the legendary RODE NT2, the NT2-A incorporates three pick-up 

patterns, three-position PAD and a three-stage high-pass filter conveniently 

located on the microphone body. The transducer has been voiced to 

complement today's modern recording techniques for the flexibility and 

superlative audio characteristics that make the NT2-A one of the most versatile 

condenser mics available. Backed by RODE's industry-leading ten-year warranty. 

*it .t•!_ gloom 

BIAS Peak Pro 6 
Evolution of an award-winning standard 

Whether you're a musician, sound designer, audio editor, multimedia 

producer, or mastering engineer, Peak Pro 6 offers more creative 

potential than ever before. Used side-by-side or launched directly 

from within DP6, Peak Pro 6 streamlines your workflow with industry-

renowned sonic quality and precision. For additional mastering, 

restoration and DDP 2.0 delivery power, step up to Peak Pro XT 6. 

PreSonus Central Station 
Control room monitoring with remote 

The missing link between your MOTU recording interface, studio 

monitors, input sources and the artist. Monitor from among five sets 

of stereo inputs (three analog and two digital) and manage your sessions 

with hands-on control room features like talkback and listenback. 

CIP•FRAL 111/1•1401« 
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The MOTU Desktop Studio 
Powerful. Stylish. Compatible. Expandable. 

Mackie Control Universal Pro 
The most complete control surface for Digital Performer 
Nine motorized, touch-sensitive faders effortlessly control bankable channels while eight 

assignable V-Pots and over 50 master buttons provide unparalleled DAW control. A massive 

transport section with weighted jog wheel and robust build quality offers a true console feel. 

The 8-channel Expander Pro and C4 Pro virtual instrument controller allow seamless expansion. 

Mackie HR824rnk2 
Active Studio Monitors 

Premium performance to perfect your mix 
A mainstay of professional studios worldwide, the HR824mk2 

high-resolution monitors employ the new Zero Edge Baffle, 

which minimizes diffraction for a crystal clear image and an 

evenly dispersed ultra-wide sweet spot. Acoustic Space, 

LF roll-off and HF controls allow custom configurations, which 

are sure to suit your MOTU studio space... and your taste. 

Music Instruments & Pro Audio 

Authorized Reseller 
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•• Q A 
Bruce Swedien 

The engineer on some of 

the best-selling records of 

all time keeps his private 

Ocala, Fla, studio booked 

solid and, at 74 years young, 

just completed his first 

outing as producer. 

You just produced Road With No Signs, the 

debut CD from Carneau, a band featuring 

teenage virtuoso brothers Jordan and Josh 

Garneau, backed by top session players. How 

did this come about? 

It started out as a demo for the band to get 

gigs. It was instantly apparent to me that this 

was a unique thing. I told them we had to turn 

this into an album, which I think scared them 

a little. [ Laughs] All you have to do is listen 

to " New York State of Mind" to show how 

carefully they did their homework. And Dave 

Waller—the vocalist on the album—can sing 

his ass off. You should hear these guys play 

live in the studio. Jordy—the guitar player—is 

like working with a superexperienced musi-

cian, yet he's only 17. And [drummer] Josh can 

play a groove! To me, that's the name of the 

game, because so many of the records I'm fa-

mous for are groove records and Josh is really 

great. Both he and Jordy are so good—and 

they're right here, from Ocala! 

Is that the secret to being discovered by Bruce 

Swedien? 

No, in fact it was the other way around. They 

discovered me. I love that! 

So with this project you finally got your start 

in the music business? 

[Laughs] Not exactly. It was Quincy Jones back 

in 1958. He came into [Bill Putnam's] Univer-

sal Recording Studios in Chicago and we've 

been having a ball ever since. I remember that 

day like it was yesterday. I was out in front of 

Universal on 46 E. Walton Street, and this taxi-

cab pulled up. Out popped this great-looking 

young dude with a couple of gorgeous young 

ladies on his arms. We went in the elevator, 

and I told him, "Quincy, I'm Bruce Swedien, 

and we're gonna be working together today." 

The first session was Dinah Washington. 

That's how we first met and it was like it had 

to be. He's the most knowledgeable person 

about music on Earth, and everything I've 

learned about the esoterics of popular music I 

learned from Quincy Jones. It's all about qual-

ity and doing the best you can with the project 

at hand. In essence, I went to the University of 

Quincy Jones. 

So this has definitely been a transition for 

you, going from engineer to producer—the 

one who calls all the shots. 

I don't do things any different now than I ever 

did. Because starting with Quincy, the people 

I'd worked with all along relied on me in the 

production of the album. While I didn't always 

get credit, I've always been paid like a producer, 

with royalties and all. It ended up not being a 

transition at all. It's all about the music. Every 

project I do sounds different, and I bring a 

piece of myself to every project, especially this 

great record with the Garneau band. 

Did you track one instrument at a time or 

rehearse a rhythm section? 

We did them one at a time. I usually work that 

way. I don't normally go for a sound and then 

imprint it on the project. It's usually controlled 

by the music at hand and I look for sonic in-

spiration in the compositions. 

Was the band involved in the mix? 

Actually, mixing is not just a phase of the proj-

By George Petersen 

ect for me. I start the mix during the tracking 

sessions and continue building on whatever 

sonic values show up early in the production 

that I fall in love with. 

Do you have any advice for someone learning 

the craft? 

I have a couple short sayings that students 

seem to enjoy. A lot of people get really 

wrapped up in the nuts and bolts about how 

we record and forget about the basic value 

that music has to be a moving experience— 

especially recorded music. People don't care 

how the music is made, but only that it moves 

them. 

How important is a formal audio education? 

It's very important, but a lot of young people 
today don't have any real opportunities to 

hear good music in a live acoustical situation, 

which to me is the best ear training. 

Do you have any more advice to offer? 

It's much easier to be done than to be satisfied. 

Doesn't that apply to a lot of things in life? 

I think so, but it really applies to mixing. III 

For more information about Garneau, visit 

www.garneauband.com. And as if Bruce Swed-

ien needed more to do, he recently completed a 

book called Recording Michael Jackson, which 

chronicles his experiences working with the King 

of Pop. It's due out early next year from Hal 

Leonard Publishing. 
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Subject: m201 A/D shop demo 

From: 'eben grace' 

Date: 09/20/2008 11:25 AM 

To: 'mike grace' 

Mike, 

Sorry to be so late getting to the office these 

past couple of days. The project I'm working on 

is almost done. Anyway, I finally took our shop 

demo m201 A/D home and got to try it for myself 

in my own room on a regular joe session. 

Ok, as your brother, I'm telling you: this is 

your finest yet. I depend on the versatility and 

consistency of our preamps, but plugging the 

m201 A/D was the biggest sonic improvement I 

have heard in my studio for as long as I can 

remember. No joke. Everything I trust to just 

work - 121's on the AC30, or a KSM184 on the 

J-45, or the 5600 on whatever - just works 

that much better. All my tried and true standby 

signal paths are now like secret weapons. Super 

duper extra- secret weapons. So thanks and nice 

work. We're gonna need a new shop demo, and I'm 

gonna be late tomorrow. 

-Eben 
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2 channel mic preamp with optional A/I=1 converter 

fully balanced, transformeless design • precision 24 position gold contact rotary switch gain controls • built in M+S decoder • front 

panel Dl / instrument inputs • dual parallel XLR outputs for each channel • no electrolytic capacitors in the signal path • ribbon mic 

mode • 130V phantom power option • reference quality 24bit/192 kHz A/D converter option • five year transferable warranty 

wvvvv.gracedesign.com 1.303.443.7454 



Compact FireWire audio interface with on-board effects and mixing 

Recording, mixing and effects to go... 

• Compact size — fits easily into a 

backpack. Sits n cely next to a laptop. 

• Bus powered — via FireWire with no 

power supply needed. Includes power 

adaptor for stand-alone operation. 

• Plenty of I/0 — 2 mic/guitar inputs 
with preamps, 6 IRS analog ins, 10 

TRS analog outs, S/PDIF & phones for 

a total of 10 inputs and 14 outputs. 

• On-board mixer with effects — 

10 input by 14 bus mixer with hardware 

DSP effects, including reverb, EQ and 

compression on every input and output. 

• CueMix FX software — Advanced 

graphic control for on-board mixing 

and effects with tabbed design and 

precision peak/RMS metering. 

• Vintage compression — Automatic 
Gain Control faithfully modeled after 

the legendary Teletronix® LA-2A® 

optical leveling amplifier. 

• British console EQ — 7-band 

parametric EQ modeled after 

legendary British analog consoles. 

• Classic Reverb — five room types and 

length up to 60 seconds. 

• Sample-accurate MIDI — connect a 

MIDI controller and/or sound module 

with no separate interface needed. 
MIDI I/O is sample-accurate with 

supporting software. 

• SMPTE time code sync — resolve to 

or generate time code via any analog 
in/out with no extra synchronizer. 

• Stand-alone operation — a complete 

mixer with effects. Adjust any setting 

quickly with intuitive LCD menus. 

• Drivers for Mac and Windows — 

Works with all of your favorite software. 
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